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About Puppet Enterprise
Thank you for choosing Puppet Enterprise (PE), IT automation software that allows system
administrators to programmatically provision, configure, and manage servers, network devices and�
storage, in the data center or in the cloud.

Puppet Enterprise offers:�

Configuration management tools that let sysadmins define a desired state for their infrastructure��
and then automatically enforce that state.
A web-based console UI, for analyzing reports, managing your Puppet systems and users, and
editing resources on the fly.�
Powerful orchestration capabilities.
An alternate compliance workflow for auditing changes to unmanaged resources.�
Cloud provisioning tools for creating and configuring new VM instances.�

This userʼs guide will help you start using Puppet Enterprise 3.0, and will serve as a reference as
you gain more experience. It covers PE-specific features and offers brief introductions to Puppet��
and the orchestration engine. Use the navigation at left to move between the guideʼs sections and
chapters.

About Puppet
Puppet is the leading open source configuration management tool. It allows system configuration��
“manifests” to be written in a high-level DSL and can compose modular chunks of configuration to�
create a machineʼs unique configuration. By default, Puppet Enterprise uses a client/server Puppet�

For New Users
If youʼve never used Puppet before and want to evaluate Puppet Enterprise, follow the Puppet
Enterprise quick start guide. This walkthrough will guide you through creating a small
proof-of-concept deployment while demonstrating the core features and workflows of�
Puppet Enterprise.

For Returning Users
See the whatʼs new page for the new features in this release of Puppet Enterprise. You can
find detailed release notes for updates within the 3.0.x series in the �appendix of this guide.
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deployment, where agent nodes fetch configurations from a central puppet master.�

About Orchestration
Puppet Enterprise includes distributed task orchestration features. Nodes managed by PE will listen
for commands over a message bus and independently take action when they hear an authorized
request. This lets you investigate and command your infrastructure in real time without relying on a
central inventory.

About the Puppet Enterprise Console
PEʼs console is the web front-end for managing your systems. The console can:

Trigger immediate puppet runs on an arbitrary subset of your nodes
Browse and compare resources on your nodes in real time
Analyze reports to help visualize your infrastructure over time
Browse inventory data and backed-up file contents from your nodes�
Group similar nodes and control the Puppet classes they receive in their catalogs
Run advanced orchestration tasks

About the Cloud Provisioning Tools
PE includes command line tools for building new nodes, which can create new VMware, Openstack,
and Amazon EC2 instances, install PE on any virtual or physical machine, and classify newly
provisioned nodes within your Puppet infrastructure.

Licensing
PE can be evaluated with a complimentary ten node license; beyond that, a commercial per-node
license is required for use. A license key file will have been emailed to you after your purchase, and�
the puppet master will look for this key at /etc/puppetlabs/license.key . Puppet will log warnings
if the license is expired or exceeded, and you can view the status of your license by running puppet
license  at the command line on the puppet master.

To purchase a license, please see the Puppet Enterprise pricing page, or contact Puppet Labs at
sales@puppetlabs.com or (877) 575-9775. For more information on licensing terms, please see the
licensing FAQ. If you have misplaced or never received your license key, please contact
sales@puppetlabs.com.

Next: New Features

New Features in PE 3.0
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Overview

Puppet Enterprise (PE) 3.0 is a major release that includes many new functions and features,
significant improvements in performance and scalability, many bug fixes and refinements, and���
upgrades to most major components.

The most significant changes in PE 3.0 are the upgrade to Puppet 3.2, major improvements to PEʼs�
orchestration engine with the upgrade to MCollective 2.2.4, and the integration of PuppetDB 1.3.
These changes result in considerable performance increases and add major new functionality.

Information on changes in Puppet 3 versus Puppet 2.x can be found in the Puppet 3 Reference
Guide. This blog post also provides a good overview of whatʼs new and different in Puppet 3. In�
particular, youʼll want to ensure your manifests do not use dynamic scope lookup (they shouldnʼt
since it has been deprecated for some time). Youʼll also want to get familiar with how Puppet 3
changes the way Puppet deals with classes and class parameters generally, and automatic
parameter lookup in particular.
For information on what you can now do with orchestration, check out the orchestration section
of this manual. Specifically:�

For an overview of whatʼs new in the orchestration engine, refer to this blog post introducing
MCollective version 2.0 or, for more detail, the MCollective Release Notes.
To install new orchestration actions, see the Adding Actions page of this manual. For
information about writing plugins, see the MCollective agent writing guide. Note that if you
have written custom plugins to use with MCollective 1.2.x, you may need to revise them to
work with 2.2.4.
To learn the improved command line capabilities, see the Invoking Orchestration Actions on
the Command Line page of this manual. In particular, check out the new --batch  option and
compound filters with data plugins�.

For information on what you can now do with PuppetDB, check out the PuppetDB manual. You
can also learn about the specific features in PuppetDB 1.3�. If youʼre unfamiliar with PuppetDB,
Puppet Labs developer Nick Lewis provides a good introduction.

Note that orchestration tools and PuppetDB are automatically installed and configured by PE 3.0, so�
you can ignore any installation instructions in documentation linked above.

Component Upgrades & Additions

Many of the “under the hood” constituent parts of Puppet Enterprise have been updated in version
3.0. Most notably these include:

Ruby 1.9.3
Puppet 3.2.2
Facter 1.7.1
Hiera 1.2.1
MCollective 2.2.4
Dashboard 2.0
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In addition, PuppetDB 1.3.1 is now packaged and fully integrated with PE. Since PuppetDB uses
PostgreSQL, we have moved all of PEʼs database-using components (e.g., the console) to Postgres,
and all MySQL databases have been replaced.

For a complete list of package upgrades, visit the release notes.

Other Functional Changes & Noteworthy Improvements

Live management and orchestration now support Windows.
Puppet agents are now supported on Windows Server 2012.
The addition of parameterized class support in the console makes it easier to use pre-built
modules from the Puppet Forge.
A new resource type, service, is now available for browsing in live management.
Live management cloning is deprecated and has been removed from the console. For alternate
ways to accomplish similar functionality, the release notes contain suggestions.
Compliance is deprecated and has been removed from the console. For alternate ways to
accomplish similar functionality, visit this page that describes an alternate workflow in greater�
detail.
Facter 1.7 provides support for external facts, which makes writing custom Facter facts much
easier than before.
All deprecated commands that precede Puppet 2.6.x (e.g., puppetmasterd , puppetd , ralsh , etc.)
are now removed.

New Browser Requirements

In 3.0, the PE console must be accessed via one of the following browsers:

Chrome (current versions)
Firefox (current versions)
Safari 5.1 and higher
Internet Explorer 9, 10 (IE 8 is no longer supported)

Delayed Support for Upgrading and SLES

Full functionality for upgrades is not yet complete in 3.0. Upgrading is not yet supported for
master, console and database roles, but is fully supported for agents. Visit the upgrading page
for complete instructions on how to migrate a 2.8 deployment to PE 3.0 now. Full upgrade
support will be included in the next release of PE 3.0, no later than August 15, 2013.
Support for nodes running the SLES operating system is not yet completed. It will be included in
the next release of PE 3.0, no later than August 15, 2013.

Next: Getting Support
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Getting Support for Puppet Enterprise
Getting support for Puppet Enterprise is easy; it is available both from Puppet Labs and the
community of Puppet Enterprise users. We provide responsive, dependable, quality support to
resolve any issues regarding the installation, operation, and use of Puppet.

There are three primary ways to get support for Puppet Enterprise:

Reporting issues to the Puppet Labs customer support portal.
Joining the Puppet Enterprise user group.
Seeking help from the Puppet open source community.

Reporting Issues to the customer support portal
Paid Support

Puppet Labs provides two levels of commercial support offerings for Puppet Enterprise�: Standard
and Premium. Both offerings allow you to report your support issues to our confidential ��customer
support portal. You will receive an account and log-on for this portal when you purchase Puppet
Enterprise.

Customer support portal: https://support.puppetlabs.com
THE PE SUPPORT SCRIPT

When seeking support, you may be asked to run the information-gathering support script included
with in the Puppet Enterprise installer tarball. This script is located in the root of the unzipped
tarball and is named simply “support .”

This script will collect a large amount of system information, compress it, and print the location of
the zipped tarball when it finishes running; an uncompressed directory (named �support )
containing the same data will be left in the same directory as the compressed copy. We recommend
that you examine the collected data before forwarding it to Puppet Labs, as it may contain sensitive
information that you will wish to redact.

The information collected by the support script includes:

iptables info (is it loaded? what are the inbound and outbound rules?) (both ipv4 and ipv6)
a full run of Facter (if installed)
SELinux status
the amount of free disk and memory on the system
hostname info (/etc/hosts  and the output of hostname	--fqdn )
the umask of the system
NTP configuration (what servers are available, the offset from them)��
a listing (no content) of the files in �/opt/puppet , /var/opt/lib/pe-puppet  and
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/var/opt/lib/pe-puppetmaster

the OS and kernel
a list of installed packages
the current process list
a listing of puppet certs
a listing of all services (except on Debian, which lacks the equivalent command)
current environment variables
whether the puppet master is reachable
the output of mco	ping  and mco	inventory

It also copies the following files:�

system logs
the contents of /etc/puppetlabs
the contents of /var/log/pe-*

Free Support

If you are evaluating Puppet Enterprise, we also offer support during your evaluation period. �During
this period you can report issues with Puppet Enterprise to our public support portal. Please be
aware that all issues filed here are viewable by all other users.�

Public support portal: http://projects.puppetlabs.com/projects/puppet-enterprise

Join the Puppet Enterprise user group
http://groups.google.com/a/puppetlabs.com/group/pe-users

Click on “Sign in and apply for membership.”
Click on “Enter your email address to access the document.”
Enter your email address.

Your request to join will be sent to Puppet Labs for authorization and you will receive an email
when youʼve been added to the user group.

Getting support from the existing Puppet Community
As a Puppet Enterprise customer you are more than welcome to participate in our large and helpful
open source community as well as report issues against the open source project.

Puppet open source user group:

http://groups.google.com/group/puppet-users
Puppet Developers group:
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http://groups.google.com/group/puppet-dev
Report issues with the open source Puppet project:

http://projects.puppetlabs.com/projects/puppet

Next: Quick Start

Quick Start: Using PE 3.0
Welcome to the Puppet Enterprise 3.0 quick start guide. This document is a short walkthrough to
help you evaluate Puppet Enterprise (PE) and become familiar with its features. Follow along to
learn how to:

Install a small proof-of-concept deployment
Add nodes to your deployment
Examine and control nodes in real time with live management
Install a third-party Puppet module
Apply Puppet classes to nodes with the console

Creating a Deployment
A standard Puppet Enterprise deployment consists of:

Many agent nodes, which are computers (physical or virtual) managed by Puppet.
At least one puppet master server, which serves configurations to agent nodes.�
At least one console server, which analyzes agent reports and presents a GUI for managing your
site. (This may or may not be the same server as the master.)
At least one database support server which runs PuppetDB and databases that support the
console. (This may or may not be the same server as the console server.)

For this deployment, the puppet master, the console and database support server will be the same
machine, and we will have one additional agent node.

Following this walkthrough will take approximately 30 minutes.

Preparing Your Proof-of-Concept Systems

To create this small deployment, you will need the following:

At least two computers (“nodes”) running a *nix operating system supported by Puppet
Enterprise.
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Installing the Puppet Master

On the puppet master node, log in as root or with a root shell. (Use sudo	-s  to get a root shell if
your operating systemʼs root account is disabled, as on Debian and Ubuntu.)
Download the Puppet Enterprise tarball, extract it, and navigate to the directory it creates.
Run ./puppet-enterprise-installer . The installer will ask a series of questions about which

These can be virtual machines or physical servers.
One of these nodes (the puppet master server) should have at least 1 GB of RAM. Note:
For actual production use, a puppet master node should have at least 4 GB of RAM.

Optionally, a computer running a version of Microsoft Windows supported by Puppet
Enterprise.
Puppet Enterprise installer tarballs suitable for the OS and architecture your nodes are
using.
A network — all of your nodes should be able to reach each other.
An internet connection or a local mirror of your operating systemʼs package repositories,
for downloading additional software that Puppet Enterprise may require.
Properly configured firewalls��.

For demonstration purposes, all nodes should allow all traffic on ports 8140, 61613,��
and 443. (Production deployments can and should partially restrict this traffic.)��

Properly configured name resolution�.
Each node needs a unique hostname, and they should be on a shared domain. For the
rest of this walkthrough, we will refer to the puppet master as master.example.com ,
the first agent node as �agent1.example.com , and the Windows node as
windows.example.com . You can use any hostnames and any domain; simply substitute
the names as needed throughout this document.
All nodes must know their own hostnames. This can be done by properly configuring�
reverse DNS on your local DNS server, or by setting the hostname explicitly. Setting the
hostname usually involves the hostname command and one or more configuration�
files, while the exact method varies by platform.�
All nodes must be able to reach each other by name. This can be done with a local DNS
server, or by editing the /etc/hosts  file on each node to point to the proper IP�
addresses. Test this by running ping	master.example.com  and ping
agent1.example.com  on every node, including the Windows node if present.
Optionally, to simplify configuration later, all nodes should also be able to �reach the
puppet master node at the hostname puppet . This can be done with DNS or with hosts
files. Test this by running �ping	puppet  on every node.
The control workstation from which you are carrying out these instructions must be
able to reach every node in the deployment by name.
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components to install, and how to configure them.�
Install the puppet master, database support, and console roles; the cloud provisioner role is
not required, but may be useful if you later promote this machine to production.
Make sure that the unique “certname” matches the hostname you chose for this node. (For
example, master.example.com .)
You will need the email address and console password it requests in order to use the console;
choose something memorable.
None of the other passwords are relevant to this quick start guide. Choose something
random.
Accept the default responses for every other question by hitting enter.

The installer will then install and configure Puppet Enterprise. It may also need to install�
additional packages from your OSʼs repository. This process may take 10-15 minutes.

Installing the Agent Node

On the agent node, log in as root or with a root shell. (Use sudo	-s  to get a root shell if your
operating systemʼs root account is disabled.)
Download the Puppet Enterprise tarball, extract it, and navigate to the directory it creates.
Run ./puppet-enterprise-installer . The installer will ask a series of questions about which
components to install, and how to configure them.�

Skip the puppet master role.
Provide the puppet master hostname; in this case, master.example.com . If you configured the�
master to be reachable at puppet , you can alternately accept the default.
Skip the database support and console roles.
Install the puppet agent role. The cloud provisioner role is optional and is not used in this
exercise.
Make sure that the unique “certname” matches the hostname you chose for this node. (For
example, agent1.example.com .)
Accept the default responses for every other question by hitting enter.

The installer will then install and configure Puppet Enterprise.�

Installing the Optional Windows Node

You have now installed the puppet master node. As indicated by the installer, the puppet
master node is also an agent node, and can configure itself the same way it configures the��
other nodes in a deployment. Stay logged in as root for further exercises.

You have now installed the puppet agent node. Stay logged in as root for further exercises.
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On the Windows node, log in as a user with administrator privileges.
Download the Puppet Enterprise installer for Windows.
Run the Windows installer by double-clicking it. The installer will ask for the name of the puppet
master to connect to; set this to master.example.com .

Adding Nodes to a Deployment
After installing, the agent nodes are not yet allowed to fetch configurations from the puppet�
master; they must be explicitly approved and granted a certificate.�

Approving the Certificate Request�

During installation, the agent node contacted the puppet master and requested a certificate. To add�
the agent node to the deployment, youʼll need to approve its request on the puppet master. This is
most easily done via the console.

On your control workstation, open a web browser and point it to https://master.example.com.
You will receive a warning about an untrusted certificate. This is because �you were the signing
authority for the consoleʼs certificate, and your Puppet Enterprise deployment is not known to�
the major browser vendors as a valid signing authority. Ignore the warning and accept the
certificate.� The steps to do this vary by browser; see here for detailed steps for the major web
browsers.
Next, you will see a login screen for the console. Log in with the email address and password you
provided when installing the puppet master.

You have now installed the Windows puppet agent node. Stay logged in as administrator for
further exercises.
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The console GUI loads in your browser. Note the pending “node requests” indicator in the upper
right corner. Click it to load a list of pending node requests.

Click the “Accept All” button to approve all the requests and add the nodes to the deployment.

Testing the Agent Nodes

During this walkthrough, we will be running puppet agent interactively. Normally, puppet agent
runs in the background and fetches configurations from the puppet master every 30 minutes. (This�
interval is configurable with the �runinterval  setting in puppet.conf.) However, you can also trigger
a puppet run manually from the command line.

On the first agent node,� run puppet	agent	--test . This will trigger a single puppet agent run
with verbose logging.

The agent nodes can now retrieve configurations from the master the next time puppet runs.�
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Note the long string of log messages, which should end with notice:	Finished	catalog	run
in	[...]	seconds .
On the Windows node, open the start menu, navigate to the Puppet Enterprise folder, and
choose “Run Puppet Agent,” elevating privileges if necessary.
Note the similar string of log messages.

Viewing the Agent Nodes in the Console

Click on “Nodes” in the primary navigation bar. Youʼll see various UI elements, which show a
summary of your deploymentʼs recent puppet runs and their status. Notice that the master and
any agent nodes appear in the list of nodes:

Explore the console. Note that if you click on a node to view its details, you can see its recent
history, the Puppet classes it receives, and a very large list of inventory information about it. See
here for more information about navigating the console.

Note: If you receive a -bash:	puppet:	command	not	found  error, run export
PATH=/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:$PATH , then try again. This error can appear
when the /usr/local/bin  directory is not present in the root userʼs $PATH  by default.

You are now fully managing these nodes. They have checked in with the puppet master for
the first time, and have received their configuration info. They will continue to check in and��
fetch new configurations every 30 minutes. They will also appear in the console, where you�
can make changes to their configuration by assigning classes.�

You now know how to find detailed information about any node in your deployment,�
including its status, inventory details, and the results of its last Puppet run.
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Avoiding the Wait

Although puppet agent is now fully functional on any agent nodes, some other Puppet Enterprise
software is not; specifically, the daemon that listens for orchestration messages is not configured.��
This is because Puppet Enterprise uses Puppet to configure itself.�

Puppet Enterprise does this automatically within 30 minutes of a nodeʼs first check-in. To fast-track�
the process and avoid the wait, do the following:

On the console, use the sidebar to navigate to the “mcollective” group:

Check the list of nodes at the bottom of the page for agent1.example.com  and
windows.example.com  (or whatever you named your Windows node) — depending on your
timing, they may already be present. If so, skip to “on each agent node” below.
If agent1  is not a member of the group already, click the “edit” button:
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In the “nodes” field, begin typing �agent1.example.com ʼs name. You can then select it from the
list of autocompletion guesses. Click the update button after you have selected it.

On each agent node, run puppet	agent	--test  again, as described above. Note the long string
of log messages related to the pe_mcollective  class.

In a normal environment, you would usually skip these steps and allow orchestration to come on-
line automatically.

Both the Linux and the Windows agent node can now respond to orchestration messages,
and their resources can be viewed live in the console.
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Using Live Management to Control Agent Nodes
Live management uses Puppet Enterpriseʼs orchestration features to view and edit resources in real
time. It can also trigger Puppet runs and orchestration tasks.

On the console, click the “Live Management” tab in the top navigation.

Note that the master and the agent nodes are all listed in the sidebar.

Discovering Resources

Note that you are currently in the “Browse Resources” tab. Click “user resources” list of resource
types, then click the “Find Resources” button:

Examine the complete list of user accounts found on all of the nodes currently selected in the
sidebar node list. (In this case, both the master and the first agent node are selected.) Most of�
the users will be identical, as these machines are very close to a default OS install, but some
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users related to the puppet masterʼs functionality are only on one node:

Note that you can click on a user to view details about its properties and where it is present.

The other resource types work in a similar manner. Choose the nodes whose resources you wish to
browse. Select a resource type, click “Find Resources” to discover the resource on the selected
nodes, click on one of the resulting found resources to see details about it.
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Triggering Puppet Runs

Rather than using the command line to kick off puppet runs with �puppet	agent	-t  one at a time,
you can use live management to run puppet on several selected nodes.

On the console, in the live management page, click the “Control Puppet” tab.
Make sure one or more nodes are selected with node selector on the left.
Click the runonce  action to reveal the red “Run” button and additional options. Click the “Run”
button to run Puppet on the selected nodes.

Note: You canʼt always use the runonce  actionʼs additional options — with *nix nodes, you
must stop the pe-puppet  service before you can use options like noop . See this note in the
orchestration section of the manual for more details.

You have just triggered a puppet agent run on several agents at once; in this case, the
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Installing a Puppet Module
Puppet configures nodes by applying classes to them. Classes are chunks of Puppet code that�
configure a specific aspect or feature of a machine.��

Puppet classes are distributed in the form of modules. You can save time by using pre-existing
modules. Pre-existing modules are distributed on the Puppet Forge, and can be installed with the
puppet	module  subcommand. Any module installed on the puppet master can be used to configure�
agent nodes.

Installing two Forge Modules

We will install two example modules: puppetlabs-motd  and puppetlabs-win_desktop_shortcut .

On your control workstation, . This is the Forge listing for an example module that sets the
message of the day file (�/etc/motd ), which is displayed to users when they log into a *nix
system.
Navigate to https://forge.puppetlabs.com/puppetlabs/win_desktop_shortcut. This is the Forge
listing for an example module that manages a desktop shortcut on Windows.
On the puppet master, run puppet	module	search	motd . This searches for modules from the
Puppet Forge with motd  in their names or descriptions:

		Searching	http://forge.puppetlabs.com	...
		NAME													DESCRIPTION																																																	
AUTHOR								KEYWORDS
		puppetlabs-motd		This	module	populates	`/etc/motd`	with	the	contents	of	...		
@puppetlabs			Testing
		jeffmccune-motd		This	manages	a	basic	message	of	the	day	based	on	useful...		
@jeffmccune			motd
		dhoppe-motd							This	module	manages	motd																																			
@dhoppe							debian	ubuntu	motd
		saz-motd									Manage	'Message	Of	The	Day'	via	Puppet																						
@saz										motd

We want puppetlabs-motd , which is an example module that sets the message of the day file�
(/etc/motd ) on *nix systems.

You can view detailed info about the module by navigating to

master and the first agent node. The “runonce” action will trigger a puppet run on every�
node currently selected in the sidebar.

In production deployments, select target nodes carefully, as running this action on dozens or
hundreds of nodes at once can put strain on the puppet master server. If you need to do an
immediate Puppet run on many nodes, you should use the orchestration command line to do
a controlled run series.
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http://forge.puppetlabs.com/puppetlabs/motd in your web browser, or by using the search field�
on the Forge website.

You can also do a similar search for desktop_shortcut , which should find the other module�
weʼll be using.
Install the first module by running �puppet	module	install	puppetlabs-motd :

		Preparing	to	install	into	/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/modules	...
		Downloading	from	http://forge.puppetlabs.com	...
		Installing	--	do	not	interrupt	...
		/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/modules
		└──	puppetlabs-motd	(v1.0.0)

Install the second module by running puppet	module	install	puppetlabs-
win_desktop_shortcut . (If you are not using any Windows nodes, this module is inert; you can
install it or skip it.)

Using Modules in the PE Console

Every module contains one or more classes. The modules you just installed contain classes called
motd  and win_desktop_shortcut . To use any class, you must tell the console about it and then
assign it to one or more nodes.

On the console, click the “Add class” button in the sidebar:

Type the name of the motd  class, and click the “create” button:

You have just installed multiple Puppet modules. All of the classes in them are now available
to be added to the console and assigned to nodes.
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Do the same for the win_desktop_shortcut  class.
Navigate to agent1.example.com  (by clicking the “Nodes” link in the top nav bar and clicking
agent1 ʼs name), click the “Edit” button, and begin typing “motd” in the “classes” field; you can�
select the motd  class from the list of autocomplete suggestions. Click the “Update” button after
you have selected it.

Note that the motd  class now appears in the list of agent1 ʼs classes.
Navigate to windows.example.com , click the edit button, and begin typing
“win_desktop_shortcut” in the “classes” field; select the class and click the “Update” button.�
Note that the win_desktop_shortcut  class now appears in the list of windows.example.com ʼs
classes.
Navigate to the live management page, and select the “Control Puppet” tab. Use the “runonce”
action to trigger a puppet run on both the master and the agents. This will configure the nodes�
using the newly-assigned classes. Wait one or two minutes.
On the first agent node,� run cat	/etc/motd . Note that its contents resemble the following:

		The	operating	system	is	CentOS
		The	free	memory	is	82.27	MB
		The	domain	is	example.com

On the puppet master, run cat	/etc/motd . Note that its contents are either empty or the
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operating systemʼs default, since the motd  class wasnʼt applied to it.
On the Windows node, note that there is now a shortcut to the Puppet Labs website on the
desktop.

Summary
You have now experienced the core features and workflows of Puppet Enterprise. In summary, a�
Puppet Enterprise user will:

Deploy new nodes, install PE on them (*nix and Windows instructions), and add them to their
deployment by approving their certificate requests�.
Use pre-built modules from the Puppet Forge to save time and effort.�
Assign classes from modules to nodes in the console.
Allow nodes to be managed by regularly scheduled Puppet runs.
Use live management to inspect and compare nodes, and to trigger on-demand puppet agent
runs when necessary.

Next

In addition to what this walkthrough has covered, most users will also:

Edit modules from the Forge to make them better suit the deployment.
Create new modules from scratch by writing classes that manage resources.
Examine reports in the PE console.
Use a site module to compose other modules into machine roles, allowing console users to
control policy instead of implementation.
Assign classes to groups in the console instead of individual nodes.

To learn about these workflows, continue to the �writing modules quick start guide.

To explore the rest of the PE userʼs guide, use the sidebar at the top of this page, or return to the
index.

Next: Quick Start: Writing Modules

Puppet is now managing the first agent nodeʼs message of the day file, and will revert it to��
the specified state if it is ever modified. Puppet is also managing the desktop shortcut on the��
Windows machine, and will restore it if it is ever deleted or modified.�

For more recommended modules, search the Forge or check out the Module of the Week
series on the Puppet Labs blog.
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Module Writing Basics
Welcome to the PE 3.0 advanced quick start guide. This document is a continuation of the quick
start guide, and is a short walkthrough to help you become more familiar with PEʼs features. Follow
along to learn how to:

Modify modules obtained from the Forge
Write your own Puppet module
Examine reports in the console
Create a site module that composes other modules into machine roles
Apply Puppet classes to groups with the console

Editing a Forge Module
Although many Forge modules are exact solutions that fit your site, many more are �almost what
you need. Most users will edit many of their Forge modules.

Module Basics

Modules are stored in /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/modules . (This can be configured with the�
modulepath  setting in puppet.conf .)

Modules are directory trees. Their basic structure looks like this:

motd/  (the module name)
manifests/

init.pp  (contains the motd  class)
public.pp  (contains the motd::public  class)

Every manifest (.pp) file contains a single class. File names map to class names in a predictable way:�
init.pp  will contain a class with the same name as the module, <NAME>.pp  will contain a class
called <MODULE	NAME>::<NAME> , and <NAME>/<OTHER	NAME>.pp  will contain <MODULE
NAME>::<NAME>::<OTHER	NAME> .

Many modules contain directories other than manifests ; these will not be covered in this guide.

For more on how modules work, see Module Fundamentals in the Puppet documentation.
For a more detailed guided tour, see the module chapters of Learning Puppet.

Editing a Manifest

Before starting this walkthrough, you should have completed the previous quick start guide.
You should still be logged in as root or administrator on your nodes.
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Editing a Manifest

This exercise will modify the desktop shortcut being managed on your Windows node.

On the puppet master, navigate to the modules directory by running cd
/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/modules .
Run ls  to view the currently installed modules; note that motd  and win_desktop_shortcut  are
present.
Open and begin editing win_desktop_shortcut/manifests/init.pp , using the text editor of
your choice.

If you do not have a preferred Unix text editor, run nano
win_desktop_shortcut/manifests/init.pp .

If Nano is not installed, run puppet	resource	package	nano	ensure=installed  to install
it from your OSʼs package repositories.

Note that the desktop shortcut is being managed as a file  resource, and its content is being set
with the content  attribute:

				class	win_desktop_shortcut	{

						if	$osfamily	==	"windows"	{
								if	$win_common_desktop_directory	{

										file	{	"${win_common_desktop_directory}\\PuppetLabs.URL":
												ensure		=>	present,
												content	=>	"[InternetShortcut]\nURL=http://puppetlabs.com",
										}

								}
						}

				}

For more on resource declarations, see the manifests chapter of Learning Puppet or the resources
section of the language guide. For more about how file paths with backslashes work in manifests�
for Windows, see the page on writing manifests for Windows.

Change the ensure  attribute of the file  resource to absent .
Delete the content  line of the file  resource.
Create two new file  resources to manage other files on the desktop, mimicking the structure of�
the first resource:�

				file	{	"${win_common_desktop_directory}\\RunningPuppet.URL":
						ensure		=>	present,
						content	=>	
"[InternetShortcut]\nURL=http://docs.puppetlabs.com/windows/running.html",
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				}

				file	{	"${win_common_desktop_directory}\\Readme.txt":
						ensure		=>	present,
						content	=>	"This	node	is	managed	by	Puppet.	Some	files	and	services	
cannot	be	edited	locally;	contact	your	sysadmin	for	details.",
				}

Make sure that these resources are within the two “if” blocks, alongside the first resource.�

Save and close the file.�
On the console, invoke the “runonce” action on the Windows node.
Note that the original shortcut is gone, and a new shortcut and Readme.txt  file have appeared�
on the desktop.

Editing a Template

On the puppet master, navigate to the modules directory by running cd
/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/modules .
Open and begin editing motd/manifests/init.pp , using the text editor of your choice.
Note that the content of the motd  file is being filled with the ��template  function, referring to a
template within the module:

				class	motd	{
						if	$kernel	==	"Linux"	{
								file	{	'/etc/motd':
										ensure		=>	file,
										backup		=>	false,
										content	=>	template("motd/motd.erb"),
								}
						}
				}

Close the manifest file, then open and begin editing �motd/templates/motd.erb .
Add the line Welcome	to	<%=	hostname	%>  at the beginning of the template file.�
Save and close the file.�
Use the console to invoke the “runonce” action on the Agent. Then, go to the agent node and log

Your copy of the Windows example module now behaves differently.�

If you had deleted the original resource instead of setting ensure  to absent,  it would have
become a normal, unmanaged file — Puppet would not have deleted it, but it also would not�
have restored it if a local user were to delete it. Puppet does not care about resources that
are not declared.
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out and back in again.
Note that the message of the day has changed to show the machineʼs hostname.

Writing a Puppet Module
Third-party modules save time, but most users will also write their own modules.

Writing a Class in a Module

This exercise will create a class that manages the permissions of the fstab , passwd , and crontab
files.�

Run mkdir	-p	core_permissions/manifests  to create the module directory and manifests
directory.
Use your text editor to create and begin editing the core_permissions/manifests/init.pp  file.�
Edit the init.pp file so it contains the following, then save it and exit the editor:�

				class	core_permissions	{
						if	$osfamily	!=	'windows'	{

								$rootgroup	=	$operatingsystem	?	{
										'Solaris'	=>	'wheel',
										default			=>	'root',
								}
								$fstab	=	$operatingsystem	?	{
										'Solaris'	=>	'/etc/vfstab',
										default			=>	'/etc/fstab',
								}

								file	{'fstab':
										path			=>	$fstab,
										ensure	=>	present,
										mode			=>	0644,
										owner		=>	'root',
										group		=>	"$rootgroup",
								}

								file	{'/etc/passwd':
										ensure	=>	present,
										mode			=>	0644,

Your copy of the motd  module now behaves differently.�

For more about templates, see the templates chapter of Learning Puppet or the templates
section of the Puppet documentation.
For more about variables, including “facts” like hostname , see the variables chapter of
Learning Puppet or the variables section of the language guide.
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										owner		=>	'root',
										group		=>	"$rootgroup",
								}

								file	{'/etc/crontab':
										ensure	=>	present,
										mode			=>	0644,
										owner		=>	'root',
										group		=>	"$rootgroup",
								}

						}
				}

See the Puppet documentation for more information about writing classes:

To learn how to write resource declarations, conditionals, and classes in a guided tour format,
start at the beginning of Learning Puppet.
For a complete but succinct guide to the Puppet languageʼs syntax, see the language guide.
For complete documentation of the available resource types, see the type reference.
For short, printable references, see the modules cheat sheet and the core types cheat sheet.

Using a Homemade Module in the Console

On the console, use the “add class” button to make the class available, just as in the previous
example.
Instead of assigning the class to a single node, assign it to a group. Navigate to the default
group and use the edit button, then add the core_permissions  class to its list of classes. Do not
delete the existing classes, which are necessary for configuring new nodes.�

You have created a new module containing a single class. Puppet now knows about this
class, and it can be added to the console and assigned to nodes.

This new class:

Uses an “if” conditional to only manage *nix systems.
Uses a selector conditional and a variable to change the name of the root userʼs primary
group on Solaris.
Uses three file  resources to manage the fstab , passwd , and crontab  files on *nix�
systems. These resources do not manage the content of the files, only their ownership�
and permissions.
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On the puppet master node, manually set dangerous permissions for the crontab  and passwd
files. This will make them editable by any unprivileged user.�

		#	chmod	0666	/etc/crontab	/etc/passwd
		#	ls	-lah	/etc/crontab	/etc/passwd	/etc/fstab
		-rw-rw-rw-	1	root	root		255	Jan		6		2007	/etc/crontab
		-rw-r--r--	1	root	root		534	Aug	22		2011	/etc/fstab
		-rw-rw-rw-	1	root	root	2.3K	Mar	26	08:18	/etc/passwd

On the first agent node,� manually set dangerous permissions for the fstab  file:�

		#	chmod	0666	/etc/fstab
		#	ls	-lah	/etc/crontab	/etc/passwd	/etc/fstab
		-rw-rw-r--	1	root	root		255	Jan		6		2007	/etc/crontab
		-rw-rw-rw-	1	root	root		534	Aug	22		2011	/etc/fstab
		-rw-rw-r--	1	root	root	2.3K	Mar	26	08:18	/etc/passwd

Run puppet agent once on every node. You can do this by:
Doing nothing and waiting 30 minutes
Using live management to run the “runonce” action on the agent nodes
Triggering a manual run on every node, with either puppet	agent	--test  or the “Run Puppet
Agent” Start menu item (on Windows)

On the master and first agent nodes,� note that the permissions of the three files have been�
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returned to safe defaults, such that only root can edit them:

		#	ls	-lah	/etc/fstab	/etc/passwd	/etc/crontab
		-rw-r--r--	1	root	root		255	Jan		6		2007	/etc/crontab
		-rw-r--r--	1	root	root		534	Aug	22		2011	/etc/fstab
		-rw-r--r--	1	root	root	2.3K	Mar	26	08:18	/etc/passwd

On the Windows node, note that the class has safely done nothing, and has not accidentally
created any files in �C:\etc\ .
On the console, navigate to master.example.com , by clicking “Nodes” in the primary navigation
bar and then clicking on the nodeʼs name. Scroll down to the list of recent reports, and note that
the most recent one is blue, signifying that changes were made:

Click on the topmost report, then navigate to the “log” tab of the report:
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Note the two changes made to the file permissions:�

Using a Site Module
Many users create a “site” module. Instead of describing smaller units of a configuration, the�
classes in a site module describe a complete configuration� for a given type of machine. For
example, a site module might contain:

A site::basic  class, for nodes that require security management but havenʼt been given a
specialized role yet.

You have created a new class from scratch and used it to manage the security of critical files�
on your *nix servers.

Instead assigning it directly to nodes, you assigned it to a group. Using node groups can
save you time and allow better visibility into your site. They are also crucial for taking
advantage of the cloud provisioning tools. You can create new groups in the console with
the “New group” button, and add new nodes to them using the “Edit” button on a groupʼs
page.
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A site::webserver  class for nodes that serve web content.
A site::dbserver  class for nodes that provide a database server to other applications.

Site modules hide complexity so you can more easily divide labor at your site. System architects can
create the site classes, and junior admins can create new machines and assign a single “role” class
to them in the console. In this workflow, the console controls �policy, not fine-grained�
implementation.

On the puppet master, create the /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/modules/site/manifests/basic.pp
file, and edit it to contain the following:�

				class	site::basic	{
						if	$osfamily	==	'windows'	{
								include	win_desktop_shortcut
						}
						else	{
								include	motd
								include	core_permissions
						}
				}

This class declares other classes with the include  function. Note the “if” conditional that sets
different classes for different OSʼs using the ��$osfamily  fact. For more information about declaring
classes, see the modules and classes chapters of Learning Puppet.

On the console, remove all of the previous example classes from your nodes and groups, using
the “edit” button in each node or group page. Be sure to leave the pe_*  classes in place.
Add the site::basic  class to the console with the “add class” button in the sidebar.
Assign the site::basic  class to the default group.

Summary
You have now performed the core workflows of an intermediate Puppet user. In the course of their�
normal work, an intermediate user will:

Download and modify Forge modules that almost (but not quite) fit their deploymentʼs needs.�
Create new modules and write new classes to manage many types of resources, including files,�
services, packages, user accounts, and more.
Build and curate a site module to safely empower junior admins and simplify the decisions

Your nodes are now receiving the same configurations as before, but with a simplified��
interface in the console. Instead of deciding which classes a new node should receive, you
can decide what type of node it is and take advantage of decisions you made earlier.
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involved in deploying new machines.

Next: System Requirements

System Requirements and Pre-Installation
Before installing Puppet Enterprise:

Ensure that your nodes are running a supported operating system.
Ensure that your puppet master and console servers are sufficiently powerful.��
Ensure that your network, firewalls, and name resolution are configured correctly and all target��
servers are communicating.
Plan to install the puppet master server before the console server, and the console server before
any agent nodes. If you are separating roles, install in this order:

Operating System
Puppet Enterprise 3.0 supports the following systems:

Operating system Version(s) Arch Roles

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 &  6 x86 &  x86_64 all roles

CentOS 5 &  6 x86 &  x86_64 all roles

Ubuntu LTS 10.04 &  12.04 i386 &  amd64 all roles

Debian Squeeze (6) &  Wheezy (7) i386 &  amd64 all roles

Oracle Linux 5 &  6 x86 &  x86_64 all roles

Scientific Linux� 5 &  6 x86 &  x86_64 all roles

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 (SP1 and later) x86 &  x86_64 not supported (coming soon)

Solaris 10 SPARC &  i386 agent

Microsoft Windows 2003, 2003R2, 2008, 2008R2 7, 8, &  2012 x86 &  x86_64 agent

AIX 5.3, 6.1, &  7.1 Power agent

Hardware
Puppet Enterpriseʼs hardware requirements depend on the roles a machine performs.

1. Puppet Master
2. Database Support
3. Console
4. Agents
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The puppet master role should be installed on a robust, dedicated server.
Minimum requirements: 2 processor cores, 1 GB RAM, and very accurate timekeeping.
Recommended requirements: 2-4 processor cores, at least 4 GB RAM, and very accurate
timekeeping. Performance will vary, but this configuration can generally manage�
approximately 1,000 agent nodes.

The database support role can be installed on the same server as the console or, optionally, on a
separate, dedicated server.

Minimum requirements: These will vary considerably depending on the size of your
deployment. However, youʼll need a machine able to handle moderate network traffic, perform��
processor-intensive background tasks, and run a disk-intensive PostgreSQL database server.
The machine should have two to four processor cores. As a rough rule of thumb for RAM
needed, start here: 1-500 nodes: 192-1024MB, 500-1000 nodes: 1-2GB, 1000-2000 nodes:
2-4 GB, 2000+ nodes, 4GB or greater. So as your deployment scales, make sure to scale RAM
allocations accordingly. More information about scaling PuppetDB is available in the PuppetDB
manualʼs scaling guidelines.

The console role should usually be installed on a separate server from the puppet master, but
can optionally be installed on the same server in smaller deployments.

Minimum requirements: A machine able to handle moderate network traffic, perform��
processor-intensive background tasks, and run a disk-intensive PostgreSQL database server.
Requirements will vary significantly depending on the size and complexity of your site.�
Recommended Requirements:

The cloud provisioner role has very modest requirements.
Minimum requirements: A system which provides interactive shell access for trusted users.
This system should be kept very secure, as the cloud provisioning tools must be given cloud
service account credentials in order to function.

The puppet agent role has very modest requirements.
Minimum requirements: Any hardware able to comfortably run a supported operating system.

Configuration�
Before installing Puppet Enterprise at your site, you should make sure that your nodes and network
are properly configured.�

Name Resolution

Decide on a preferred name or set of names agent nodes can use to contact the puppet master
server.
Ensure that the puppet master server can be reached via domain name lookup by all of the
future puppet agent nodes at the site.

You can also simplify configuration of agent nodes by using a CNAME record to make the puppet�
master reachable at the hostname puppet . (This is the default puppet master hostname that is
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automatically suggested when installing an agent node.)

Firewall Configuration�

Configure your firewalls to accommodate Puppet Enterpriseʼs network traffic. In brief: you should����
open up ports 8140, 61613, and 443. The more detailed version is:

All agent nodes must be able to send requests to the puppet master on ports 8140 (for Puppet)
and 61613 (for orchestration).
The puppet master must be able to accept inbound traffic from agents on ports ��8140 (for
Puppet) and 61613 (for orchestration).
Any hosts you will use to access the console must be able to reach the console server on port
443, or whichever port you specify during installation. (Users who cannot run the console on
port 443 will often run it on port 3000.)
If you will be invoking orchestration commands from machines other than the puppet master,
they will need to be able to reach the master on port 61613. (Note: enabling other machines to
invoke orchestration actions is possible but not supported in this version of Puppet Enterprise.)
If you will be running the console and puppet master on separate servers, the console server
must be able to accept traffic from the puppet master (and the master must be able to send��
requests) on ports 443 and 8140. The console server must also be able to send requests to the
puppet master on port 8140, both for retrieving its own catalog and for viewing archived file�
contents.

Dependencies and OS Specific Details�

This section details the packages that are installed from the various OS repos. Unless you do not
have internet access, you shouldnʼt need to worry about installing these manually, they will be set
up during PE installation.

Amazon Linux AMI

All Nodes Master Nodes Console Nodes Console/Console DB Nodes Cloud Provisioner Nodes

pciutils apr apr libjpeg libxslt

system-logos apr-util apr-util  libxml2

which curl curl   

libxml2 mailcap mailcap   

dmidecode libjpeg    

net-tools     

virt-what     

Centos

All Nodes Master Nodes Console Nodes Console/Console DB Nodes Cloud Provisioner Nodes
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pciutils apr apr libjpeg libxslt

system-logos apr-util apr-util  libxml2

which curl curl   

libxml2 mailcap mailcap   

dmidecode libjpeg    

net-tools     

virt-what     

RHEL

All Nodes Master Nodes Console Nodes Console/Console DB Nodes Cloud Provisioner Nodes

pciutils apr apr libjpeg libxslt

system-logos apr-util apr-util  libxml2

which apr-util-ldap (RHEL 6) curl   

libxml2 curl mailcap   

dmidecode mailcap apr-util-ldap (RHEL 6)   

net-tools libjpeg    

cronie (RHEL 6)     

vixie-cron (RHEL 5)     

virt-what     

SLES

Support for SLES is delayed and will be added to the next release of PE 3.0, no later than August 15,
2013. 

Debian

All Nodes Master Nodes Console Nodes Console/Console DB Nodes Cloud Provisioner Nodes

pciutils file� file� libjpeg62 libxslt1.1

dmidecode libmagic1 libmagic1  libxml2

cron libpcre3 libpcre3   

libxml2 curl curl   

hostname perl perl   
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libldap-2.4-2 mime-support mime-support   

libreadline5 libapr1 libapr1   

virt-what libcap2 libcap2   

 libaprutil1 libaprutil1   

 libaprutil1-dbd-sqlite3 libaprutil1-dbd-sqlite3   

 libaprutil1-ldap ibaprutil1-ldap   

 libjpeg62    

Ubuntu

All Nodes Master Nodes Console Nodes Console/Console DB Nodes Cloud Provisioner Nodes

pciutils file� file� libjpeg62 libxslt1.1

dmidecode libmagic1 libmagic1  libxml2

cron libpcre3 libpcre3   

libxml2 curl curl   

hostname perl perl   

libldap-2.4-2 mime-support mime-support   

libreadline5 libapr1 libapr1   

virt-what libcap2 libcap2   

 libaprutil1 libaprutil1   

 libaprutil1-dbd-sqlite3 libaprutil1-dbd-sqlite3   

 libaprutil1-ldap ibaprutil1-ldap   

 libjpeg62    

AIX

In order to run the puppet agent on AIX systems, youʼll need to ensure the following are installed
before attempting to install the puppet agent:

bash
zlib
readline

All AIX toolbox packages are available from IBM.

To install the packages on your selected node directly, you can run rpm	-Uvh  with the following
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URLs (note that the RPM package provider on AIX must be run as root):

ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/aix/freeSoftware/aixtoolbox/RPMS/ppc/bash/bash-3.2-
1.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/aix/freeSoftware/aixtoolbox/RPMS/ppc/zlib/zlib-1.2.3-
4.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/aix/freeSoftware/aixtoolbox/RPMS/ppc/readline/readline-6.1-
1.aix6.1.ppc.rpm (AIX 6.1 and 7.1 only)
ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/aix/freeSoftware/aixtoolbox/RPMS/ppc/readline/readline-4.3-
2.aix5.1.ppc.rpm (AIX 5.3 only)

Note: if you are behind a firewall or running an http proxy, the above commands may not work.�
Instead, use the link above to find the packages you need.�

Note: GPG verification will not work on AIX, the RPM version used by AIX (even 7.1) is too old. The�
AIX package provider doesnʼt support package downgrades (installing an older package over a
newer package). Avoid using leading zeros when specifying a version number for the AIX provider
(i.e., use 2.3.4  not 02.03.04 ).

The PE AIX implementation supports the NIM, BFF, and RPM package providers. Check the Type
Reference for technical details on these providers.

Solaris

Solaris support is agent only. The following packages are required:

SUNWgccruntime
libgcc_s.so.1
In some instances, bash may not be present on Solaris systems. It needs to be installed before
running the PE installer. Install it via the media used to install the OS or via CSW if that is present
on your system. (CSWbash or SUNWbash are both suitable.)

Next
To install Puppet Enterprise on *nix nodes, continue to Installing Puppet Enterprise.
To install Puppet Enterprise on Windows nodes, continue to Installing Windows Agents.

Installing Puppet Enterprise
 This chapter covers *nix operating systems. To install PE on Windows, see Installing

Windows Agents.
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Downloading PE
Start by downloading the current version of Puppet Enterprise from the Puppet Labs website.

Choosing an Installer Tarball

Puppet Enterprise can be downloaded in tarballs specific to your OS version and architecture, or as�
a universal tarball.

AVAILABLE *NIX TARBALLS

Filename ends with… Will install…

-all.tar anywhere

-debian-<version	and	arch>.tar.gz on Debian

-el-<version	and	arch>.tar.gz on RHEL, CentOS, Scientific Linux, or Oracle Linux�

-solaris-<version	and	arch>.tar.gz on Solaris

-ubuntu-<version	and	arch>.tar.gz on Ubuntu LTS

-aix-<version	and	arch>.tar.gz on AIX

Starting the Installer
Installation will go more smoothly if you know a few things in advance. Puppet Enterpriseʼs
functions are spread across several different “roles” which get installed and configured when you��
run the installer. You can choose to install multiple roles on a single node or spread the roles
across nodes (except for the “agent” role, which gets installed on every node). You should decide
on this architecture before starting the install process. For each node where you will be installing a
PE role, you should know the fully qualified domain name where that node can be reached and you�
should ensure that firewall rules are set up to allow access to the �required ports.

When separating the roles across nodes, you should install in the following order:

The Puppet Enterprise Deployment Guide contains more information about the installation process
and how to set up the various roles.

Note: The universal tarball is simpler to use but is roughly ten times the size of a version-
specific tarball.�

1. Master Role
2. Database Support Role
3. Console Role
4. Cloud Provisioner Role
5. Agents
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With that knowledge in hand, the installation process on each node is as follows:

Unarchive the installer tarball, usually with tar	-xzf	<TARBALL	FILE> .
Navigate to the resulting directory in your shell.
Run the puppet-enterprise-installer  script with root privileges:

		$	sudo	./puppet-enterprise-installer

Answer the interview questions to select and configure PEʼs roles�.
Log into the puppet master server and sign the new nodeʼs certificate�.
If you have purchased PE and are installing the puppet master, copy your license key into place.
Wait 30 minutes for the next puppet run, or kick off a run manually, to get all the agents checked�
in.

The installer can also be run non-interactively; see the chapter on automated installation for
details.

Note that after the installer has finished installing and configuring PE, it will save your interview��
answers to a file called �answers.lastrun . This file can be used as the basis for future, automated�
installations.

Using the Installer
The PE installer installs and configures Puppet Enterprise by asking a series of questions. Most�
questions have a default answer (displayed in brackets), which you can accept by pressing enter
without typing a replacement. For questions with a yes or no answer, the default answer is
capitalized (e.g. “[y/N]”).

Installer Options

The installer will accept the following command-line flags:�

-h

Display a brief help message.

-s	<ANSWER	FILE>

Save answers to a file and quit without installing.�

-a	<ANSWER	FILE>

Read answers from a file and fail if an answer is missing.�

-A	<ANSWER	FILE>

Read answers from a file and prompt for input if an answer is missing.�
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-D

Display debugging information.

-l	<LOG	FILE>

Log commands and results to file.�

-n

Run in ʻnoopʼ mode; show commands that would have been run during installation without
running them.

Selecting Roles
First, the installer will ask which of PEʼs roles to install. The role(s) you choose will determine the
additional questions the installer will ask.

The Puppet Agent Role

This role should be installed on every node in your deployment, including the master, database
support, and console nodes. (If you choose the puppet master, database support, or console roles,
the puppet agent role will be installed automatically.) Nodes with the puppet agent role can:

Run the puppet agent daemon, which pulls configurations from the puppet master and applies�
them.
Listen for orchestration messages and invoke orchestration actions when they receive a valid
command.
Send data to the master for use by PuppetDB.

The Puppet Master Role

In most deployments, this role should be installed on one node; installing multiple puppet masters
requires additional configuration. The puppet master must be a robust, dedicated server; see the�
system requirements for more detail. The puppet master server can:

Compile and serve configuration catalogs to puppet agent nodes.�
Route orchestration messages through its ActiveMQ server.
Issue valid orchestration commands (from an administrator logged in as the peadmin  user).

Note: By default, the puppet master will check for the availability of updates whenever the pe-httpd
service restarts. In order to retrieve the correct update information, the master will pass some basic,
anonymous information to Puppet Labsʼ servers. This behavior can be disabled if need be. The
details on what is collected and how to disable upgrade checking can be found in the answer file�
reference. If an update is available, a message alert you.

The Database Support Role
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This role provides required database support for PuppetDB and the console:

PuppetDB is the fast, scalable, and reliable centralized data service for Puppet. It caches data
generated by Puppet and gives you rapid access to advanced features with a powerful API.
The console relies on data provided by a PostgreSQL server and database, both of which will be
installed along with PuppetDB on the node you specify.

You can install database support on the same node as the console or onto a separate node. When
installing the database support role on a separate node, you should install it BEFORE installing the
console role.

Installing this role will auto-generate database user passwords. You will need these user passwords
to answer some questions youʼll be asked during the console installation interview. For more
information, see the Console Role section below.

If you want to set up a PuppetDB database manually, the PuppetDB configuration documentation�
has more information. Otherwise, the console requires two databases, one for the console and one
for console_auth (used for user management), with separate admin user access for each.

If you choose to use a database server separate from the PuppetDB server, you must configure it�
manually. The installer cannot install and configure postgres on a remote server without PuppetDB.�

The Console Role

This role should be installed on one node. It should usually run on its own dedicated server, but it
can run on the same server as the puppet master. The console server can:

Serve the console web interface, which enables administrators to directly edit resources on
nodes, trigger immediate Puppet runs, group and assign classes to nodes, view reports and
graphs, view inventory information, and invoke orchestration actions.
Collect reports from and serve node information to the puppet master.

CONSOLE DATABASE

The console relies on data provided by a PostgreSQL database installed along with PuppetDB. This
database can be served by a PostgreSQL server running on the same node as the console or on a
separate node. The server and database files can be installed by the Puppet Enterprise installer via�
the database support role, or you can add the databases manually on an existing PostgreSQL
server. You only need to create the database instances, the console will populate them.

IMPORTANT: If you choose not to install the database support role on the consoleʼs node, you will
be prompted for the host name and port of the node you intend to use to provide database
support, and you will be asked for the user passwords for accessing the databases. The database
support role must be installed on that node for the console to function. You should do this BEFORE
installing the console role so that you have access to the database usersʼ passwords during
installation of the console.

The database usersʼ passwords are auto-generated when the database support role is installed and
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are saved in /etc/puppetlabs/installer/database_info.install . If you copy this file to the node�
where youʼll be installing the console, you can automate password entry by adding the -A  flag and�
the path to the saved database.info.install file to the �puppet-enterprise-installer  command.

The Cloud Provisioner Role

This optional role can be installed on a system where administrators have shell access. Since it
requires confidential information about your cloud accounts to function, it should be installed on a�
secure system. Administrators can use the cloud provisioner tools to:

Create new VMware and Amazon EC2 virtual machine instances.
Install Puppet Enterprise on any virtual or physical system.
Add newly provisioned nodes to a group in the console.

Customizing Your Installation
After you choose the roles for the target node, the installer will ask questions to configure those�
roles.

Passwords

The following characters are forbidden in all passwords: \  (backslash), '  (single quote), "  (double
quote), ,  (comma), ()  (right and left parentheses), |  (pipe), &  (ampersand), and $  (dollar sign). For
all passwords used during installation, we recommend using only alphanumeric characters.

Puppet Master Questions
CERTNAME

The certname is the puppet masterʼs unique identifier. It should be a DNS name at which the master�
server can be reliably reached, and it will default to its fully-qualified domain name.�

(If the masterʼs certname is not one of its DNS names, you may need to edit puppet.conf after
installation.)
VALID DNS NAMES

The masterʼs certificate contains a static list of valid DNS names, and agents wonʼt trust the master�
if they contact the master at an unlisted address. You should make sure that the static list contains
the DNS name or alias youʼll be configuring your agents to contact.�

The valid DNS names setting should be a comma-separated list of hostnames. The default set of
DNS names will be derived from the certname you chose and will include the default puppet master
name of “puppet.”
LOCATION OF THE CONSOLE SERVER

If you are splitting the puppet master and console roles across different nodes, the installer will ask�
you for the hostname and port of the console node.
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Database Support Questions
INSTALL A POSTGRESQL SERVER

The database support role includes a PostgreSQL server, which is required by both the console and
PuppetDB. The installer will ask you if you wish to install a PostgreSQL server locally or use a remote
database server. If you choose to use a remote database server, the installer will ask you for the
host name, port, the name of the PuppetDB database, and the name and password for the PuppetDB
database user.

Console Questions

The console should usually run on its own dedicated server but can also run on the same server as
the puppet master. If you are running the console and puppet master roles on separate servers,
install the console after the puppet master and database support roles are installed.
PORT

You must choose a port on which to serve the consoleʼs web interface. If you arenʼt already serving
web content from this machine, it will default to port 443, so you can reach it at
https://yourconsoleserver  without specifying a port.

If the installer detects another web server on the node, it will suggest the first open port at or above�
3000.
USER EMAIL AND PASSWORD

Access to the consoleʼs web interface is limited to approved users and governed by a lightweight
system of user roles. During installation, you must create an initial admin user for the console by
providing an email address and password. Recall the limitations on characters in passwords listed
above.
SMTP SERVER

The consoleʼs account management tools will send activation emails to new users and requires an
SMTP server to do so.

If you cannot provide an SMTP server, an admin user can manually copy and email the activation
codes for new users. (Note that localhost  will usually work as well.)
If your SMTP server requires TLS or a user name and password, you must perform additional
configuration after installing.�

DATABASES

The console needs multiple PostgresSQL databases and PostgresSQL users in order to operate, but
these can be automatically created and configured by the installer. It can also automatically install�
the PostgreSQL server if it isnʼt already present on the system.

The installer gives slightly different options to choose from depending on your systemʼs�
configuration:�

Automatically install a PostgreSQL server and auto-configure databases on a local or remote�
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server (only available if PostgreSQL is not yet installed). This option will generate a random root
PostgreSQL password, and you will need to look it up in the saved answer file after installation�
finishes. A message at the end of the installer will tell you the location of the answer file.��
Auto-configure databases on an existing local or remote PostgreSQL server. You will need to�
provide your serverʼs root PostgreSQL password to the installer. (Note that if you want to auto-
configure databases on a remote server, you must make sure the root PostgreSQL user is�
allowed to log in remotely.)
Use a set of pre-existing manually configured databases and users.�

MANUAL DATABASE CONFIGURATION
If you are manually configuring your databases, the installer will ask you to provide:�

A name for the consoleʼs primary database
A PostgreSQL user name for the console
A password for the consoleʼs user
A name for the console authentication database
A PostgreSQL user name for console authentication
A password for the console authentication user
A name for the PuppetDB database
A PostgreSQL user name for the PuppetDB database
A password for the PuppetDB user
The database serverʼs hostname (if remote)
The database serverʼs port (if remote; default: 5432)

You will also need to make sure the databases and users actually exist. The SQL commands you
need will resemble the following:

CREATE	TABLESPACE	"pe-console"	LOCATION	
'/opt/puppet/var/lib/pgsql/9.2/console';
CREATE	USER	"console_auth"	PASSWORD	'password';
CREATE	DATABASE	"console_auth"	OWNER	"console_auth"	TABLESPACE	"console"	
ENCODING	'utf8'	LC_CTYPE	'en_US.utf8'	LC_COLLATE	'en_US.utf8'	template	
template0;
CREATE	USER	"console"	PASSWORD	'password';
CREATE	DATABASE	"console"	OWNER	"console"	TABLESPACE	"console"	ENCODING	'utf8'	
LC_CTYPE	'en_US.utf8'	LC_COLLATE	'en_US.utf8'	template	template0;
	LC_COLLATE	'en_US.utf8'	template	template0;
CREATE	TABLESPACE	"pe-puppetdb"	LOCATION	
'/opt/puppet/var/lib/pgsql/9.2/puppetdb';
CREATE	USER	"pe-puppetdb"	PASSWORD	'password';
CREATE	DATABASE	"pe-puppetdb"	OWNER	"pe-puppetdb"	TABLESPACE	"pe-puppetdb"	
ENCODING	'utf8'	LC_CTYPE	'en_US.utf8'	LC_COLLATE	'en_US.utf8'	template	
template0;

Consult the PostgreSQL documentation for more info.
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Puppet Agent Questions
CERTNAME

The certname is the agent nodeʼs unique identifier.�

This defaults to the nodeʼs fully-qualified domain name, but any arbitrary string can be used. If�
hostnames change frequently at your site or are otherwise unreliable, you may wish to use UUIDs or
hashed firmware attributes for your agent certnames.�
PUPPET MASTER HOSTNAME

Agent nodes need the hostname of a puppet master server. This must be one of the valid DNS
names you chose when installing the puppet master.

This setting defaults to puppet . The FQDN of the master is probably a better choice.

OPTIONAL: OVERRIDE FAILED PUPPET MASTER COMMUNICATIONS

The installer will attempt to contact the puppet master before completing the installation. If it isnʼt
able to reach the master, it will give you a choice between correcting the puppet master hostname
or continuing anyway.

Final Questions
Vendor Packages

Puppet Enterprise may need some extra system software from your OS vendorʼs package
repositories.

If these arenʼt already present, the installer will offer to automatically install them. If you decline, it�
will exit, and you will need to install them manually before running the installer again.

Convenience Links

PE installs its binaries in /opt/puppet/bin  and /opt/puppet/sbin , which arenʼt included in your
default $PATH . If you want to make the Puppet tools more visible to all users, the installer can make
symlinks in /usr/local/bin  for the facter,	puppet,	pe-man , and mco  binaries.

Confirming Installation�

The installer will offer a final chance to confirm your answers before installing.���

After Installing
Securing the Answer File

After finishing, the installer will print a message telling you where it saved the answer file. If you��
automatically configured console databases, �you should save and secure this file,� as it will contain
the randomly-generated root user PostgreSQL passwords. When installing the database support
role, the answers file will contain the auto-generated passwords that you will need to answer�
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questions regarding the console role.

Signing Agent Certificates�

Before nodes with the puppet agent role can fetch configurations or appear in the console, an�
administrator has to sign their certificate requests. This helps prevent unauthorized nodes from�
intercepting sensitive configuration data.�

After the first puppet run (which the installer should trigger at the end of installation, or it can be�
triggered manually with puppet	agent	-t ), the agent will automatically submit a certificate request�
to the puppet master. Before the agent can retrieve any configurations, a user will have to approve�
this certificate.�

Node requests can be approved or rejected using the consoleʼs certificate management capability�.
Pending node requests are indicated in the main navigation bar. Click on this indicator to go to a
page where you can see current requests and approve or reject them as needed.

Alternatively, you can use the command line interface (CLI). Certificate signing with the CLI is done�
on the puppet master node. To view the list of pending certificate requests, run:�

$	sudo	puppet	cert	list

To sign one of the pending requests, run:

$	sudo	puppet	cert	sign	<name>
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After signing a new nodeʼs certificate, it may take up to 30 minutes before that node appears in the�
console and begins retrieving configurations. You can use live management or the CLI to trigger a�
puppet run manually on the node if you want to see it right away.

If you need to remove certificates (e.g., during reinstallation of a node), you can use the �puppet
cert	clean	<node	name>  command on the CLI.

Verifying Your License

When you purchased Puppet Enterprise, you should have been sent a license.key  file that lists�
how many nodes you can deploy. For PE to run without logging license warnings, you should copy
this file to the puppet master node as �/etc/puppetlabs/license.key . If you donʼt have your
license key file, please email �sales@puppetlabs.com and weʼll re-send it.

Note that you can download and install Puppet Enterprise on up to ten nodes at no charge. No
license key is needed to run PE on up to ten nodes.

Next: Upgrading

Installing Windows Agents

PE includes support for Windows agent nodes on Windows 2003, 2008, 7, and 2012 Server.
Windows nodes:

Can fetch configurations from a puppet master and apply manifests locally�
Can respond to live management or orchestration commands
Cannot serve as a puppet master, console, or database support server

See the main Puppet on Windows documentation for details on running Puppet on Windows and
writing manifests for Windows.

In particular, note that puppet must be run with elevated privileges (a.k.a., “Run as administrator”),
as explained in this section on Windows Security Context.

Installing Puppet
To install Puppet Enterprise on a Windows node, simply download and run the installer, which is a
standard Windows .msi package and will run as a graphical wizard.

The installer must be run with elevated privileges. Installing Puppet does not require a system

 This chapter refers to Windows functionality. To install PE on *nix nodes, see Installing
Puppet Enterprise.
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reboot.

The only information you need to specify during installation is the hostname of your puppet master
server:

After Installation

Once the installer finishes:�

A puppet agent will be running as a Windows service, and will fetch and apply configurations�
every 30 minutes (by default). You can now assign classes to the node using your puppet master
or console server. After the first puppet run, the MCollective service will also be running and the�
node can now be controlled with live management and orchestration. The puppet agent service
and the MCollective service can be started and stopped independently using either the service
control manager GUI or the command line sc.exe  utility; see Running Puppet on Windows for
more details.
The Start Menu will contain a Puppet folder, with shortcuts for running the puppet agent
manually, running Facter, and opening a command prompt for use with the Puppet tools. See
Running Puppet on Windows for more details.
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Automated Installation
For automated deployments, Puppet can be installed unattended on the command line as follows:

msiexec	/qn	/i	puppet.msi

You can also specify /l*v	install.txt  to log the installationʼs progress to a text file.�

The following public MSI properties can also be specified:�

MSI Property Puppet Setting Default Value

INSTALLDIR n/a Version-dependent, see below

PUPPET_MASTER_SERVER server puppet

PUPPET_CA_SERVER ca_server Value of PUPPET_MASTER_SERVER

PUPPET_AGENT_CERTNAME certname Value of facter	fdqn (must be lowercase)

For example:

msiexec	/qn	/i	puppet.msi	PUPPET_MASTER_SERVER=puppet.acme.com

Upgrading
Upgrading Windows agents is done by simply running the new 3.0 version of the MSI package.
Thereʼs no need to uninstall the previous version. No extra steps are required, and the installer will
handle stopping and re-starting the puppet agent service.
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When upgrading, the installer will not replace any settings in the main puppet.conf configuration�
file, but it can add previously unspecified settings if they are provided on the command line.��

Uninstalling
Puppet can be uninstalled through Windowsʼ standard “Add or Remove Programs” interface or from
the command line.

To uninstall from the command line, you must have the original MSI file or know the �ProductCode
of the installed MSI:

msiexec	/qn	/x	[puppet.msi|product-code]

Uninstalling will remove Puppetʼs program directory, the puppet agent service, and all related
registry keys. It will leave the data directory intact, including any SSL keys. To completely remove
Puppet from the system, the data directory can be manually deleted.

Installation Details
What Gets Installed

In order to provide a self-contained installation, the Puppet installer includes all of Puppetʼs
dependencies, including Ruby, Gems, and Facter. (Puppet redistributes the 32-bit Ruby application
from rubyinstaller.org. MCollective is also installed.

These prerequisites are used only for Puppet Enterprise components and do not interfere with
other local copies of Ruby.

Program Directory

Unless overridden during installation, Puppet and its dependencies are installed into the standard
Program Files directory for 32-bit applications and the Program Files(x86) directory for 64-bit
applications.

Puppet Enterpriseʼs default installation path is:

OS type Default Install Path

32-bit C:\Program	Files\Puppet	Labs\Puppet	Enterprise

64-bit C:\Program	Files	(x86)\Puppet	Labs\Puppet	Enterprise

The Program Files directory can be located using the PROGRAMFILES  environment variable on 32-bit
versions of Windows or the PROGRAMFILES(X86)  variable on 64-bit versions.

Puppetʼs program directory contains the following subdirectories:
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Directory Description

bin scripts for running Puppet and Facter

facter Facter source

hiera Hiera source

mcollective MCollective source

mcollective_plugins plugins used by MCollective

misc resources

puppet Puppet source

service code to run puppet agent as a service

sys Ruby and other tools

Data Directory

Puppet Enterprise and its components store settings (puppet.conf ), manifests, and generated data
(like logs and catalogs) in the data directory.

When run with elevated privileges — Puppetʼs intended state — the data directory is located in the
COMMON_APPDATA  folder. This folderʼs location varies by Windows version:

OS Version Path Default

2003 %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\Application
Data\PuppetLabs\puppet

C:\Documents	and	Settings\All	Users\Application
Data\PuppetLabs\

7, 2008,
2012

%PROGRAMDATA%\PuppetLabs\ C:\ProgramData\PuppetLabs\

Since the CommonAppData directory is a system folder, it is hidden by default. See
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/812003 for steps to show system and hidden files and folders.�

If Puppet is run without elevated privileges, it will use a .puppet  directory in the current userʼs
home folder as its data directory. This may result in Puppet having unexpected settings.

Puppetʼs data directory contains subdirectories for the various components (facter, MCollective,
etc.):

etc  contains configuration files, manifests, certificates, and other important files����
var  contains generated data and logs

More

For more details about using Puppet on Windows, see:

Running Puppet on Windows
Writing Manifests for Windows
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Next: Upgrading

Upgrading Puppet Enterprise
Summary
Upgrading from an existing Puppet Enterprise 2.x deployment to PE 3.0 is currently only supported
for puppet agent nodes. All other nodes must be migrated by installing the 3.0 master, console,
database and cloud provisioner (if applicable) roles on a new node (or nodes, if you have separated
roles), pointing your existing agents at that new node and then upgrading them to 3.0. A complete
upgrade solution will be in place no later than August 15, 2013. If you wish to upgrade now, the
instructions below should help.

If youʼd prefer to wait until the complete solution is available, we nonetheless recommend that you
set up some isolated test environments which duplicate existing parts of your infrastructure. This
will help to familiarize you with the new features and functions of PE 3.0, and to get an idea of how
your particular environment will need to be adapted.

Important Notes and Warnings

Upgrading is now handled by the installer, which will detect whether or not a previous version of
PE is installed and will then run in “install” or “upgrade” mode as appropriate.
Upgrading is currently only supported for agents. If you attempt to upgrade an existing master,
console, database support, or cloud provisioner node, the installer will quit with an error.
On AIX 5.3, as in PE 2.8.2, puppet agents still depend on readline-4-3.2 being installed. You can
check the installed version of readline by running rpm	-q	readline .
On AIX 6.1 and 7.1, the default version of readline, 4-3.2, is insufficient. You need to replace it��
before upgrading by running:

		rpm	-e	--nodeps	readline
		rpm	-Uvh	readline-6.1-1.aix6.1.ppc.rpm

If you see an error message after running this, you can disregard it. Readline-6 should be
successfully installed and you can proceed with the upgrade (you can verify the installation with
rpm	-q	readline ).

 To upgrade Windows nodes, simply download and run the new MSI package as
described in Installing Windows Agents.
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Downloading PE
If you havenʼt done so already, you will need a Puppet Enterprise tarball appropriate for your
system(s). See the Installing PE section of this guide for information on downloading Puppet
Enterprise tarballs.

Migrating a Deployment
Follow these steps to migrate your 2.8.x deployment to 3.0. For the purpose of this description, we
will assume you are using a “monolithic” architecture wherein the console, database support, and
master roles are all running on the same node. If your deployment uses separate roles, the steps
are largely similar, except that you should remember to install the roles in this order:

Further, we assume that all of the components (agents, master, console, etc.) in your 2.8.x
deployment are correctly configured and communicating with each other, and that live�
management is up and running with all nodes connected.

Create a New PE 3.0 Master

Start by installing a new master/console/database on a fresh node (do not use an existing 2.8.x
node) as described in the basic install instructions.

Move Certificates from the Old Master to the New�

Next, you will move and/or create new credentials as follows (substituting the correct FQDN for
your 2.8 master):
COPY CA AND AGENTSʼ CERTIFICATES

First, weʼll migrate the CA and agentsʼ certificates from the old 2.8 master to the new 3.0 master.�

On the new, 3.0 master run:

cp	-a	/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/ssl	/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/ssl.orig
rm	-fr	/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/ssl/*
scp	-r	root@<2.8.x.master>:/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/ssl/*	
/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/ssl/

GENERATE A NEW CERT FOR THE 3.0 MASTER

Because the new masterʼs certificate that was initially generated during installation was signed by�
the now retired CA, we need to generate a new certifcate for the new master, which will get signed
by the CA we copied in the previous step.

On the new, 3.0 master, run:

1. Master
2. Database support
3. Console
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puppet	cert	clean	internal-broker
puppet	ca	generate	--dns-alt-names=3-0master,3-
0master.domain,puppet,puppet.domain	3-0master.domain
puppet	ca	generate	--dns-alt-names=3-0master,3-
0master.domain,puppet,puppet.domain,stomp	pe-internal-broker

COPY CONSOLE CERTIFICATES

Next, for the internal certificates used by the console, we also need migrate over the certificates��
signed by the 2.8 CA.

On the new, 3.0 master, run:

scp	root@2.8.x.master:/opt/puppet/share/puppet-dashboard/certs/*	
/opt/puppet/share/puppet-dashboard/certs/

CREATE NEW PUPPETDB CERTIFICATES

Again, we need to replace the certificate generated during installtion with a certificate signed by the��
2.8 CA.

On the new, 3.0 master, run:

rm	-fr	/etc/puppetlabs/puppetdb/ssl/*
/opt/puppet/sbin/puppetdb-ssl-setup	-f

RESTART SERVICES

To get the PE services to refresh their cached certificates, we need to restart them.�

On the new, 3.0 master, run service	<service	name>	restart  for these services: pe-puppet , pe-
httpd , and pe-puppetdb .

Point 2.8.x Agents at the New 3.0 Master
UPDATE PUPPET.CONF

If your deployment uses a DNS CNAME to refer to the master, youʼll need to update its DNS entry to
reflect the new master. Otherwise, if you use FQDNʼs to refer to the master, youʼll need to update�
the agentsʼ configuration as follows.�

On each agent, update the /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/puppet.conf  file to point to the new, 3.0�
master. Specifically, you will make two changes:�

[main]
				archive_file_server=<fqdn	of	3.0	master>
[agent]
				server=<fqdn	of	3.0	master>
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REMOVE PRIOR INSTALLER FACTS

On all agents, remove the facts file generated by the previous installation:�

rm	-f	/etc/puppetlabs/facter/facts.d/puppet_enterprise_installer.txt

UPDATE AGENT CATALOGS

Trigger puppet runs on each agent with puppet	agent	-t  until a message is displayed which warns
that the 2.8 agent cannot communicate via live management with a 3.0 master:

notice:	In	order	for	the	Puppet	Enterprise	3	master	to	communicate	with	an	
agent	using	MCollective,	the	agent	must	also	be	version	3.
The	mynode	node	is	running	Puppet	Enterprise	version	2.8.1	so	it	cannot	
communicate	with	the	PE	3	master	either	via	the	Console's	Live					Management	
view	or	via	the	MCO	command	line	tool
To	fix	this,	upgrade	the	agent	to	Puppet	Enterprise	3.
...

Next, verify that all the agents have reported by checking to see if theyʼre listed in the console.

Upgrade Agents to 3.0

Now that the agents are successfully pointed at the 3.0 master, they can be upgraded to 3.0 as well.
This is done by running puppet-enterprise-installer  on each agent after the 3.0 tarball has
been copied onto them and unpacked. The installer will detect that this is an upgrade, and proceed
to ask the usual install questions regarding vendor packages, symlinks, etc.

The installer should do a puppet run at the end of installation, but if the new agents are not yet
available in live management, you can get them connected by waiting a minute or two and then
running puppet	agent	-t  one more time.

At this point you should have a fully functioning PE 3.0 deployment with a new master, console, and
db support and upgraded agents connected to the new master and console.

Checking For Updates
Check here to find out what the latest maintenance release of Puppet Enterprise is. You can run�
puppet	--version  at the command line to see the version of PE you are currently running.

Note: By default, the puppet master will check for updates whenever the pe-httpd  service restarts.
As part of the check, it passes some basic, anonymous information to Puppet Labsʼ servers. This
behavior can be disabled if need be. The details on what is collected and how to disable checking
can be found in the answer file reference�.

Next: Uninstalling
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Uninstalling Puppet Enterprise
Use the puppet-enterprise-uninstaller  script to uninstall PE roles on a given node. This script
can remove a working PE installation, or undo a partially failed installation to prepare for a re-
install.

Using the Uninstaller
To run the uninstaller, ensure that it is in the same directory as the installer script, and run it with
root privileges from the command line:

$	sudo	./puppet-enterprise-uninstaller

The uninstaller will ask you to confirm that you want to uninstall.�

By default, the uninstaller will remove the Puppet Enterprise software, users, logs, cron jobs, and
caches, but it will leave your modules, manifests, certificates, databases, and configuration files in���
place, as well as the home directories of any users it removes.

You can use the following command-line flags to change the uninstallerʼs behavior:�

Uninstaller Options

-p

Purge additional files. With this flag, the uninstaller will also remove all configuration files,����
modules, manifests, certificates, and the home directories of any users created by the PE�
installer. This will also remove the Puppet Labs public GPG key used for package verification.�

-d

Also remove any databases created during installation.

-h

Display a help message.

-n

Run in ʻnoopʼ mode; show commands that would have been run during uninstallation
without running them.

-y

Donʼt ask to confirm uninstallation, assuming an answer of yes.�

-s
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Save an answer file� and quit without uninstalling.

-a

Read answers from file and fail if an answer is missing. See the �uninstaller answers section of
the answer file reference for a list of available answers.�

-A

Read answers from file and prompt for input if an answer is missing. See the �uninstaller
answers section of the answer file reference for a list of available answers.�

Thus, to remove every trace of PE from a system, you would run:

$	sudo	./puppet-enterprise-uninstaller	-d	-p

Note that if you plan to reinstall any PE role on a node youʼve run an uninstall on, you may need to
run puppet	cert	clean	<node	name>  on the master in order to remove any orphaned certificates�
from the node.

Next: Automated Installation

Automated Installation
To streamline deployment, the PE installer can run non-interactively. To do this, you must:

Create an answer file.�
Run the installer with the -a  or -A  flag pointed at the answer file.��

The flag will cause the installer to read your choices from the answer file and act on them��
immediately instead of interviewing a user to customize the installation.

Automated installation can greatly speed up large deployments and is crucial when installing PE
with the cloud provisioning tools.

Obtaining an Answer File
Answer files are simply shell scripts that declare variables used by the installer, such as:�

q_install=y
q_puppet_cloud_install=n
q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_install=n
q_puppet_symlinks_install=y
q_puppetagent_certname=webmirror1.example.com
q_puppetagent_install=y
q_puppetagent_server=puppet
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q_puppetmaster_install=n
q_vendor_packages_install=y

(A full list of these variables is available in the answer file reference�.)

To obtain an answer file, you can:�

Use one of the example files provided in the installerʼs �answers  directory.
Retrieve the answers.lastrun  file from a node on which youʼve already installed PE.�
Run the installer with the -s	<FILE>  flag, which saves �an answer file without installing.�
Write one by hand.

You must hand edit any pre-made answer file before using it,� as new nodes will need, at a
minimum, a unique agent certname.

Editing Answer Files
Although you can use literal strings in an answer file for one-off installations, you should fill certain���
variables dynamically with bash subshells if you want your answer files to be reusable.�

To run a subshell that will return the output of its command, use either the $()  notation…

q_puppetagent_certname=$(hostname	-f)

…or backticks:

q_puppetagent_certname=`uuidgen`

Answer files can also contain arbitrary shell code and control logic, but you will probably be able to�
get by with a few simple name-discovery commands.

See the answer file reference� for a complete list of variables and the conditions where theyʼre
needed, or simply start editing one of the example files in �answers/ .

Running the Installer in Automated Mode
Once you have your answer file, simply run the installer with the �-a  or -A  option, providing your
answer file as an argument:�

$	sudo	./puppet-enterprise-installer	-a	~/normal_agent.answers

Installing with the -a  option will fail if any required question variables are not set.
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Installing with the -A  option will prompt the user for any missing answers to question variables.

Next: Answer File Reference

Answer File Reference
Answer files are used for automated installations of PE. See �the chapter on automated installation
for more details.

Answer File Syntax
Answer files consist of normal shell script variable assignments:�

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_database_port=3306

Boolean answers should use Y or N (case-insensitive) rather than true, false, 1, or 0.

A variable can be omitted if a prior answer ensures that it wonʼt be used (i.e.
q_puppetmaster_certname  can be left blank if q_puppetmaster_install  = n).

Answer files can include arbitrary bash control logic and can assign variables with commands in�
subshells ($(command) ). For example, to set an agent nodeʼs certname to its fqdn:

q_puppetagent_certname=$(hostname	-f)

To set it to a UUID:

q_puppetagent_certname=$(uuidgen)

Sample Answer Files
PE includes a collection of sample answer files in the �answers  directory of your distribution tarball.
A successful installation will also save an answer file called �answers.lastrun , which can be used as
a foundation for later installations. Finally, you can generate a new answer file without installing by�
running the installer with the -s  option and a filename argument.�

Installer Answers
Global Answers

These answers are always needed.
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q_install

Y or N — Whether to install. Answer files must set this to Y.�

q_vendor_packages_install

Y or N — Whether the installer has permission to install additional packages from the OSʼs
repositories. If this is set to N, the installation will fail if the installer detects missing
dependencies.

q_puppet_symlinks_install

Y or N — Whether to make the Puppet tools more visible to all users by installing symlinks in
/usr/local/bin .

Roles

These answers are always needed.

q_puppetmaster_install

Y or N — Whether to install the puppet master role.

q_puppetdb_install

Y or N — Whether to install the database support (the console Postgres server and PuppetDB)
role.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_install

Y or N — Whether to install the console role.

q_puppetagent_install

Y or N — Whether to install the puppet agent role.

q_puppet_cloud_install

Y or N — Whether to install the cloud provisioner role.

Puppet Agent Answers

These answers are always needed.

q_puppetagent_certname

String — An identifying string for this agent node. This per-node ID must be unique across
your entire site. Fully qualified domain names are often used as agent certnames.�

q_puppetagent_server

String — The hostname of the puppet master server. For the agent to trust the masterʼs
certificate, this must be one of the valid DNS names you chose when installing the puppet�
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master.

q_fail_on_unsuccessful_master_lookup

Y or N — Whether to quit the install if the puppet master cannot be reached.

Puppet Master Answers

These answers are generally needed if you are installing the puppet master role.

q_all_in_one_install

Y or N — Whether or not the installation is an all-in-one installation, (i.e., are puppetdb and
the console also being installed on this node).

q_puppetmaster_certname

String — An identifying string for the puppet master. This ID must be unique across your
entire site. The serverʼs fully qualified domain name is often used as the puppet masterʼs�
certname.

q_puppetmaster_dnsaltnames

String — Valid DNS names at which the puppet master can be reached. Must be a comma-
separated list. In a normal installation, defaults to
<hostname>,<hostname.domain>,puppet,puppet.<domain> .

q_puppetmaster_enterpriseconsole_hostname

String — The hostname of the server running the console role. Only needed if you are not
installing the console role on the puppet master server.

q_puppetmaster_enterpriseconsole_port

Integer — The port on which to contact the console server. Only needed if you are not
installing the console role on the puppet master server.

In addition, by default the puppet master will check for available PE software updates whenever the
pe-httpd  service restarts. To help ensure the correct update is retrieved, the master will pass some
basic, anonymous info to Puppet Labsʼ servers. Specifically, it will transmit:�

*	the	IP	address	of	the	client
*	the	type	and	version	of	the	client's	OS
*	the	Installed	version	of	PE

If you wish to disable manual update checks, or if your company policy forbids transmitting this
information, you will need to add the following line to the answer file: �q_pe_check_for_updates=n .
Keep in mind that if you delete your answers file, the check will turn back on the next time �pe-
httpd  restarts.
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Console Answers

These answers are generally needed if you are installing the console role.

q_database_host

String — The hostname of the server running the PostgreSQL server that supports the
console.

q_database_port

Integer — The port where the PostgreSQL server that supports the console can be reached.

q_pe_database  :Y or N “Yes” if you chose to have the Postgres server for the console installed by
PE, “No” if youʼre managing it yourself. Used for classifying PuppetDB in the console, so it knows
whether or not to manage the database.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_master_hostname

String — The hostname of the server running the master role. Only needed if you are not
installing the console role on the puppet master server.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_httpd_port

Integer — The port on which to serve the console. The default is port 443, which will allow
access to the console from a web browser without manually specifying a port. If port 443 is
not available, the installer will try port 3000, 3001, 3002, 3003, 3004, and 3005.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_auth_user_email

String — The email address the consoleʼs admin user will use to log in.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_auth_password

String — The password for the consoleʼs admin user. Must be longer than eight characters.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_smtp_host

String – The SMTP server used to email account activation codes to new console users.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_database_name

String — The database the console will use. Note that if you are not installing the database
support role, this database must already exist on the PostgreSQL server.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_database_user

String — The PostgreSQL user the console will use. Note that if you are not installing the
database support role, this user must already exist on the PostgreSQL server and must be
able to edit the consoleʼs database.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_database_password
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String — The password for the consoleʼs PostgreSQL user.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_auth_database_name

String — The database the console authentication will use. Note that if you are not installing
the database support role, this database must already exist on the PostgreSQL server.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_auth_database_user

String — The PostgreSQL user the console authentication will use. Note that if you are not
installing the database support role, this user must already exist on the PostgreSQL server
and must be able to edit the auth database.

q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_auth_database_password

String — The password for the auth databaseʼs PostgreSQL user.

Database Support Answers
These answers are only needed if you are installing the console role.

q_database_host

String — The hostname of the server running the PostgreSQL server that supports the
console.

q_database_install

Y or N — Whether or not to install the PostgreSQL server that supports the console.

q_database_port

Integer — The port where the PostgreSQL server that supports the console can be reached.

q_database_root_password

String — The password for the consoleʼs PostgreSQL user.

q_database_root_user

String — The consoleʼs PostgreSQL root user name.

q_puppetdb_database_name

String — The database PuppetDB will use.

q_puppetdb_database_password

String — The password for PuppetDBʼs root user.

q_puppetdb_database_user

String — PuppetDBʼs root user name.
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q_puppetdb_hostname

String — The hostname of the server running PuppetDB.

q_puppetdb_install

Y or N — Whether or not to install PuppetDB.

q_puppetdb_port

Integer — The port where the PuppetDB server can be reached.

Uninstaller Answers
q_pe_uninstall

Y or N — Whether to uninstall. Answer files must set this to Y.�

q_pe_purge

Y or N — Whether to purge additional files when uninstalling, including all configuration files,���
modules, manifests, certificates, and the home directories of any users created by the PE�
installer.

q_pe_remove_db

Y or N — Whether to remove any PE-specific databases when uninstalling.�

q_pe_db_root_pass

String — The PostgreSQL root userʼs password, to be used when deleting databases. Only
used when q_pe_remove_db  is Y.

Next: What gets installed where?

PE 3.0 » Installing » What Gets Installed
Where?
License File
Your PE license file (which was emailed to you when you purchased Puppet Enterprise) should be�
placed in /etc/puppetlabs/license.key .

Puppet Enterprise can be evaluated with a complementary ten-node license; beyond that, a
commercial per-node license is required for use. A license key file will have been emailed to you�
after your purchase, and the puppet master will look for this key at /etc/puppetlabs/license.key .
Puppet will log warnings if the license is expired or exceeded, and you can view the status of your
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license by running puppet	license  at the command line on the puppet master.

To purchase a license, please see the Puppet Enterprise pricing page, or contact Puppet Labs at
sales@puppetlabs.com or (877) 575-9775. For more information on licensing terms, please see the
licensing FAQ. If you have misplaced or never received your license key, please contact
sales@puppetlabs.com.

Software
What

All functional components of PE, excluding configuration files. You are not likely to need to change��
these components.

Where

On *nix nodes, all PE software (excluding config files and generated data) is installed under��
/opt/puppet .

On Windows nodes, all PE software is installed in the “Puppet Enterprise” subdirectory of the
standard 32-bit applications directory

Executable binaries on *nix are in /opt/puppet/bin  and /opt/puppet/sbin . Optionally, at
install time, you can choose to symlink the most common binaries into /usr/local/bin .
The Puppet modules included with PE are installed on the puppet master server in
/opt/puppet/share/puppet/modules . Donʼt edit this directory to add modules of your own.
Instead, install them in /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/modules .
Orchestration plugins are installed in /opt/puppet/libexec/mcollective/mcollective  on *nix
and in <COMMON_APPDATA> \PuppetLabs\mcollective\etc\plugins\mcollective . If you are
adding new plugins to your PE agent nodes, you should distribute them via Puppet as described
in the “Adding Actions” page of this manual.

Configuration Files�
What

Files used to configure Puppet and its subsidiary components. These are the files you will likely��
change to accomodate the needs of your environment.

Where

On *nix nodes, Puppet Enterpriseʼs configuration files all live under ��/etc/puppetlabs .

On Windows nodes, Puppet Enterpriseʼs configuration files all live under��
<COMMON_APPDATA>\PuppetLabs . The location of this folder varies by Windows version; in 2008 and
2012, its default location is C:\ProgramData\PuppetLabs\ .
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PEʼs various components all have subdirectories inside this main data directory:

Puppetʼs confdir  is in the puppet  subdirectory. This directory contains the puppet.conf  file, the�
site manifest (manifests/site.pp ), and the modules  directory.
The orchestration engineʼs config files are in the ��mcollective  subdirectory on all agent nodes,
as well as the activemq  subdirectory and the /var/lib/peadmin  directories on the puppet
master. The default files in these directories are managed by Puppet Enterprise, but you can add�
plugin config files�� to the mcollective/plugin.d  directory.
The consoleʼs config files are in the ��puppet-dashboard , rubycas-server , and console-auth
subdirectories.
PuppetDBʼs config files are in the ��puppetdb  subdirectory.

Log Files
What

The software distributed with Puppet Enterprise generates the following log files, which can be�
found as follows.

Where

Puppet Master Logs

/var/log/pe-httpd/access.log

/var/log/pe-httpd/error.log

These logs are solely for HTTP activity; the puppet master service logs most of its activity to the
syslog service. Your syslog configuration dictates where these messages will be saved, but the�
default location is /var/log/messages  on Linux and /var/adm/messages  on Solaris.

Puppet Agent Logs

The puppet agent service logs its activity to the syslog service. Your syslog configuration dictates�
where these messages will be saved, but the default location is /var/log/messages  on Linux and
/var/adm/messages  on Solaris.

ActiveMQ Logs

/var/log/pe-activemq/wrapper.log

/var/log/pe-activemq/activemq.log

/var/opt/puppet/activemq/data/kahadb/db-1.log

/var/opt/puppet/activemq/data/audit.log

Orchestration Service Log
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This log is maintained by the orchestration service, which is installed on all nodes.

/var/log/pe-mcollective/mcollective.log

Console Logs

/var/log/pe-httpd/puppetdashboard.access.log

/var/log/pe-httpd/puppetdashboard.error.log

/var/log/pe-puppet-dashboard/delayed_job.log

/var/log/pe-puppet-dashboard/mcollective_client.log

/var/log/pe-puppet-dashboard/production.log

Database Log

-/var/log/pe-puppetdb/pe-puppetdb.log

Miscellaneous Logs

These files may or may not be present.�

/var/log/pe-httpd/other_vhosts_access.log

/var/log/pe-puppet/masterhttp.log

/var/log/pe-puppet/rails.log

Puppet Enterprise Components
Tools

Puppet Enterprise installs several suites of command line tools to help you work with the major
components of the software. These include:

Puppet Tools: Tools that control basic functions of Puppet such as puppet	master,  puppet
apply  and puppet	cert.  See the Tools section of the Puppet Manual for more information.
Cloud Provisioning Tools: Tools used to provision new nodes. Mostly based around the node
subcommand, these tools are used for tasks such as creating or destroying virtual machines,
classifying new nodes, etc. See the Cloud Provisioning section for more information.
Orchestration Tools: Tools used to orchestrate simultaneous actions across a number of nodes.
These tools are built on the MCollective framework and are accessed either via the mco  command
or via the “Live Management” page of the PE console. See the Orchestration section for more
information.
Module Tools: The Module tool is used to access and create Puppet Modules, which are reusable
chunks of Puppet code users have written to automate configuration and deployment tasks. For�
more information, and to access modules, visit the Puppet Forge.
Console: The console is Puppet Enterpriseʼs GUI web interface. The console provides tools to
view and edit resources on your nodes, view reports and activity graphs, trigger Puppet runs, etc.
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See the Console section of the Puppet Manual for more information.

For more details, you can also refer to the man page for a given command or subcommand.

Services

PE uses the following services:

pe-puppet  (on EL platforms) and pe-puppet-agent  (on Debian-based platforms) — The puppet
agent daemon. Runs on every agent node.
pe-httpd  — Apache 2, which manages and serves puppet master and the console on servers
with those roles. (Note that PE uses Passenger to run puppet master, instead of running it as a
standalone daemon.)
pe-mcollective  — The orchestration (MCollective) daemon, which listens for orchestration
messages and invokes actions. Runs on every agent node.
pe-puppet-dashboard-workers  — A supervisor that manages the consoleʼs background
processes. Runs on servers with the console role.
pe-activemq  — The ActiveMQ message server, which passes messages to the MCollective servers
on agent nodes. Runs on servers with the puppet master role. -pe-puppetdb  and pe-postgresql
— daemons that manage and serve the db roles.

User Accounts

PE creates the following users:

peadmin  — An administrative account which can invoke orchestration actions. This is the only PE
user account intended for use in a login shell. See the “Invoking Orchestration Actions” page of
this manual for more about this user. This user exists on servers with the puppet master role.
pe-puppet  — A system user which runs the puppet master processes spawned by Passenger.
pe-apache  — A system user which runs Apache (pe-httpd ).
pe-activemq  — A system user which runs the ActiveMQ message bus used by MCollective.
puppet-dashboard  — A system user which runs the console processes spawned by Passenger.
pe-puppetdb— A system user with root access to the db.

Certificates�

PE generates a number of certificates at install. These are:�

pe-internal-dashboard  — The certificate for the puppet dashboard.�
q_puppet_enterpriseconsole_install  — The certificate for the PE console. Only generated if�
the user has chosen to install the console.
q_puppetmaster_install	— This certificate is either generated at install if the puppet master�
and console are the same machine or is signed by the master if the console is on a separate
machine.
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pe-internal-mcollective-servers  — A shared certificate generated on the puppet master and�
shared to all agent nodes.
pe-internal-peadmin-mcollective-client  — The orchestration certificate for the peadmin�
account on the puppet master.
pe-internal-puppet-console-mcollective-client  — The orchestration certificate for the PE�
console/live management
pe-internal-broker  — The certificate generated for the activemq instance running over SSL on�
the puppet master. Added to /etc/puppetlabs/activemq/broker.ks.

A fresh PE install should thus give the following list of certificates:�

root@master:~#	puppet	cert	list	--all
+	"master"																																								
(40:D5:40:FA:E2:94:36:4D:C4:8C:CE:68:FB:77:73:AB)	(alt	names:	"DNS:master",	
"DNS:puppet",	"DNS:puppet.soupkitchen.internal")
+	"pe-internal-broker"																												
(D3:E1:A8:B1:3A:88:6B:73:76:D1:E3:DA:49:EF:D0:4D)	(alt	names:	"DNS:master",	
"DNS:master.soupkitchen.internal",	"DNS:pe-internal-broker",	"DNS:stomp")
+	"pe-internal-dashboard"																									
(F9:10:E7:7F:97:C8:1B:2F:CC:D9:F1:EA:B2:FE:1E:79)
+	"pe-internal-mcollective-servers"															
(96:4F:AA:75:B5:7E:12:46:C2:CE:1B:7B:49:FF:05:49)
+	"pe-internal-peadmin-mcollective-client"								
(3C:4D:8E:15:07:41:18:E2:21:57:19:01:2E:DB:AB:07)
+	"pe-internal-puppet-console-mcollective-client"	
(97:10:76:B5:3E:8D:02:D2:3D:A6:43:F4:89:F4:8B:94)

Documentation

Man pages for the Puppet subcommands are generated on the fly. To view them, run �puppet	man
<SUBCOMMAND> .

The pe-man  command from previous versions of Puppet Enterprise is no longer functional. Use the
above method instead.

Next: Accessing the Console

Accessing the Console
The console is Puppet Enterpriseʼs web GUI. Use it to:

Manage node requests to join the puppet deployment
Assign Puppet classes to nodes and groups
View reports and activity graphs
Trigger Puppet runs on demand
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Browse and compare resources on your nodes
View inventory data
Invoke orchestration actions on your nodes
Manage console users and their access privileges

Browser Requirements
The following browsers are supported for use with the console:

Chrome (current versions)
Firefox (current versions)
Safari 5.1 and higher
Internet Explorer 9 or higher

Reaching the Console
The console will be served as a website over SSL, on whichever port you chose when installing the
console role.

Letʼs say your console server is console.domain.com . If you chose to use the default port of 443,
you can omit the port from the URL and can reach the console by navigating to:

https://console.domain.com

If you chose to use port 3000, you would reach the console at:

https://console.domain.com:3000

Note the https  protocol handler — you cannot reach the console over plain http .

Accepting the Consoleʼs Certificate�
The console uses an SSL certificate created by your own local Puppet certificate authority. Since this��
authority is specific to your site, web browsers wonʼt know it or trust it, and youʼll have to add a�
security exception in order to access the console.

This is safe to do. Your web browser will warn you that the consoleʼs identity hasnʼt been verified by�
one of the external authorities it knows of, but that doesnʼt mean itʼs untrustworthy. Since you or
another administrator at your site is in full control of which certificates the Puppet certificate��
authority signs, the authority verifying the site is you.

Accepting the Certificate in Google Chrome or Chromium�

Use the “Proceed anyway” button on Chromeʼs warning page.
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Accepting the Certificate in Mozilla Firefox�

Click “I Understand the Risks” to reveal more of the page, then click the “Add Exception…” button.
On the dialog this raises, click the “Confirm Security Exception” button.�

Step 1:
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Step 2:

Accepting the Certificate in Apple Safari�

Click the “Continue” button on the warning dialog.
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Accepting the Certificate in Microsoft Internet Explorer�

Click the “Continue to this website (not recommended)” link on the warning page.

Logging In
For security, accessing the console requires a user name and password. PE allows three different�
levels of user access: read, read-write, and admin. If you are an admin setting up the console or
accessing it for the first time, use the user and password you chose when you installed the console.�
Otherwise, you will need to get credentials from your siteʼs administrator. See the User
Management page for more information on managing console user accounts.
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Since the console is the main point of control for your infrastructure, you will probably want to
decline your browserʼs offer to remember its password.�

Next: Navigating the Console

Navigating the Console
Getting Around
The Main Navigation

Navigate between sections of the console using the main navigation at the top.

The following navigation items all lead to their respective sections of the console:

Nodes
Groups
Classes
Reports
Inventory Search
Live Management
Node requests

The navigation item containing your username (“admin,” in the screenshot above) is a menu which
provides access to your account information and (for admin users) the user management tools.

The help menu leads to the Puppet Enterprise documentation.
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The Sidebar

Within the node/group/class/report pages of the console, you can also use the sidebar as a
shortcut to many sections and subsections.

The sidebar contains the following elements:

The background tasks indicator. The console handles Puppet run reports asynchronously using
several background worker processes. This element lets you monitor the health of those
workers. The number of tasks increases as new reports come in, and decreases as the workers
finish processing them. If the number of tasks increases rapidly and wonʼt go down, something�
is wrong with the worker processes and you may need to use the advanced tasks tab to restart
the pe-puppet-dashboard-workers  service on the console node. A green check-mark with the
text “All systems go” means the worker processes have caught up with all available reports.
The node state summary. Depending on how its last Puppet run went, every node is in one of six
states. A description of those states is available here. The state summary shows how many nodes
are in each state, and you can click any of the states for a view of all nodes in that state. You can

Note: For users limited to read-only access, some elements of the console shown here will
not be visible.
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also click the “Radiator view” link for a high-visibility dashboard (see below for a screenshot) and
the “Add node” button to add a node before it has submitted any reports. (Nodes are
automatically added to the console after they have submitted their first report, so this button is�
only useful in certain circumstances.)
The group summary, which lists the node groups in use and shows how many nodes are
members of each. You can click each group name to view and edit that groupʼs detail page. You
can also use the “Add group” button to create a new group.
The class summary, which lists the classes in use and shows how many nodes have been directly
assigned each class. (The summary doesnʼt count nodes that receive a class due to their group
membership.) You can click each class name to view and edit that classʼs detail page. You can
also use the “Add class” button to add a new class to the console.

A screenshot of the “radiator view:”

Whatʼs in the Console?
Node Requests

Whenever you install Puppet Enterprise on a new node, it will ask to be added to the deployment.
You must use the request manager to approve the new node before you can begin managing its
configuration.�

Orchestration

The live management section allows you to invoke orchestration actions and browse and compare
resources on your nodes.

Nodes, Groups, Classes, and Reports

The nodes, groups, classes, and reports sections of the console are closely intertwined, and contain
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tools for inspecting the status of your systems and assigning configurations� to them.

See the Grouping and Classifying Nodes page for details about assigning configurations� to
nodes.
See the Viewing Reports and Inventory Data page for details about inspecting the status of your
nodes.

NODES AND NODE LISTS

Many pages in the console — including class and group detail pages — contain a node list view. A
list will show the name of each node that is relevant to the current view (members of a group, for
example), a graph of their recent aggregate activity, and a few details about each nodeʼs most
recent run. Node names will have icons next to them representing their most recent state.

Every node list includes an “Export nodes as CSV” link, for use when importing data into a
spreadsheet.

Certain node lists (the main node list and the per-state lists) include a search field.� This field�
accepts partial node names, and narrows the list to show only nodes whose names match the
search.

Clicking the name of a node will take you to that nodeʼs node detail page, where you can see in-
depth information and assign configurations directly to the node. See the �Grouping and Classifying
Nodes and Viewing Reports and Inventory Data pages for information about node detail pages.
REPORTS AND REPORT LISTS
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Node detail pages contain a report list. If you click a report in this list, or a timestamp in the “Latest
report” column of a node list view, you can navigate to a report detail page. See the Viewing
Reports and Inventory Data page for information about report detail pages.
GROUPS

Groups can contain any number of nodes, and nodes can belong to more than one group. Each
group detail page contains a node list view.

You can use a group page to view aggregate information about its members, or to assign
configurations to every member at once. See the �Grouping and Classifying Nodes page for
information about assigning configurations to groups.�
CLASSES

Classes are the main unit of Puppet configurations. You must deliberately add classes to the�
console with the “Add class” button before you can assign them to nodes or groups. See the
Grouping and Classifying Nodes page for information about adding classes and assigning them to
nodes or groups. If you click the name of a class to see its class detail page, you can view a node list
of every node assigned that class.
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Next: Navigating the Live Management Page

Navigating Live Management
What is Live Management?
The Puppet Enterprise (PE) consoleʼs live management page is an interface to PEʼs orchestration
engine. It can be used to browse resources on your nodes and invoke orchestration actions.

Related pages:

See the Orchestration: Overview page for background information about the orchestration
engine.
See the Orchestration: Invoking Actions page to invoke the same orchestration actions on the
command line.

Notes: To invoke orchestration actions, you must be logged in as a read-write or admin level
user. Read-only users can browse resources, but cannot invoke actions.

Since the live management page queries information directly from your nodes rather than
using the consoleʼs cached reports, it responds more slowly than other parts of the console.
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The Node List
Every task in live management inspects or modifies a �selection of nodes. Use the filterable node list�
in the live management sidebar to select the nodes for your next action. (This list will only contain
nodes that have completed at least one Puppet run, which may take up to 30 minutes after youʼve
signed their certificates�.)

Nodes are listed by the same Puppet certificate names used in the rest of the console interface.�

As long as you stay within the live management page, your selection and filtering in the node list�
will persist across all three tabs. The node list gets reset once you navigate to a different area of the�
console.

Selecting Nodes

Clicking a node selects it or deselects it. Use the “select all” and “select none” controls to select and
deselect all nodes that match the current filter.�

Only visible nodes — i.e. nodes that match the current filter — can be selected. (Note that an empty�
filter shows all nodes.) You donʼt have to worry about accidentally commanding “invisibly” selected�
nodes.

Filtering by Name

Use the “node filter” field to filter your nodes by name.���
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You can use the following wildcards in the node filter field:��

? matches one character
* matches many (or zero) characters

Use the “filter” button or the enter key to confirm your search, then wait for the node list to be��
updated.

Advanced Search

You can also filter by Puppet class or by the value of any fact on your nodes. Click the “advanced�
search” link to reveal these fields.�

Hint: Use the “Wildcards allowed” link for a quick pop-over reminder.
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You can browse the inventory data in the consoleʼs node views to find fact values to search with;�
this can help when looking for nodes similar to a specific node. You can also check the �list of core
facts for valid fact names.

Filtering by Puppet class can be the most powerful filtering tool on this page, but it requires you to�
have already assigned classes to your nodes. See the chapter on grouping and classifying nodes for
more details.

Tabs
The live management page is split into three tabs.

Hint: Use the “common fact names” link for a pop-over list of the most useful facts. Click a
fact name to copy it to the filter field.��
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The Browse Resources tab lets you browse, search, inspect, and compare resources on any
subset of your nodes.
The Control Puppet tab lets you invoke Puppet-related actions on your nodes. These include
telling any node to immediately fetch and apply its configuration, temporarily disabling puppet�
agent on some nodes, and more.
The Advanced Tasks tab lets you invoke orchestration actions on your nodes. It can invoke both
the built-in actions and any custom actions youʼve installed.

The Browse Resources Tab

The interface of the Browse Resources tab is covered in the Orchestration: Browsing Resources
chapter of this manual.

The Control Puppet Tab

The Control Puppet tab consists of a single action list (see below) with several Puppet-related
actions. Detailed instructions for these actions are available in the Orchestration: Control Puppet
page of this manual.

The Advanced Tasks Tab

The Advanced Tasks tab contains a column of task navigation links in the left pane, which are used
to switch the right pane between several action lists (and a summary list, which briefly describes�
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each action list).

ACTION LISTS

Action lists contain groups of related actions — for example, the “service” list has actions for
starting, stopping, restarting, and checking the status of services:
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These groups of actions come from the MCollective agent plugins you have installed, and each
action list corresponds to one plugin. Both default and custom plugins are included on the
Advanced Tasks page.

Invoking Actions
You can invoke actions from the Control Puppet and Advanced Tasks tabs.

To invoke an action, you must be viewing an action list.

If several nodes have similar results, theyʼll be collapsed to save space; you can click any result
group to see which nodes had that result.

Invoking an action with an argument:

For more information on these plugins, see:

The “actions and plugins” section of the orchestration overview page
The list of built-in orchestration actions
The “Orchestration: Adding Actions” page

Note that you can also trigger all of these actions from the command line:

Invoking orchestration actions

1. Click the name of the action you want. It will reveal a red “Run” button and any available
argument fields� (see below). Some actions do not have arguments.

2. Enter any arguments you wish to use.
3. Press the “Run” button; Puppet Enterprise will show that the action is running, then display any

results from the action.
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An action in progress:

Results:

Argument Fields

Some arguments are mandatory, and some are optional. Mandatory arguments will be denoted with
a red asterisk (*).

Although all arguments are presented as text fields, some arguments have specific format��
requirements:

The format of each argument should be clear from its description; otherwise, check the
documentation for the action. Documentation for PEʼs built-in actions is available at the list of
built-in actions.
Arguments that are boolean in nature (on/off-type arguments) must have a value of �true  or
false  — no other values are allowed.

Next: Managing Node Requests

Working with Node Requests
Intro/Overview

Node request management allows sysadmins to view and respond to node requests graphically,
from within the console. This means nodes can be approved for addition to the deployment without
needing access to the puppet master or using the CLI. For further security, node request
management supports the consoleʼs user management system: only users with read/write
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privileges can take action on node requests.

Once the console has been properly configured to point at the appropriate Certificate Authority��
(CA), it will display all of the nodes that have generated Certificate Signing Requests (CSRs). You�
can then approve or deny the requests, individually or in a batch.

For each node making a request, you can also see its name and associated CSR fingerprint.�

Viewing Node Requests

You can view the number of pending node requests from anywhere in the console by checking the
indicator in the top right of the main menu bar.

Click on the pending nodes indicator to view and manage the current requests.

You will see a view containing a list of all the pending node requests. Each item on the list shows
the nodeʼs name and its corresponding CSRʼs fingerprint. (Click on the truncated fingerprint to view��
the whole thing in a pop-up.)

If there are no pending node requests, you will see some instructions for adding new nodes. If this
is not what you expect to see, the location of your Certificate Authority (CA) may not be configured��
correctly.
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Rejecting and Approving Nodes

The ability to respond to node requests is linked to your user privileges. You must be logged in to
the console as a user with read/write privileges before you can respond to requests.

Use the buttons to accept or reject nodes, singly or all at once. Note that once a node request is
approved, the node will not show up in the console until the next puppet run takes place. This
could be as long as 30 minutes, depending on how you have set up your puppet master. Depending
on how many nodes you have in your site total, and on the number of pending requests, it can also
take up to two seconds per request for “Reject All” or “Accept All” to finish processing.�

In some cases, DNS altnames may be set up for agent nodes. In such cases, you cannot use the
console to approve/reject node requests. The CSR for those nodes must be accepted or rejected
using puppet	cert  on the CA. For more information, see the DNS altnames entry in the
configuration reference�.

In some cases, attempting to accept or reject a node request will result in an error. This is typically
because the request has been modified somehow, usually by being accepted or rejected elsewhere�
(e.g. by another user or from the CLI) since the request was first generated.�

Accepted/rejected nodes will remain displayed in the console for 24 hours after the action is taken.
This interval cannot be modified. However, you can use the “Clear accepted/rejected requests”�
button to clean up the display at any time.
WORKING WITH REQUESTS FROM THE CLI

You can still view, approve, and reject node requests using the command line interface.
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You can view pending node requests in the CLI by running

$	sudo	puppet	cert	list

To sign one of the pending requests, run:

$	sudo	puppet	cert	sign	<name>

For more information on working with certificates from the CLI, see the �Puppet tools guide or view
the man page for puppet	cert .

Configuration Details�

By default, the location of the CA is set to the location of PEʼs puppet master. If the CA is in a
custom location (as in cases where there are multiple puppet masters), you will have to set the
ca_server  and ca_port  settings in the /opt/puppet/share/puppet-
dashboard/config/settings.yml  file.�
When upgrading PE from a version before 2.7.0, the upgrader will convert the currently installed
auth.conf file to one that is fully managed by Puppet and which includes a new rule for request�
management. However, if auth.conf has been manually modified prior to the upgrade, the�
upgrader will NOT convert the file. Consequently, to get it working, you will need to add the new�
rule manually by adding the code below into /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/auth.conf :

		path		/certificate_status
		method	find,	search
		auth	yes
		allow	pe-internal-dashboard

Request Management Modules

PE installs three modules needed for node request management: puppetlabs-request_manager ,
puppetlabs-auth_conf , and ripienaar-concat . These are installed in the
/opt/puppet/share/puppet/modules/  directory, and usually shouldnʼt be modified.�

The puppetlabs-auth_conf  module contains a new defined type: �auth_conf::acl . The type takes
the following parameters:

parameter description value types default value required

path URL path of ACL string $title no

acl_method find, search save, delete� string, array  no

auth yes, no, any sring yes no
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allow certnames to access path array [ ] no

order order in auth.conf file� string 99 no

regex is the path a regex? bool false no

environment environments to allow string  no

Next: Grouping and Classifying Nodes

Grouping and Classifying Nodes
This page describes how to use the Puppet Enterprise (PE) console to assign configurations� to
nodes. (For help with inspecting status and activity among your nodes, see the Viewing Reports and
Inventory Data page.)

Overview: Assigning Configurations With the PE Console�
As described in the Puppet section of this manual, node configurations are compiled from a variety�
of sources, including the PE console.

Puppet classes are the primary unit of node configuration in PE. �Classes are named blocks of
Puppet code which can be either declared by other Puppet code or directly assigned to nodes or
groups of nodes.

The console allows you to assign classes and configure� their behavior.

Note: To use the console to assign node configurations, you must be logged in as a read-�
write or admin level user. Read-only users can view node configuration data, but cannot�
modify it.

Creating Puppet Classes

Before you can assign classes in the console, the classes need to be available to the puppet
master server. This means they must be located in an installed module. There are several
ways to get modules:

Download modules from the Puppet Forge — there are many public modules available for
free, with instructions for how to use them.
Write your own classes, and put them in a module.
If you are new to Puppet and have not written Puppet code before, follow the Learning
Puppet tutorial, which walks you through the basics of Puppet code, classes, and modules.
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Configuring Classes�

Many Puppet classes can be configured to change their behavior, which lets them meet different��
needs on different nodes.�

There are two main ways to configure classes in Puppet: �class parameters and top-scope variables.
Each moduleʼs author dictates which method to use; see the documentation of the classes you are
using for local details.

If you are using a set of modules written by many authors over a long timespan, you will likely need
to use a mixture of these two methods.
CLASS PARAMETERS

Class parameters are a way for classes to explicitly ask for configuration data; see �the Puppet
language reference page on classes for more details. Each parameter for a class can be marked as
optional or mandatory by the classʼs author.

In the PE console, you can set class parameters after assigning a class to a node or group.
In /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/manifests/site.pp  on the puppet master, or within other classes,
you can use resource-like class declarations to set class parameters. This is most frequently
done when using role and profile modules�, which are a highly maintainable and scalable way to
design node configurations.�
Advanced PE users can configure Hiera� and use automatic parameter lookup to set class
parameters. This can be vastly more flexible than setting parameters in the console and is easier�
to maintain over the long term, but it requires more initial setup.

Hiera parameters can co-exist with either console parameters or role-and-profile modules; in�
either case, explicit parameter values will override the Hiera values.

TOP-SCOPE VARIABLES

Instead of defining class parameters, classes may also look up �top-scope Puppet variables and use
their values as configuration. In older versions of Puppet (0.25 and earlier), this was the only way to�
configure classes, and it remained more convenient for several more versions. You will still�
encounter some classes written to use top-scope variables as configuration.�

Classes written this way should clearly state which variables to set in their documentation.

In the PE console, you can set top-scope variables for both groups and individual nodes. Node
values will override group values when necessary.
Top-scope variables can also be set in /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/manifests/site.pp  on the
puppet master.

Navigating the Console

See the Navigating the Console page for details on navigating the PE console.
See the Viewing Reports and Inventory Data page for details on inspecting the status and recent
activity of your nodes.
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Classes
The classes the console knows about are a subset of the classes available to the puppet master. You
must add classes to the console manually if you want to assign them to any nodes or groups.

Viewing the Known Classes

You can view a list of classes in the consoleʼs sidebar, or by clicking the “Classes” item in the main
navigation.

You can see a class detail page by clicking the name of that class in the sidebar, the main class list,
or any node or group detail page that includes that class. Class detail pages contain a list of nodes
with the class assigned, but it is not a complete list; it only includes nodes which have the class
directly assigned, and excludes nodes that receive the class from a group.

Adding a New Class

Use the “Add class” button in the consoleʼs sidebar, then type the new classʼs name in the text field�
and click “create.” You can also add an optional description.

In this case, weʼre adding a class that manages the standard *nix “message of the day” file; you can�
get a module containing this class at http://forge.puppetlabs.com/puppetlabs/motd.
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When adding a class, you must use its complete name. (base::centos , for example, not just
centos .)

Once you have added a class, you can assign it to nodes and groups.

Nodes
Node Detail Pages

Each node in a Puppet Enterprise deployment has its own node detail page in the PE console. You
can reach a node detail page by clicking that nodeʼs name in any node list view.

From a node detail page, you can view the currently assigned configuration data for that node, or�
use the “Edit” button to assign new configuration data. You can also hide the node (cause it to not�
appear in node list views) or delete it (remove all reports and information about that node from the
console; note that the node will automatically reappear if it ever submits another Puppet run
report).

Each node detail page has tables to display the current variables, groups, and classes assigned to
that node. Each of these tables has a “source” column — if the source of an item is the nodeʼs own
name, it was assigned directly to that node; if the source is the name of a group, the item was
assigned to that group and the node inherited it by being a member of that group.

Clicking the “Edit” button brings up the node edit page, which allows you to edit the nodeʼs
variables, classes, and groups. You can also add an optional description for the node.
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Assigning Classes and Groups to Nodes

When you start typing the name of a class or group in a nodeʼs edit page, the PE console will offer�
an auto-completion list of the most likely choices. The list will continue to narrow as you type more.

To finish assigning the class or group, either click a choice from the list, or use the arrow keys to�
select one and press enter.

Use the “Update” button to save after assigning new classes and groups.

Note: You can only assign classes or groups that already exist. See Adding a New Class and
Adding a New Group for details.
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Setting Class Parameters on Nodes

After you have assigned a class to a node, you can set class parameters to configure it.�

To set class parameters, view a node detail page and click an enabled parameters link, in the
“Parameters” column of the “Classes” table. Enabled parameters links are blue. (Disabled black
parameters links mean that the class came from a group, and parameters can only be set in the
groupʼs page.)

Clicking a parameters link will take you to the class parameters detail page for that class as
assigned to that node. This page is node-specific — each node with this class assigned will have its�
own similar version of this detail page if you click its parameters link.

To add or change parameters, click the “Edit” button, which will take you to a class parameters edit
page (labeled “Edit node class membership”).

Note: You can only set class parameters at the place where the class was assigned.

If the class was assigned directly to a node, you can set class parameters from that nodeʼs
detail page.
If the class was assigned to a group and then inherited by members of the group, you
must set parameters from that groupʼs detail page instead.
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Parameters are added with pairs of key/value fields. There will always be at least one empty pair of�
key/value fields on a parameters edit page. You can use the “Add parameter” button to add more�
empty fields, in order to add multiple parameters at once. You can also edit existing parameters, or�
use the red trash button to delete a parameter entirely.

Click the “Update” button to save your changes. The next time you view that nodeʼs detail page,
youʼll see a “2 Parameters” (or appropriate number) link in the “Parameters” column of the
“Classes” table.

Setting Variables on Nodes

You can also set variables from a nodeʼs edit page. Variables set in the console become top-scope
variables available to all Puppet manifests.

To add a variable, look under the “Variables” heading. You should put the name of the variable in

Note: Class parameters can only be strings. The PE console does not support setting arrays,
hashes, or booleans as parameters.
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the “Key” field and the value in the “Value” field.��

There will always be at least one empty pair of variable fields on a nodeʼs edit page. You can use the�
“Add variable” button to add more empty fields, in order to add multiple variables at once. You can�
also edit existing variables, or use the red trash button to delete a variable entirely.

Groups
Groups let you assign classes and variables to many nodes at once. This saves you time and makes
the structure of your site more visible.

Nodes can belong to many groups, and will inherit classes and variables from all of them. Groups
can also be members of other groups, and will inherit configuration information from their parent�
group the same way nodes do.

Special Groups

Puppet Enterprise automatically creates and maintains several special groups in the console:
THE DEFAULT GROUP

The console automatically adds every node to a group called default . You can use this group for
any classes you need assigned to every single node.

Nodes are added to the default group by a periodic background task, so it may take a few minutes
after a node first checks in before it joins the group.�
THE MCOLLECTIVE AND NO MCOLLECTIVE GROUPS

These groups are used to manage Puppet Enterpriseʼs orchestration engine.

The no	mcollective  group is manually managed by the admin user. You can add any node
which should not have orchestration features enabled to this group. This is generally used for
non-PE nodes like network devices, which cannot support orchestration.
The mcollective  group is automatically managed by a periodic background task; it contains
every node which is not a member of the no	mcollective  group. The admin user can add
classes to this group if they have any third-party classes that should be assigned to every node

Note: Variables can only be strings. The PE console does not support setting arrays, hashes,
or booleans as variables.
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that has orchestration enabled. However, you should not remove the pe_mcollective  class from
this group.

THE MASTER, CONSOLE, AND PUPPETDB GROUPS

These groups are created when initially setting up a Puppet Enterprise deployment, but are not
automatically added to.

puppet_master  — this group contains the original puppet master node.
puppet_console  — this group contains the original console node.
puppet_puppetdb  — this group contains the original database support node.

Adding a New Group

Use the “add group” button in the consoleʼs sidebar, then enter the groupʼs name and any classes
or variables you want to assign.
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Group Detail Pages

You can see a list of groups in the “Groups” section of the sidebar, or by clicking the “Groups” item
in the main navigation.

Clicking the name of a group in a group list or the node detail page of one of that groupʼs
members will take you to its group detail page.

From a group detail page, you can view the currently assigned configuration data for that group, or�
use the “Edit” button to assign new configuration data. You can also delete the group, which will�
cause any members to lose membership in the group.

Group detail pages also show any groups of which that group is a member (under the “Groups”
header) and any groups that are members of that group (under the “Derived groups” header).

Adding Nodes to a Group
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You can change the membership of a group from both node detail views and group detail views.
Click the edit button and use the “groups” or “nodes” fields, as needed. These fields will offer auto-���
completions the same way the classes field does.�

Editing a node to join a new group:

Editing a group to include a new node:
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Assigning Classes, Class Parameters, and Variables to a Group

Editing the configuration data assigned to a group works identically to editing a single node. See�
the following sections above for details:

Assigning classes
Setting class parameters
Setting variables

Rake API
The console provides rake tasks that can add classes, nodes, and groups, and edit the
configuration data assigned to nodes and groups. You can use these tasks as a minimal API to�
automate workflows, import or export data, or bypass the consoleʼs GUI when performing large�
tasks.

All of these tasks should be run as follows, replacing <TASK>  with the task name and any arguments
it requires:

$	sudo	/opt/puppet/bin/rake	-f	/opt/puppet/share/puppet-dashboard/Rakefile	
RAILS_ENV=production	<TASK>

Node Tasks
GETTING INFO

node:list	[match=<REGULAR	EXPRESSION>]

List nodes. Can optionally match nodes by regex.

node:listclasses	name=<NAME>

List classes for a node.

node:listclassparams	name=<NAME>	class=<CLASS>

List classparams for a node/class pair.
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node:listgroups	name=<NAME>

List groups for a node.

node:variables	name=<NAME>

List variables for a node.

MODIFYING INFO

node:add	name=<NAME>	[groups=<GROUPS>]	[classes=<CLASSES>]

Add a new node. Classes and groups can be specified as comma-separated lists.�

node:del	name=<NAME>

Delete a node.

node:classes	name=<NAME>	classes=<CLASSES>

Replace the list of classes assigned to a node. Classes must be specified as a comma-�
separated list.

node:groups	name=<NAME>	groups=<GROUPS>

Replace the list of groups a node belongs to. Groups must be specified as a comma-�
separated list.

node:addclass	name=<NAME>	class=<CLASS>

Add a class to a node.

node:addclassparam	name=<NAME>	class=<CLASS>	param=<PARAM>	value=<VALUE>

Add a classparam to a node.

node:addgroup	name=<NAME>	group=<GROUP>

Add a group to a node.

node:delclassparam	name=<NAME>	class=<CLASS>	param=<PARAM>

Remove a class param from a node.

node:variables	name=<NAME>	variables="<VARIABLE>=<VALUE>,<VARIABLE>=<VALUE>,..."

Add (or edit, if they exist) variables for a node. Variables must be specified as a comma-�
separated list of variable=value pairs; the list must be quoted.

Class Tasks
GETTING INFO

nodeclass:list	[match=<REGULAR	EXPRESSION>]
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List node classes. Can optionally match classes by regex.

MODIFYING INFO

nodeclass:add	name=<NAME>

Add a new class. This must be a class available to the Puppet autoloader via a module.

nodeclass:del	name=<NAME>

Delete a node class.

Group Tasks
GETTING INFO

nodegroup:list	[match=<REGULAR	EXPRESSION>]

List node groups. Can optionally match groups by regex.

nodegroup:listclasses	name=<NAME>

List classes that belong to a node group.

nodegroup:listclassparams	name=<NAME>	class=<CLASS>

List classparams for a nodegroup/class.

nodegroup:listgroups	name=<NAME>

List child groups that belong to a node group.

nodegroup:variables	name=<NAME>

List variables for a node group.

MODIFYING INFO

nodegroup:add	name=<NAME>	[classes=<CLASSES>]

Create a new node group. Classes can be specified as a comma-separated list.�

nodegroup:del	name=<NAME>

Delete a node group.

nodegroup:add_all_nodes	name=<NAME>

Add every known node to a group.

nodegroup:addclass	name=<NAME>	class=<CLASS>

Assign a class to a group without overwriting its existing classes.

nodegroup:edit	name=<NAME>	classes=<CLASSES>
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Replace the classes assigned to a node group. Classes must be specified as a comma-�
separated list.

nodegroup:addclassparam	name=<NAME>	class=<CLASS>	param=<PARAM>	value=<VALUE>

Add classparam to a nodegroup.

nodegroup:addgroup	name=<NAME>	group=<GROUP>

Add a child group to a nodegroup.

nodegroup:delclass	name=<NAME>	class=<CLASS>

Remove a class from a nodegroup.

nodegroup:delclassparam	name=<NAME>	class=<CLASS>	param=<PARAM>

Remove a class param from a node group.

nodegroup:delgroup	name=<NAME>	group=<GROUP>

Remove a child group from a nodegroup.

nodegroup:variables	name=<NAME>
variables="<VARIABLE>=<VALUE>,<VARIABLE>=<VALUE>,..."

Add (or edit, if they exist) variables for a node group. Variables must be specified as a�
comma-separated list of variable=value pairs; the list must be quoted.

Next: Viewing Reports and Inventory Data

Viewing Reports and Inventory Data
When nodes fetch their configurations from the puppet master, they send back inventory data and a�
report of their run. These end up in the console, where you can view them in that nodeʼs page.

Node States
Depending on how its last Puppet run went, every node is in one of six states. Each state is
indicated by a specific color in graphs and the �node state summary, and by an icon beside the
report or the node name in a report list or node list view.

Unresponsive: The node hasnʼt reported to the puppet master recently; something may be wrong.
The cutoff for considering a node unresponsive defaults to one hour, and can be configured in��
settings.yml  with the no_longer_reporting_cutoff  setting. Represented by dark grey text.
This state has no icon; the node retains whatever icon the last report used.
Failed: During its last Puppet run, this node encountered some error from which it couldnʼt
recover. Something is probably wrong, and investigation is recommended. Represented by red
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text or the  failed icon.
Pending: During its last Puppet run, this node would have made changes, but since it was either
running in no-op mode or found a discrepancy in a resource whose noop  metaparameter was
set to true , it simulated the changes instead of enforcing them. See the nodeʼs last report for
more details. Represented by orange text or the  pending icon.
Changed: This nodeʼs last Puppet run was successful, and changes were made to bring the node
into compliance. Represented by blue text or the  changed icon.
Unchanged: This nodeʼs last Puppet run was successful, and it was fully compliant; no changes
were necessary. Represented by green text or the  unchanged icon.
Unreported: Although Dashboard is aware of this nodeʼs existence, it has never submitted a
Puppet report. It may be a newly-commissioned node, it may have never come online, or its copy
of Puppet may not be configured correctly. Represented by light grey text or the �  error icon.

Reading Reports
Graphs

Each node page has a pair of graphs: a histogram showing the number of runs per day and the
results of those runs, and a line chart tracking how long each run took.

The daily run status histogram is broken down with the same colors that indicate run status in the
consoleʼs sidebar: red for failed runs, orange for pending runs (where a change would have been
made, but the resource to be changed was marked as no-op), blue for successful runs where
changes were made, and green for successful runs that did nothing. You can hover over a block of
color for a tooltip showing how many runs of that type occurred:
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Note: Run status histograms also appear on group pages, class pages, and run status pages.

The run-time chart graphs how long each of the last 30 Puppet runs took to complete. A longer run
usually means changes were made, but could also indicate heavy server load or some other
circumstance. You can hover over a point on the line for a tooltip showing the number of seconds it
represents:

Reports

Each node page has a short list of recent reports, with a “More” button at the bottom for viewing
older reports:

Each report represents a single Puppet run. Clicking a report will take you to a tabbed view that
splits the report up into metrics, log, and events.

Metrics is a rough summary of what happened during the run, with resource totals and the time
spent retrieving the configuration and acting on each resource type.�
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Log is a table of all the messages logged during the run.
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Events is a list of the resources the run managed, sorted by whether any changes were made. You
can click on a changed resource to see which attributes were modified.�

Viewing Inventory Data
Each nodeʼs page has a section called inventory. This section contains all of the fact values reported
by the node on its most recent run.
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Facts include things like the operating system (operatingsystem ), the amount of memory
(memorytotal ), and the primary IP address (ipaddress ). You can also add arbitrary custom facts to
your Puppet modules, and they too will show up in the inventory.

The facts you see in the inventory can be useful when filtering nodes in the live management page�.

Next: Managing Users

Managing Console Users
The Puppet Enterprise console supports individual user management, access and authentication.
Instead of a single, shared username and password authenticated over HTTP with SSL, the console
allows secure individual user accounts with different access privileges. Specifically, user accounts��
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allow the assignment of one of three access levels: read-only, read-write, or admin.

Console users can also be managed using external, third-party authentication services such as
LDAP, Active Directory or Google Accounts.

Following standard security practices, user passwords are hashed with a salt and then stored in a
database separated from other console data. Authentication is built on CAS, an industry standard,
single sign-on protocol.

Note: By default, CAS authentication for the console runs over port 443. If your console needs to
access CAS on a different host/port, you can configure that in ��/etc/puppetlabs/console-
auth/cas_client_config_yml .

User Access and Privileges
Depending on the access privileges assigned to them, users will be able to see and access different�
parts of the console:

Read-Only Users can only view information on the console, but cannot perform any actions. In
particular, read-only users are restricted from:

accessing the Control Puppet tab in live management
accessing the Advanced Tasks tab in live management
adding, editing, or removing nodes, groups, or classes

Read-Write Users have access to all parts of the console EXCEPT the user-management interface.
Read-write users can interact with the console and use it to perform node management tasks.

Admin Users have unrestricted access to all parts of the console, including the user-management
interface. Through this interface, admin users can:

add a new user
delete a user
change a userʼs role
re-enable a disabled user
disable an enabled user
edit a userʼs email
prompt a change to the userʼs password

There is one exception to this: admin users cannot disable, delete or change the privileges of their
own accounts. Only another admin user can make these changes.

Anonymous Users In addition to authenticated, per-user access, the console can also be configured�
to allow anonymous, read-only access. When so configured, the console can be viewed by anyone�
with a web browser who can access the site URL. For instructions on how to do this, visit the
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console configuration page�.

Managing Accounts and Users Internally
Signing Up

In order to sign up as a console user at any access level, an account must be created for you by an
admin. Upon account creation, you will receive an email containing an activation link. You must
follow this link in order to set your password and activate your account. The link will take you to a
screen where you can enter and confirm your password, thereby completing account activation.�
Once you have completed activation you will be taken to the Login screen where you can enter your
new credentials.

Logging In

You will encounter the login screen whenever you try to access a protected part of the console. The
screen will ask for your email address and password. After successfully authenticating, you will be
taken to the part of the console you were trying to access.

When youʼre done working in the console, choose Logout from the user account menu. Note that
you will be logged out automatically after 48 hours.
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Note: User authentication services rely on a PostgreSQL database. If this database is restarted for
any reason, you may get an error message when trying to log in or out. See known issues for more
information.

Viewing Your User Account

To view your user information, access the user account menu by clicking on your username (the
first part of your email address) at the top right of the navigation bar.�

Choose My account to open a page where you can see your username/email and your user access
level (admin, read-write or read-only) and text boxes for changing your password.
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User Administration Tools

Users with admin level access can view information about users and manage their access, including
adding and deleting users as needed. Admin level users will see an additional menu choice in the
user account menu: Admin Tools. Users with read-write or read-only accounts will NOT see the
Admin Tools menu item.

VIEWING USERS AND SETTINGS

Selecting Admin Tools will open a screen showing a list of users by email address, their access role
and status. Note that users who have not yet activated their accounts by responding to the
activation email and setting a password will show a status of pending.
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Click on a userʼs row to open a pop-up pane with information about that user. The pop-up will
show the userʼs name/email, their current role, their status and other information. If the user has
not yet validated their account, you will also see the link that was generated and included in the
validation email. Note that if there is an SMTP issue and the email fails to send, you can manually
send this link to the user.

MODIFYING USER SETTINGS

To modify the settings for a given user, click on the userʼs row to open the pop-up pane. In this
pane, you can change their role and their email address or reset their password. Donʼt forget to
click the Save changes button after making your edits.

Note that resetting a password or changing an email address will change that userʼs status back to
Pending, which will send them another validation email and require them to complete the validation
and password setting process again.

For users who have completed the validation process, you can also enable or disable a userʼs
account. Disabling the account will prevent that user from accessing the console, but will not
remove them from the users database.
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ADDING/DELETING USERS

To add a new user, open the user admin screen by choosing Admin Tools in the user menu. Enter
the userʼs email address and their desired role, then click the “Add user” button. The user will be
added to the list with a pending status and an activation email will be automatically sent to them.

To delete an existing user (including pending users), click on the userʼs name in the list and then
click the Delete account button. Note that deleting a user cannot be undone, so be sure this is what
you want to do before proceeding.

Working with Users From the Command Line

Several actions related to console users can be done from the command line using rake tasks. This
can be useful for things like automating user creation/deletion or importing large numbers of
users from an external source all at once. All of these tasks should be run on the console server
node.

These tasks will add their actions to the console_auth log, located by default at /var/log/pe-
console-auth/auth.log .

ADDING OR MODIFYING USERS

The db:create_user rake task is used to add users. The command is issued as follows:
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	cd	/opt/puppet/share/puppet-dashboard
sudo	/opt/puppet/bin/bundle	exec	rake	-f	/opt/puppet/share/console-
auth/Rakefile	db:create_user	USERNAME="<email	address>"	PASSWORD="<password>"	
ROLE="<	Admin	|	Read-Only	|	Read-Write	>"

If you specify a user that already exists, the same command can be used to change attributes for
that user, e.g. to reset a password or elevate/demote privileges.
DELETING USERS

The db:users:remove task is used to delete users. The command is issued as follows:

cd	/opt/puppet/share/puppet-dashboard
sudo	/opt/puppet/bin/bundle	exec	rake	-f	/opt/puppet/share/console-
auth/Rakefile	db:users:remove[<email	address>]

VIEWING USERS

To print a list of existing users to the screen use the db:users:list task as follows:

cd	/opt/puppet/share/puppet-dashboard
sudo	/opt/puppet/bin/bundle	exec	rake	-f	/opt/puppet/share/console-
auth/Rakefile	db:users:list

Using Third-Party Authentication Services
User access can be managed with external, third-party authentication services. The following
external services are supported:

LDAP
Active Directory (AD)
Google accounts

When using third-party services, the consoleʼs RBAC retains control over the access privileges.
When a user logs in using an external service, the console will check their level of access privileges.
If they have never logged in before, they are assigned a default role. (This role can be configured.�
See “Configuration”� below.) External usersʼ access privileges are managed in the same manner as
internal users, via the consoleʼs user administration interface.

The account interface for an externally authenticated user differs slightly from internal users in that�
external users do not have UI for changing their passwords or deleting accounts.
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Admins will also notice additional UI on the user administration page which indicates the
authentication service (“Account Type”) being used for a given user and a link to a legend that lists
the external authentication services and the default access privileges given to users of a given
service.
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Lastly, note that built-in auth accounts use the email address specified at the end (e.g.�
“a.user@example.com”), whereas AD/LDAP accounts are generally accessed using just the
username (e..g “a.user”), although this may vary in your specific organizationʼs implementation.�

There is more, albeit sparse and specialized, information at the Ruby-CAS github site

Configuration�

To use external authentication, the following two files must be correctly configured:��

After editing these files, which weʼll discuss more below, youʼll want to restart �pe-httpd  and pe-
puppet-dashboard-workers  via their init.d  scripts. Note that YAML requires that whitespace and
tabs match up exactly. Type carefully.
CONFIGURING CAS_CLIENT_CONFIG.YML

The cas_client_config.yml  file contains several commented-out lines under the �authorization:
key. Simply un-comment the lines that correspond to the RubyCAS authenticators you wish to use.
You can also set the default access level for a given authentication service using default_role ,
which accepts the following values: read-only , read-write , or admin .

Each entry consists of the following:

A common identifier (e.g. �local , or ldap , etc.) which is used in the console_auth database and
corresponds to the classname of the RubyCAS authenticator.
default_role  which defines the role to assign to users by default�
description  which is simply a human readable description of the service

The order in which authentication services are listed in the cas_client_config.yml  file (see below)�
is the order in which the services will be checked for valid accounts. In other words, the first service�
that returns an account matching the entered user credential is the service that will perform
authentication and log-in.

1. /etc/puppetlabs/console-auth/cas_client_config.yml
2. /etc/puppetlabs/rubycas-server/config.yml

Note: If you upgraded from PE 2.5, your cas_client_config.yml  and rubycas-
server/config.yml  files will not have the relevant commented-out sections, as they were�
added for 2.6 and the upgrader does not overwrite the config files.��

You can find example config code that can be copied and pasted into the live config files;����
look in files with �the same names and either the .rpmnew  or .dpkg-new  extension.
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This example shows what you would do if you wanted to use AD and the built-in (local) auth
services and disable Google and LDAP.

##	This	configuration	file	contains	information	required	by	any	web
##	service	that	makes	use	of	the	CAS	server	for	authentication.

authentication:

		##	Use	this	configuration	option	if	the	CAS	server	is	on	a	host	different
		##	from	the	console-auth	server.
		#	cas_host:	master:443

		##	The	port	CAS	is	listening	on.		This	is	ignored	if	cas_host	is	set.
		#	cas_port:	443

		##	The	session	secret	is	randomly	generated	during	installation	of	Puppet
		##	Enterprise	and	will	be	regenerated	any	time	console-auth	is	enabled	or	
disabled.
		session_key:	'puppet_enterprise_console'
		session_secret:	[REDACTED]

		##	Set	this	to	true	to	allow	anonymous	users	read-only	access	to	all	of
		##	Puppet	Enterprise	Console.
		global_unauthenticated_access:	false

authorization:
		local:
				default_role:	read-only
				description:	Local
#		ldap:
#				default_role:	read-only
#				description:	LDAP
		activedirectoryldap:
				default_role:	read-only
				description:	Active	Directory
#		google:
#				default_role:	read-only
#				description:	Google

CONFIGURING RUBYCAS-SERVER/CONFIG.YML

This file is used to configure RubyCAS to use external authentication services. As before, you will��
need to un-comment the classes for the third-party services you wish to enable. The values for the
listed keys are LDAP and ActiveDirectory standards. If you are not the administrator of those
databases, you should check with that administrator for the correct values.

The authenticators are listed in the file in the following manner (note how this example disables the�
Google authenticator):

authenticator:
		-	class:	CASServer::Authenticators::SQLEncrypted
				database:
						adapter:	postgresql
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						database:	console_auth
						username:	console_auth
						password:	easnthycea098iu7aeo6oeu	#	installer-generated	password
						server:	localhost
				user_table:	users
				username_column:	username
		#-	class:	CASServer::Authenticators::Google
		#			restricted_domain:	example.com
		-	class:	CASServer::Authenticators::LDAP
				ldap:
						host:	tb-driver.example.com
						port:	389
						base:	dc=example,dc=test
						filter:	(objectClass=person)
						username_attribute:	mail
		-	class:	CASServer::Authenticators::ActiveDirectoryLDAP
				ldap:
						host:	winbox.example.com
						port:	389
						base:	dc=example,dc=dev
						filter:	(memberOf=CN=Example	Users,CN=Users,DC=example,DC=dev)
						auth_user:	cn=Test	I.	Am,cn=users,dc=example,dc=dev
						auth_password:	P4ssword

As the above example shows, itʼs generally best to specify just dc=  attributes in the base  key. The
criteria for the Organizational Unit (OU ) and Common Name (CN ) should be specified in the �filter
key. The value of the filter:  key is where authorized users should be located in the AD
organizational structure. Generally speaking, the filter:  key is where you would specify an OU or
an AD Group. In order to authenticate, users will need to be in the specified OU or Group.�

Also note that the value for the filter:  key must be the full name for the leftmost cn= ; you cannot
use the user ID or logon name. In addition, the auth_user:  key requires the full Distinguished
Name (DN), including any CNs associated with the user and all of the dc=  attributes used in the DN.

Next: Searching for Nodes by Fact

Searching for Nodes by Fact
The Inventory Search section of the Puppet Enterprise console lets you search Puppetʼs inventory of
node data. This search utility uses Puppet Enterpriseʼs central data storage layer, PuppetDB.

Using the Inventory Search
Use consoleʼs main navigation to reach the “Inventory Search” section.
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This field allows you to enter a �fact name, a value, and a comparison operator. After you have
searched for one fact, you may narrow down the search by adding additional facts.

The search results page will show a list of nodes, as well as a summary of their recent Puppet runs.
You can click nodes in the list to browse to their detail pages.

To choose facts to search for, you should view the inventory data for a node that resembles the
nodes you are searching for.

Next: Configuring �& Tuning the Console
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Configuring �&  Tuning the Console &
Databases
Changing the Consoleʼs Port
By default, a new installation of PE will serve the console on port 443. However, previous versions of
PE served the consoleʼs predecessor on port 3000. If you upgraded and want to change to the more
convenient new default, or if you need port 443 for something else and want to shift the console
somewhere else, perform the following steps:

Stop the pe-httpd  service:

		$	sudo	/etc/init.d/pe-httpd	stop

Edit /etc/puppetlabs/httpd/conf.d/puppetdashboard.conf  on the console server, and change
the port number in the Listen	443  and <VirtualHost	*:443>  directives. (These directives will
contain the current port, which is not necessarily 443.)
Edit /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/puppet.conf  on the puppet master server, and change the
reporturl  setting to use your preferred port.
Edit /etc/puppetlabs/puppet-dashboard/external_node  on the puppet master server, and
change the ENC_BASE_URL  to use your preferred port.
Edit /etc/puppetlabs/console-auth/config.yml	on the puppet master server, and change the
cas_url  to use your preferred port.
Edit /etc/puppetlabs/rubycas-server/config.yml	on the puppet master server, and change
the console_base_url  to use your preferred port.
Make sure to allow access to the new port in your systemʼs firewall rules.�
Start the pe-httpd  service:

		$	sudo	/etc/init.d/pe-httpd	start

Configuring Console Authentication�
Configuring the SMTP Server�

The consoleʼs account system sends verification emails to new users, and requires an SMTP server�
to do so. If your siteʼs SMTP server requires a user and password, TLS, or a non-default port, you
can configure these by editing the �/etc/puppetlabs/console-auth/config.yml  file:�
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smtp:
		address:	mail.example.com
		port:	25
		use_tls:	false
		##	Uncomment	to	enable	SMTP	authentication
		#username:		smtp_username
		#password:		smtp_password

Allowing Anonymous Console Access

To allow anonymous, read-only access to the console, do the following:

Edit the /etc/puppetlabs/console-auth/cas_client_config.yml  file and change the�
global_unauthenticated_access  setting to true .
Restart Apache by running sudo	/etc/init.d/pe-httpd	restart .

Using LDAP or Active Directory Instead of Console Auth

For instructions on using third-party authentication services, see the console_auth configuration�
page.

Tuning the PostgreSQL Buffer Pool Size�
If you are experiencing performance issues or instability with the console, you may need to adjust
the buffer memory settings for PostgreSQL. The most important PostgreSQL memory settings for PE�
are shared_buffers  and work_mem . Generally speaking, you should allocate about 25% of your
hardwareʼs RAM to shared_buffers . If you have a large and/or complex deployment you will
probably need to increase work_mem  from the default of 1mb. For more detail, see in the
PostgreSQL documentation.

After changing any of these settings, you should restart the PostgreSQL server:

$	sudo	/etc/init.d/pe-postgresql	restart

Fine-tuning the delayed_job Queue
The console uses a delayed_job  queue to asynchronously process resource-intensive tasks such
as report generation. Although the console wonʼt lose any data sent by puppet masters if these jobs
donʼt run, youʼll need to be running at least one delayed job worker (and preferably one per CPU
core) to get the full benefit of the consoleʼs UI.�

Currently, to manage the delayed_job  workers, you must either use the provided monitor script or
start non-daemonized workers individually with the provided rake task.

Using the monitor script
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The console ships with a worker process manager, which can be found at script/delayed_job .
This toolʼs interface resembles an init script, but it can launch any number of worker processes as
well as a monitor process to babysit these workers; run it with --help  for more details.
delayed_job  requires that you specify RAILS_ENV  as an environment variable. To start four worker
processes and the monitor process:

#	env	RAILS_ENV=production	script/delayed_job	-p	dashboard	-n	4	-m	start

In most configurations, you should run exactly as many workers as the machine has CPU cores.�

Next: Puppet Core Overview

An Overview of Puppet
Where Configurations Come From�
Configurations for nodes are compiled from �manifests, which are documents written in Puppetʼs
custom language. Manifests declare resources, each of which represents the desired state of some
thing (software package, service, user account, file…) on a system. Resources are grouped into�
classes, and classes are grouped into modules. Modules are structured collections of manifest files,�
with each file containing a single class (or defined type).��

How Configurations are Assigned to Nodes�
In Puppet Enterprise, the console controls which classes are assigned to nodes. You can assign
classes and class parameters to nodes individually, or you can collect nodes into groups and
configure a large number of nodes in a single page. You can also declare variables that can be read�
by any of the classes assigned to a node.

When an agent node requests its catalog from the master, the master asks the console which
classes and parameters to use, then compiles those classes into the nodeʼs catalog.

What Nodes Do With Catalogs
The heart of Puppet is the resource abstraction layer (RAL), which lets the puppet agent turn
abstract resource declarations into concrete actions specific to the local system. Once the agent has�
its catalog of resource declarations, it uses the systemʼs own tools to bring those resources into
their desired state.

To see how to assign configurations to nodes in the PE console, see �the Grouping and
Classifying Nodes page in the console section of this manual.
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When New Configurations Take Effect��
By default, puppet agent will pull a catalog and run it every 30 minutes (counted from when the
agent service started, rather than on the half-hour). You can change this by setting the
runinterval  option in an agentʼs /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/puppet.conf  file to a new value. (The�
runinterval  is measured in seconds.)

If you need a node or group of nodes to retrieve a new configuration �now, use the orchestration
engine to trigger a Puppet run on any number of nodes. You can also run a large number of nodes
in a controlled series from the puppet masterʼs command line; see this section of the Orchestration:
Controlling Puppet page for details.

Next: Puppet Tools

Puppet Tools
Puppet is built on a large number of services and command-line tools. Understanding which to
reach for and when is crucial to using Puppet effectively.�

You can read more about any of these tools by running puppet	man	<SUBCOMMAND>  at the command
line.

Services
Puppet agent and puppet master are the heart of Puppetʼs architecture.

The puppet agent service runs on every managed Puppet Enterprise node. It fetches and applies
configurations from a puppet master server.�

In Puppet Enterprise, the puppet agent runs without user interaction as the pe-puppet  service;
by default, it performs a run every 30 minutes. You can also use the orchestration engine to
manually trigger Puppet runs on any nodes. (If you are logged into an agent node as an
administrator, you can also run sudo	puppet	agent	--test  from the command line.)

The puppet agent reads its settings from the [main]  and [agent]  blocks of
/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/puppet.conf .
The puppet master service compiles and serves configurations to agent nodes.�

In Puppet Enterprise, the puppet master is managed by Apache and Passenger, under the
umbrella of the pe-httpd  service. Apache handles HTTPS requests from agents, and it spawns
and kills puppet master processes as needed.

The puppet master creates agent configurations by consulting its Puppet modules and the�
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instructions it receives from the console.

The puppet master reads its settings from the [main]  and [master]  blocks of
/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/puppet.conf . It can also be configured conditionally by using�
environments.
The PuppetDB service collects information from the puppet master, and makes it available to
other services.

The puppet master itself consumes PuppetDBʼs data in the form of exported resources. You can
also install a set of additional functions to do deeper queries from your Puppet manifests.

External services can easily integrate with PuppetDBʼs data via its query API. See the PuppetDB
manualʼs API pages for more details.

Everyday Tools
The node requests page of the PE console is used to add nodes to your Puppet Enterprise
deployment.

After a new agent node has been installed, it requests a certificate from the master, which will�
allow it to fetch configurations; the agent node canʼt be managed by PE until its certificate��
request has been approved. See the documentation for the node requests page for more info.

When you decommission a node and remove it from your infrastructure, you should destroy its
certificate information by logging into the puppet master server as an admin user and running�
puppet	cert	clean	<NODE	NAME> .
The puppet	apply  subcommand can compile and apply Puppet manifests without the need for a
puppet master. Itʼs ideal for testing new modules (puppet	apply	-e	'include	<CLASS	NAME>' ),
but can also be used to manage an entire Puppet deployment in a masterless arrangement.
The puppet	resource  subcommand provides an interactive shell for manipulating Puppetʼs
underlying resource framework. It works well for one-off administration tasks and ad-hoc�
management, and offers an abstraction layer between various OSsʼ implementations of core�
functionality.

		$	sudo	puppet	resource	package	nano	ensure=latest
		notice:	/Package[nano]/ensure:	created
		package	{	'nano':
				ensure	=>	'1.3.12-1.1',
		}

Advanced Tools
See the cloud provisioning chapter of this guide for more about the cloud provisioning tools.
See the orchestration chapter of this guide for more about the command-line orchestration
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tools.

Next: Puppet Modules and Manifests

Puppet Modules and Manifests
Puppet configures nodes by reading and applying �manifests written by sysadmins. Manifests
contain classes, which are chunks of code that configure a specific aspect or feature of a machine.��

One or more classes can be stored in a module, which is a self-contained bundle of Puppet code.
Pre-existing modules can be downloaded from the Puppet Forge, and most users use a
combination of pre-built modules and modules they wrote themselves.

A Fast Introduction to Using Modules
This userʼs guide includes a pair of interactive quick start guides, which walk you through installing,
using, hacking, and creating Puppet modules.

Quick Start: Using PE
Quick Start: Writing Modules

A More Detailed Introduction to Using Modules
The Puppet Enterprise Deployment Guide includes detailed walkthroughs of how to choose
modules and compose them into complete configurations.�

Deployment Guide ch. 3: Automating Your Infrastructure

A Leisurely Introduction to Writing Puppet Code
For a more complete introduction to Puppet resources, manifests, classes, modules, defined types,�
facts, variables, and more, read the Learning Puppet series.

Learning Puppet

Detailed Documentation
The Puppet reference manual contains more information about using modules and the Puppet
language.

Installing and Managing Modules
Module Fundamentals
The Puppet Language Reference
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Printable References
These two cheat sheets are useful when writing your own modules or hacking existing modules.

Module Layout Cheat Sheet
Core Resource Type Cheat Sheet

Next: Puppet Data Library

The Puppet Data Library
The Puppet Data Library (PDL) consists of two elements:

The large amount of data Puppet automatically collects about your infrastructure.
The formats and APIs Puppet uses to expose that data.

Sysadmins can access information from the PDL with their choice of tools, including familiar
scripting languages like Ruby, Perl, and Python. This data can be used to build custom reports, add
to existing data sets, or automate repetitive tasks.

Right now, the Puppet Data Library consists of three different data services:�

PuppetDB
PuppetDB is a built-in part of PE 3.0 and later.

PuppetDB stores up-to-date copies of every nodeʼs facts, resource catalogs, and run reports as part
of each Puppet run. External tools can easily query and search all of this data over a stable,
versioned HTTP query API. This is a more full-featured replacement for Puppetʼs older Inventory
Service interface, and it enables entirely new functionality like class, resource, and event searches.

See the documentation for PuppetDBʼs query API here.
Since PuppetDB receives all facts for all nodes, you can extend its data with custom facts on your
puppet master server.

EXAMPLE: Using the old Puppet Inventory Service, a customer automated the validation and
reporting of their serversʼ warranty status. Their automation regularly retrieved the serial
numbers of all servers in the data center, then checked them against the hardware vendorʼs
warranty database using the vendorʼs public API to determine the warranty status for each.

Using PuppetDBʼs improvements over the inventory API, it would also be possible to correlate
serial number data with what the machines were actually being used for, by getting lists of
the Puppet classes being applied to each machine.
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Puppet Run Report Service
The Puppet Run Report Service provides push access to the reports that every node submits after
each Puppet run. By writing a custom report processor, you can divert these reports to any custom
service, which can use them to determine whether a Puppet run was successful, or dig deeply into
the specific changes for each and every resource under management for every node.�

You can also write out-of-band report processors that consume the YAML files written to disk by�
the puppet masterʼs default report handler.

Learn more about the Puppet Run Report Service here.

Puppet Resource Dependency Graph
The Puppet Resource Dependency Graph provides a complete, mathematical graph of the
dependencies between resources under management by Puppet. These graphs, which are stored in
.dot format, can be used with any commercial or open source visualization tool to uncover hidden
linkages and help understand how your resources interconnect to provide working services.

Learn more about the Puppet Resource Dependency Graph here

Next: Puppet References

Puppet References
Puppet has a lot of moving parts and a lot of information to remember. The following resources will
help you keep the info you need at your fingertips and use Puppet effectively.��

Terms and Concepts
The Puppet Glossary defines the common and obscure terms for pieces of the Puppet ecosystem.�

Resource Types
Resource types are the atomic unit of Puppet configurations, and there are a lot of them to�
remember.

The Core Types Cheat Sheet is a fast, printable two-page guide to the most useful resource

EXAMPLE: Using the Puppet Resource Dependency Graph and Gephi, a visualization tool, a
customer identified unknown dependencies within a complicated set of configuration��
modules. They used this knowledge to re-write parts of the modules to get better
performance.
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types.
The Type Reference is the complete dictionary of Puppetʼs built-in resource types. No other page
will be more useful to you on a daily basis.

Puppet Syntax
The Puppet Language Reference covers every part of the Puppet language as of Puppet 3.x.

Configuration and Settings�
Configuring Puppet� describes Puppetʼs configuration files and covers the ten or so most useful��
settings.
The Configuration Reference� lists every single setting available to Puppet.

Next: Configuring Puppet Core�

Configuring Puppet Core�
Configuration Files�
All of puppetʼs configuration files can be found in ��/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/  on *nix systems. On
Windows, you can find them in �Puppetʼs data directory.

References
For an exhaustive description of puppetʼs configuration settings and auxiliary configuration��
files, refer to the �Configuring Puppet Guide�.
For details, syntax and options for the available configuration settings, visit the �configuration�
reference.
For details on how to configure access to Puppetʼs pseudo-RESTful HTTP API, refer to the �Access
Control Guide.

Configuring Hiera�
Puppet in PE includes full Hiera support, including automatic class parameter lookup.

Note: If you havenʼt modified the �auth.conf  file, it may occasionally be modified when��
upgrading between Puppet Enterprise versions. However, if you HAVE modified it, the�
upgrader will not automatically overwrite your changes, and you may need to manually
update auth.conf  to accomodate new Puppet Enterprise features. Be sure to read the
upgrade notes when upgrading your puppet master to new versions of PE.
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The hiera.yaml  file is located at �/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/hiera.yaml  on the puppet master
server.
See the Hiera documentation for details about the hiera.yaml  config file format��.
To use Hiera with Puppet Enterprise, you must, at minimum, edit hiera.yaml  to set a :datadir
for the :yaml  backend, ensure that the hierarchy is a good fit for your deployment, and �create
data source files� in the data directory.

To learn more about using Hiera, see the Hiera documentation.

Next: Orchestration Overview

Overview of Orchestration Topics
Puppet Enterprise includes an orchestration engine (MCollective), which can invoke many kinds of
action in parallel across any number of nodes. Several useful actions are available by default, and
you can easily add and use new actions.

Quick Links
Special orchestration tasks:

Controlling Puppet
Browsing and Searching Resources

General orchestration tasks:

Invoking Actions (In the PE Console)
Invoking Actions (Command Line)
List of Built-In Actions

Extending the orchestration engine:

Adding New Actions

Configuring the orchestration engine:�

Configuring Orchestration�

Note: Sometimes, newly added nodes wonʼt respond immediately to orchestration
commands. These nodes will begin responding to orchestration commands about 30m after
Puppet Enterprise is installed. You can accelerate this by logging into the node and running
puppet	agent	--test  as an admin user.
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Orchestration Fundamentals
Actions and Plugins

Orchestration isnʼt quite like SSH, PowerShell, or other tools meant for running arbitrary shell code
in an ad-hoc way.

PEʼs orchestration is built around the idea of predefined �actions — it is essentially a highly parallel
remote procedure call (RPC) system.

Actions are distributed in MCollective agent plugins, which are bundles of several related actions.

Many plugins are available by default; see Built-In Orchestration Actions.
You can extend the orchestration engine by downloading or writing new plugins and adding
them to the engine with Puppet.

Invoking Actions and Filtering Nodes

The core concept of PEʼs orchestration is invoking actions, in parallel, on a select group of nodes.

Typically you choose some nodes to operate on (usually with a filter� that describes the desired fact
values or Puppet classes), and specify an action and its arguments. The orchestration engine then
runs that action on the chosen nodes, and displays any data collected during the run.

Puppet Enterprise can invoke orchestration actions in two places:

In the PE console (on the live management page)
On the command line

You can also allow your siteʼs custom applications to invoke orchestration actions.

Special Interfaces: Puppet Runs and Resources

In addition to the main action invocation interfaces, Puppet Enterprise provides special interfaces
for two of the most useful orchestration tasks:

Remotely controlling the puppet agent and triggering Puppet runs
Browsing and comparing resources across your nodes

Orchestration Internals
Components

The orchestration engine consists of the following parts:

The pe-activemq  service (which runs on the puppet master server) routes all orchestration-
related messages.
The pe-mcollective  service (which runs on every agent node) listens for authorized commands
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and invokes actions in response. It relies on the available agent plugins for its set of possible
actions.
The mco  command (available to the peadmin  user account on the puppet master server) and the
live management page of the PE console can issue authorized orchestration commands to any
number of nodes.

Configuration�

See the Configuring Orchestration page�.

Security

The orchestration engine in Puppet Enterprise 3.0 uses the same security model as the
recommended “standard MCollective deployment.” See the “security model” section on the
MCollective standard deployment page for a more detailed rundown of these security measures.

In short, all commands and replies are encrypted in transit, and only a few authorized clients are
permitted to send commands. By default, PE allows orchestration commands to be sent by:

Read/write and admin users of the PE console
Users able to log in to the puppet master server with full administrator sudo  privileges

If you extend orchestration by integrating external applications, you can limit the actions each
application has access to by distributing policy files; �see the Configuring Orchestration page� for
more details.

You can also allow additional users to log in as the peadmin  user on the puppet master, usually by
distributing standard SSH public keys.

Network Traffic��

Every node (including all agent nodes, the puppet master server, and the console) needs the ability
to initiate connections to the puppet master server over TCP port 61613. See the notes on firewall�
configuration in the “System Requirements” chapter of this guide� for more details about PEʼs
network traffic.��

Next: Invoking Actions

Invoking Orchestration Actions
About This Page
Puppet Enterprise (PE) has two ways to invoke orchestration actions:

The live management page of the PE console
The Linux command line on the puppet master server
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This page covers only the command line. See the Navigating Live Management page of this manual
for instructions on using live management to invoke actions.

MCollective Documentation

Puppet Enterpriseʼs orchestration engine, MCollective, has its own section of the documentation
site, which includes more complete details and examples for command line orchestration usage.

This page covers basic CLI usage and all PE-specific information; for more details, see the following�
pages from the MCollective docs:

MCollective Command Line Usage
Filtering

Logging In as peadmin
To run orchestration commands, you must log in to the puppet master server as the special
peadmin  user account, which is created during installation.

By default, the peadmin  account cannot log in with a password. We recommend two ways to log in:

Using Sudo

Anyone able to log into the puppet master server as an admin user with full root sudo  privileges
can become the peadmin  user by running:

$	sudo	-i	-u	peadmin

This is the default way to log in as the peadmin  user. It means that orchestration commands can
only be issued by the group of users who can fully control the puppet master.

Adding SSH Keys

Note: Although you will be running these commands on the Linux command line, they can
invoke orchestration actions on both *nix and Windows machines.

Note: Puppet Enterprise 3.0 does not support adding more orchestration user accounts.

This means that, while it is possible (albeit complex) to allow other accounts on other
machines to invoke orchestration actions, upgrading to a future version of PE may disable
access for these extra accounts, requiring you to re-enable them manually. We do not
provide instructions for enabling extra orchestration accounts.
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If you wish to allow other users to run orchestration commands without giving them full control
over the puppet master, you can add their public SSH keys to peadmin ʼs authorized keys file.�

You can use Puppetʼs ssh_authorized_key  resource type to do this, or add keys manually to the
/var/lib/peadmin/.ssh/authorized_keys  file.�

The mco Command
All orchestration actions are invoked with the mco  executable. The mco  command always requires a
subcommand to invoke actions.

Subcommands

The mco  command has several subcommands, and itʼs possible to add more — run mco	help  for a
list of all available subcommands. The default subcommands in Puppet Enterprise 3.0 are:

Main subcommand:

rpc

This is the general purpose orchestration client, which can invoke actions from any MCollective
agent plugin.

Special-purpose subcommands:

These subcommands only invoke certain kinds of actions, but have some extra UI enhancements to
make them easier to use than the equivalent mco	rpc  command.

puppet

package

service

Help and support subcommands:

These subcommands can display information about the available agent plugins and subcommands.

help  — displays help for subcommands.
plugin  — the mco	plugin	doc  command can display help for agent plugins.
completion  — a helper for shell completion systems.

Note: For security, the mco  command relies on a config file��
(/var/lib/peadmin/.mcollective ) which is only readable by the peadmin  user. PE
automatically configures this file; it usually shouldnʼt be modified by users.���
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Inventory and reporting subcommands:

These subcommands can retrieve and summarize information from Puppet Enterprise agent nodes.

ping  — pings all matching nodes and reports on response times
facts  — displays a summary of values for a single fact across all systems
inventory  — general reporting tool for nodes, collectives and subcollectives
find  — like ping, but doesnʼt report response times

Getting Help on the Command Line
You can get information about subcommands, actions, and other plugins on the command line.

Subcommand Help

Use one of the following commands to get help for a specific subcommand:�

$	mco	help	<SUBCOMMAND>
$	mco	<SUBCOMMAND>	--help

List of Plugins

To get a list of the available plugins, which includes MCollective agent plugins, data query plugins,
discovery methods, and validator plugins, run mco	plugin	doc .

Agent Plugin Help

Related orchestration actions are bundled together in MCollective agent plugins. (Puppet-related
actions are all in the puppet  plugin, etc.)

To get detailed info on a given pluginʼs actions and their required inputs, run:

$	mco	plugin	doc	<PLUGIN>

If there is also a data plugin with the same name, you may need to prepend agent/  to the plugin
name to disambiguate:

$	mco	plugin	doc	agent/<PLUGIN>

Invoking Actions
Orchestration actions are invoked with either the general purpose rpc  subcommand or one of the
special-purpose subcommands. Note that unless you specify a filter,� orchestration commands will
be run on every server in your Puppet Enterprise deployment; make sure you know what will
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happen before confirming any potentially disruptive commands. For more info on filters, ��see
“Filtering Actions” below.

The rpc Subcommand

The most useful subcommand is mco	rpc . This is the general purpose orchestration client, which
can invoke actions from any MCollective agent plugin. See “List of Built-In Actions” for more
information about agent plugins.

Example:

$	mco	rpc	service	restart	service=httpd

The general form of an mco	rpc  command is:

$	mco	rpc	<AGENT	PLUGIN>	<ACTION>	<INPUT>=<VALUE>

For a list of available agent plugins, actions, and their required inputs, see “List of Built-In Actions”
or the “Getting Help” header above.

Special-Purpose Subcommands

Although mco	rpc  can invoke any action, sometimes a special-purpose application can provide a
more convenient interface.

Each special-purpose subcommand (puppet , service , and package ) has its own CLI syntax. For
example, mco	service  puts the name of the service before the action, to mimic the format of the
more common platform-specific service commands:�

Example:

$	mco	puppet	runall	5

The puppet  subcommandʼs special runall  action is able to run many nodes without
exceeding a certain load of concurrent runs. It does this by repeatedly invoking the puppet
agentʼs status  action, and only sending a runonce  action to the next node if thereʼs enough
room in the concurrency limit.

This uses the same actions that the mco	rpc  command can invoke, but since rpc  doesnʼt
know that the output of the status  action is relevant to the timing of the runonce  action, it
canʼt provide that improved UI.
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$	mco	service	httpd	status

Run mco	help	<SUBCOMMAND>  to get specific help for each subcommand.�

Filtering Actions
By default, orchestration actions affect �all PE nodes. You can limit any action to a smaller set of
nodes by specifying a filter.�

$	mco	service	pe-httpd	status	--with-fact	fact_is_puppetconsole=true

All command line orchestration actions can accept the same filter options, which are listed under�
the “Host Filters” section of any mco	help	<SUBCOMMAND>  text:

Host	Filters
				-W,	--with	FILTER																Combined	classes	and	facts	filter
				-S,	--select	FILTER														Compound	filter	combining	facts	and	
classes
				-F,	--wf,	--with-fact	fact=val			Match	hosts	with	a	certain	fact
				-C,	--wc,	--with-class	CLASS					Match	hosts	with	a	certain	config	
management	class
				-A,	--wa,	--with-agent	AGENT					Match	hosts	with	a	certain	agent
				-I,	--wi,	--with-identity	IDENT		Match	hosts	with	a	certain	configured	
identity

Each type of filter lets you specify a type of metadata and a desired value. The orchestration action�
will only run on nodes where that data has that desired value.

Any number of fact, class, and agent filters can also be combined in a single command; this will�
make it so nodes must match every filter to run the action.�

Matching Strings and Regular Expressions

Filter values are usually simple strings. These must match exactly, and are case-sensitive.

Most filters can also accept regular expressions as their values; these are surrounded by forward�
slashes, and are interpreted as standard Ruby regular expressions. (You can even turn on various
options for a subpattern, such as case insensitivity — -F	"osfamily=/(?i:redhat)/" .) Unlike plain
strings, they accept partial matches.

Note: For more details about filters, see the following pages from the MCollective docs:�

MCollective CLI Usage: Filters
Filtering
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Filtering by Identity

A nodeʼs “identity” is the same as its Puppet certname, as specified during installation�. Identities will
almost always be unique per node.

$	mco	puppet	runonce	-I	web3balancer.example.com

You can use the -I  or --with-identity  option multiple times to create a filter that matches�
multiple specific nodes.�
You cannot combine the identity filter with other filter types.��
The identity filter accepts regular expressions.�

Filtering by Fact, Class, and Agent

Facts are the standard Puppet Enterprise facts, which are available in your Puppet manifests and
can be viewed as inventory information in the PE console. A list of the core facts is available here.
Use the -F  or --with-fact  option with a fact=value  pair to filter on facts.�
Classes are the Puppet classes that are assigned to a node. This includes classes assigned in the
console, assigned via Hiera, declared in site.pp , or declared indirectly by another class. Use the
-C  or --with-class  option with a class name to filter on classes.�
Agents are MCollective agent plugins. Puppet Enterpriseʼs default plugins are available on every
node, so filtering by agent makes more sense if you are distributing custom plugins to only a�
subset of your nodes. For example, if you made an emergency change to a custom plugin that
you distribute with Puppet, you could filter by agent to trigger an immediate Puppet run on all�
affected systems. (�mco	puppet	runall	5	-A	my_agent ) Use the -A  or --with-agent  option to
filter on agents.�

Since mixing classes and facts is so common, you can also use the -W  or --with  option to supply a
mixture of class names and fact=value  pairs.

Compound “Select” Filters

The -S  or --select  option accepts arbitrarily complex filters. Like �-W , it can accept a mixture of
class names and fact=value  pairs, but it has two extra tricks:

BOOLEAN LOGIC

The -W  filter always combines facts and classes with “and” logic — nodes must match all of the�
criteria to match the filter.�

The -S  filter lets you combine values with nested Boolean “and”/”or”/”not” logic:�

$	mco	service	httpd	restart	-S	"((customer=acme	and	environment=staging)	or	
environment=development)	and	/apache/"

DATA PLUGINS
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In addition, the -S  filter lets you use �data plugin queries as an additional kind of metadata.

Data plugins can be tricky, but are very powerful. To use them effectively, you must:�

You can specify multiple data plugin query fragments per -S  filter.�

Testing Filters With mco	find

Before invoking any potentially disruptive action, like a service restart, you should test the filter with�
mco	find  or mco	ping , to make sure your command will act on the nodes you expect.

Batching and Limiting Actions
By default, orchestration actions run simultaneously on all of the targeted nodes. This is fast and
powerful, but is sometimes not what you want:

Sometimes you want the option to cancel out of an action with control-C before all nodes have
run it.
Sometimes, like when retrieving inventory data, you want to run a command on just a sample of

1. Check the list of data plugins with mco	plugin	doc .
2. Read the help for the data plugin you want to use, with mco	plugin	doc	data/<NAME> . Note any

required input and the available outputs.
3. Use the rpcutil  pluginʼs get_data  action on a single node to check the format of the output

youʼre interested in. This action requires source  (the plugin name) and query  (the input)
arguments:

	$	mco	rpc	rpcutil	get_data	source="fstat"	query="/etc/hosts"	-I	web01

This will show all of the outputs for that plugin and input on that node.
4. Construct a query fragment of the format <PLUGIN>('<INPUT>').<OUTPUT>=<VALUE>  — note the

parentheses, the fact that the input must be in quotes, the .output  notation, and the equals
sign. Make sure the value youʼre searching for matches the expected format, which you saw
when you did your test query.

5. Use that fragment as part of a -S  filter:�

	$	mco	find	-S	"fstat('/etc/hosts').md5=/baa3772104/	and	
environment=development"

The MCollective documentation includes a page on writing custom data plugins. Installing
custom data plugins is similar to installing custom agent plugins; see Adding New Actions
for details.
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nodes, and donʼt need to see the results from everything that matches the filter.�
Certain actions may consume limited capacity on a shared resource (such as the puppet master
server), and invoking them on a “thundering herd” of nodes can disrupt that resource.

In these cases, you can batch actions, to run all of the matching nodes in a controlled series, or limit
them, to run only a subset of the matching nodes.

Batching

Use the --batch	<SIZE>  option to invoke an orchestration action on only <SIZE>  nodes at once.
PE will invoke it on the first �<SIZE>  nodes, wait briefly, invoke it on the next batch, and so on.�
Use the --batch-sleep	<SECONDS>  option to control how long PE should sleep between batches.

Limiting

Use the --limit	<COUNT>  option to invoke an action on only <COUNT>  matching nodes. <COUNT>
can be an absolute number or a percentage. The nodes will be chosen randomly.
Use the -1  or --one  option to invoke an action on just one matching node, chosen randomly.

Next: Controlling Puppet

Orchestration: Controlling Puppet
Puppet Enterprise (PE)ʼs configuration management features rely on the �puppet agent service,
which runs on every node and fetches configurations from the puppet master server. �(See the
Puppet section of this manual for more details.)

By default, puppet agent idles in the background and performs a run every 30 minutes, but the
orchestration engine can give complete control over this behavior. See the table of contents above
for an overview of the available features.

Basics
Invoking Actions

The orchestration engine can control Puppet from the PE console and from the puppet master
serverʼs Linux command line. These interfaces donʼt have identical capabilities, so this page will call
out any differences when applicable.�

Note: The orchestration engine cannot trigger a nodeʼs very first� puppet agent run. A nodeʼs
first run will happen automatically within 30 minutes after you �sign its certificate�.
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In the console, most of these tasks use the “Control Puppet” tab of the live management page,
which behaves much like the “Advanced Tasks” tab. On the command line, most of these tasks use
the mco	puppet  subcommand.

The Puppet Agent Service

In PE 3.0, puppet agent runs in the background as a system service.

On *nix nodes, this service is named pe-puppet .
On Windows nodes, this serviceʼs display name is Puppet	Agent  and its short name is pe-
puppet .

Agent Status: Enabled, Disabled, etc.

Puppet agent can be in many possible states, which are represented by three attributes:

See the following pages for basic instructions on invoking actions, including how to log in:

Invoking Actions on the Command Line
Navigating Live Management
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Running or stopped — whether the agent service (pe-puppet ) is running in the background.
Even if itʼs running, the service may or may not be doing anything at the moment. If the service is
stopped, no scheduled runs will occur but you can still trigger on-demand runs.
Applying, idling, or neither — whether puppet agent is in the process of applying a
configuration. Idling is only applicable if the service is running, but Puppet may be applying an�
on-demand configuration even if the service is stopped.�
Enabled or disabled — whether thereʼs a lockfile preventing puppet agent from performing �any
configuration runs. If puppet agent is disabled, the service can idle in the background but no�
configurations can be applied — even on-demand runs will be rejected until the agent is re-�
enabled.

The orchestration engine can trigger on-demand Puppet runs unless the agent is applying or
disabled. Scheduled runs will only take place if the agent is both running and enabled.

↑ Back to top

Run Puppet on Demand
Use the runonce  action to trigger an immediate Puppet run on a few nodes. If you need to run
Puppet on many nodes (more than about 10), you should see the “many nodes” section below.

In the Console

While logged in as a read/write or admin user, navigate to the Control Puppet tab, filter and select�
your nodes, and click the “runonce” action. Enter any arguments, and click the red “Run” button.

Behavior Differences: Running vs. Stopped�

You can trigger on-demand Puppet runs whether the pe-puppet  service is running or
stopped, but on *nix nodes these cases will behave slightly differently:�

When the service is running, all of the selected nodes will begin a run immediately, and
you cannot specify any special options like noop  or tags ; they will be ignored. This
behavior is usually fine but sometimes undesirable.�
When the service is stopped, the selected nodes will randomly stagger the start of their
runs (“splay”) over a default interval of two minutes. If you wish, you can specify special
options, including a longer interval (“splaylimit”). You can also set the force  option to
true  if you want the selected nodes to start immediately. This behavior is more flexible�
and resilient.

This difference only affects *nix nodes; Windows nodes always behave like a ��stopped *nix
node. The difference will be addressed in a future version of PE; for now, you may wish to�
stop the pe-puppet  service before trying to do noop  or tags  runs.
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ARGUMENTS

If the agent service is stopped (on affected *nix nodes; �see above), you can change the way Puppet
runs by specifying optional arguments:

Force (true/false ) — Ignore the default splay and run all nodes immediately.
Server — Contact a different puppet master than normal. Useful for testing new manifests (or a�
new version of PE) on a subset of nodes.
Tags (comma-separated list of tags) — Apply only resources with these tags. Tags can be class
names, and this is a fast way to test changes to a single class without performing an entire
Puppet run.
Noop (true/false ) — Only simulate changes, and submit a report describing what would have
changed in a real run. Useful for safely testing new manifests. If you have configured puppet�
agent to always run in no-op mode (via /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/puppet.conf ), you can set
this to false  to do an enforcing Puppet run.
Splay (true/false ) — Defaults to true. Whether to stagger runs over a period of time.
Splaylimit (in seconds) — The period of time over which to randomly stagger runs. The more
nodes you are running at once, the longer this should be.
Environment — The Puppet environment in which to run. Useful for testing new manifests on a
subset of nodes.

On the Command Line

While logged in to the puppet master server as peadmin , run the mco	puppet	runonce  command.
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$	mco	puppet	runonce	-I	web01.example.com	-I	web02.example.com
$	mco	puppet	runonce	-F	kernelversion=2.6.32

Be sure to specify a filter� to limit the number of nodes; you should generally invoke this action on
fewer than 10 nodes at a time, especially if the agent service is running and you cannot specify
extra options (see above).
EXTRA OPTIONS

If the agent service is stopped (on affected *nix nodes; �see above), you can change the way Puppet
runs with command line options. You can see a list of these by running mco	puppet	--help .

--force																						Bypass	splay	options	when	running
--server	SERVER														Connect	to	a	specific	server	or	port
--tags,	--tag	TAG												Restrict	the	run	to	specific	tags
--noop																							Do	a	noop	run
--no-noop																				Do	a	run	with	noop	disabled
--environment	ENVIRONMENT				Place	the	node	in	a	specific	environment	for	this	
run
--splay																						Splay	the	run	by	up	to	splaylimit	seconds
--no-splay																			Do	a	run	with	splay	disabled
--splaylimit	SECONDS									Maximum	splay	time	for	this	run	if	splay	is	set
--ignoreschedules												Disable	schedule	processing

The most useful options are:

--noop , which causes puppet agent to only simulate changes, and submit a report describing
what would have changed in a real run. Useful for safely testing new manifests. If you have
configured puppet agent to �always run in no-op mode (via
/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/puppet.conf ), you can use --no-noop  to do an enforcing Puppet run.
--environment	ENVIRONMENT , which causes puppet agent to run in the specified �environment.
Also useful for testing new manifests on a subset of nodes.
--tags	TAGS , which takes a comma-separated list of tags and applies only resources with those
tags. Tags can be class names, and this is a fast way to test changes to a single class without
performing an entire Puppet run.
--server	SERVER , which causes puppet agent to contact a different puppet master than normal.�
Also useful for testing new manifests (or a new version of PE) on a subset of nodes.

↑ Back to top

Run Puppet on Many Nodes in a Controlled Series
Note: In PE 3.0, this feature is only available on the command line; you cannot do a
controlled run series in the console.
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If you want to trigger a run on a large number of nodes — more than about 10 — the runonce
action isnʼt always the best tool. You can splay or batch the runs, but this requires you to guess how
long each run is going to take, and a wrong guess can either waste time or temporarily overwhelm
the puppet master server.

Instead, use the special runall  action of the mco	puppet  subcommand.

$	mco	puppet	runall	5	-F	operatingsystem=CentOS	-F	operatingsystemrelease=6.4

This action requires an argument, which must be the number of nodes allowed to run at once. It
invokes a run on that many nodes, then only starts the next node when one has finished. This�
prevents your puppet master from being overwhelmed by the herd, and will delay only as long as is
necessary. The ideal concurrency will vary from site to site, depending on how powerful your
puppet master server is and how complex your configurations are.�

The runall  action can take extra options like --noop  as described for the runonce  action; however,
note that restrictions still apply for *nix nodes where the pe-puppet service is running.

↑ Back to top

Enable and Disable Puppet Agent
Disabling Puppet will block all Puppet runs, including both scheduled and on-demand runs. This is
usually used while you investigate some kind of problem. Use the enable  and disable  actions of
the puppet  plugin.

The disable  action accepts an optional reason for the lockdown; take advantage of this to keep
your colleagues informed. The reason will be shown when checking Puppetʼs status on those
nodes.

After a node has been disabled for an hour, it will appear as “unresponsive” in the consoleʼs node
views, and will stay that way until it is re-enabled.

In the Console

While logged in as a read/write or admin user, navigate to the Control Puppet tab, filter and select�
your nodes, and click the “enable” or “disable” action. Enter a reason (if disabling), and click the red
“Run” button.

On the Command Line

While logged in to the puppet master server as peadmin , run mco	puppet	disable  or mco	puppet
enable  with or without a filter.�

Example: You noticed Puppet runs failing on a load balancer and expect theyʼll start failing on the
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Example: You noticed Puppet runs failing on a load balancer and expect theyʼll start failing on the
other ones too:

$	mco	puppet	disable	"Investigating	a	problem	with	the	haproxy	module.	-NF"	-C	
/haproxy/

↑ Back to top

Start and Stop the Puppet Agent Service
You can start or stop the pe-puppet  service with the start  and stop  actions of the service  plugin.
This can be useful if you need to do noop runs, or if you wish to stop all scheduled runs and only
run puppet agent on demand.

In the Console

While logged in as a read/write or admin user, navigate to the Advanced Tasks tab, filter and select�
your nodes, choose the “Service” action list, and click the “start” or “stop” action. Click the red “Run”
button.

On the Command Line

While logged in to the puppet master server as peadmin , run mco	service	pe-puppet	stop  or mco
service	pe-puppet	start  with or without a filter.�

To prepare all web servers for a manifest update and no-op run:

$	mco	service	pe-puppet	stop	-C	/apache/

↑ Back to top

View Puppet Agentʼs Status

As mentioned above, puppet agent can be in various states. The orchestration engine lets you
check the current status on any number of nodes.

In the Console

While logged in as a read/write or admin user, navigate to the Control Puppet tab, filter and select�
your nodes, and click the “status” action. Click the red “Run” button.

Note: Although you can view status on both the console and the command line, the
command line currently gives much better summaries when checking large numbers of
nodes.
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Note that on disabled nodes, the reason for disabling is shown in the disable_message  field.�

On the Command Line
AGGREGATE STATUS

While logged in to the puppet master server as peadmin , run mco	puppet	status  with or without a
filter. This returns an abbreviated status for each node, and a summarized breakdown of how many�
nodes are in which conditions.

$	mco	puppet	status

VIEWING DISABLE MESSAGES

The one thing mco	puppet	status  doesnʼt show is the reason why puppet agent was disabled. If
youʼre checking up on disabled nodes, you can get a more raw view of the status by running mco
rpc	puppet	status  instead. This will display the reason in the “Lock Message” field.�

Example: Get the detailed status for every disabled node, using the puppet  data plugin:

$	mco	rpc	puppet	status	-S	"puppet().enabled=false"

↑ Back to top

View Statistics About Recent Runs
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Puppet keeps records of the last run, including the amount of time spent per resource type, the
number of changes, number of simulated changes, time since last run, etc. You can retrieve and
summarize these statistics with the orchestration engine.

In the Console

While logged in as a read/write or admin user, navigate to the Control Puppet tab, filter and select�
your nodes, and click the “last_run_summary” action. Click the red “Run” button.

Usually, you should use the graphs and reports on the consoleʼs node views to investigate previous
Puppet runs; they are more detailed, and provide more historical context.

On the Command Line
POPULATION SUMMARY GRAPHS

You can get sparkline graphs for the last run statistics across all your nodes with the mco	puppet
summary  command. This shows the distribution of your nodes, so you can see whether a significant�
group is taking notably longer or seeing more changes.

$	mco	puppet	summary
Summary	statistics	for	10	nodes:

Note: Detailed statistics are available on both the console and the command line, but the
population summary graphs are only available on the command line.
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																		Total	resources:	▇▁▁▂▁▁▁▂▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▃▁▁▁▁		min:	
93.0			max:	155.0
												Out	Of	Sync	resources:	▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁		min:	
0.0				max:	0.0
																	Failed	resources:	▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁		min:	
0.0				max:	0.0
																Changed	resources:	▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁		min:	
0.0				max:	0.0
		Config	Retrieval	time	(seconds):	▇▇▃▃▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁		min:	
1.9				max:	5.8
									Total	run-time	(seconds):	▇▆▃▄▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁		min:	
2.2				max:	6.7
				Time	since	last	run	(seconds):	▇▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▂		min:	
314.0		max:	23.4k

DETAILED STATISTICS

While logged in to the puppet master server as peadmin , run mco	rpc	puppet	last_run_summary
with or without a filter. This returns detailed run statistics for each node. (Note that this uses the�
rpc  subcommand instead of the puppet  subcommand.)

Next: Browsing Resources

Orchestration: Browsing and Comparing
Resources
Use the live management pageʼs “Browse Resources” tab to browse the resources on your nodes
and inspect their current state.

Live Management Basics
Browsing resources requires you to select a node or group of nodes to inspect.

To learn how to navigate the live management page and select/filter nodes, see �the Navigating Live
Management page of this manual.

The Browse Resources Tab

Note: Resource browsing and comparison are only available in the PE console; there is not a
command line interface for these features.

If you need to do simple resource inspections on the command line, you can investigate the
puppetral  pluginʼs find  and search  actions. These give output similar to what you can get
from running puppet	resource	<type>	[<name>]  locally.
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The Browse Resources tab contains a resource type navigation list in its left pane. This is used to
switch the right pane between several resource type pages (and a summary page, which includes an
“Inspect All” button for pre-caching resource data).

Resource Types

The Browse Resources tab can inspect the following resource types:

group
host
package
service
user

For an introduction to resources and types, please see the Resources chapter of Learning Puppet.

The “Inspect All” Button

The summary viewʼs “Inspect All” button scans all resources of all types and reports on their
similarity. This is mostly useful when you think youʼve selected a group of very similar nodes but
want to make sure.
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After clicking “Inspect All,” the Browse Resources tab will use the lists of resources it got to pre-
populate the corresponding lists in each resource type page. This can save you a few clicks on the
“Find Resources” buttons (see below).

Resource Type Pages

Resource type pages contain a search field,� a Find Resources button, and (if the Find Resources
button has been used) a list of resources labeled with their nodes and number of variants.

Browsing All Resources of a Type
To browse resources, you must first select a resource type. You must also have one or more �nodes
selected.

If you have previously clicked the “Inspect All” button, the resource type page will be pre-
populated; if it is empty, you must click the “Find Resources” button.
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The resource type page will display a list of all resources of that type on the selected nodes, plus a
summary of how similar the resources are. An “Update” button is available for re-scanning your
nodes. In general, a set of nodes that perform similar tasks should have very similar resources.

The resource list shows the name of each resource, the number of nodes it was found on, and how
many variants of it were found. You can sort the list by any of these properties by clicking the
headers.

To inspect a resource, click its name.

Finding Resources by Name
To find resources by name, you must first select a resource type. You must also have one or more��
nodes selected.

The search field� on a resource type page is not a standard search field; it only works with the exact�
name of a resource. Wildcards are not allowed. If you are unsure of the name of the resource youʼre
looking for, you should browse instead.

To search, enter a resource name in the search field and confirm with the enter key or the “search”��
button.

Once located, you will be taken directly to the inspect view for that resource. This is the same as the
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inspect view available when browsing (see below).

Inspecting and Comparing Resources
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When you inspect a resource, you can see the values of all its properties. If there is more than one
variant, you can see all of them and the properties that differ across nodes will be highlighted.�

To see which nodes have each variant, click the “on N nodes” labels to expand the node lists.

Next: List of Built-In Orchestration Actions

List of Built-In Orchestration Actions
About This Page
This page is a comprehensive list of Puppet Enterprise (PE)ʼs built-in orchestration actions. These
actions can be invoked on the command line or in the PE console.

Related Topics
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Actions and Plugins
Sets of related actions are bundled together as MCollective agent plugins. Every action is part of a
plugin.

A default Puppet Enterprise install includes the package, puppet, puppetral, rpcutil, and service
plugins. See the table of contents above for an outline of each pluginʼs actions; click an action for
details about its inputs, effects, and outputs.�

You can easily add new orchestration actions by distributing custom MCollective agent plugins to
your nodes. See Adding Orchestration Actions for details.

↑ Back to top

The package Plugin
Install and uninstall software packages

Actions: apt_checkupdates , apt_update , checkupdates , install , purge , status , uninstall ,
update , yum_checkupdates , yum_clean

apt_checkupdates

Check for APT updates

(no inputs)

Outputs:

exitcode

(Appears as “Exit Code” on CLI)

The exitcode from the apt command

oudated_packages

(Appears as “Outdated Packages” on CLI)

Outdated packages

output

For an overview of orchestration topics, see the Orchestration Overview page.
To invoke actions in the PE console, see Navigating Live Management.
To invoke actions on the command line, see Invoking Actions.
To add your own actions, see Adding Orchestration Actions.
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(Appears as “Output” on CLI)

Output from APT

↑ Back to top

apt_update

Update the apt cache

(no inputs)

Outputs:

exitcode

(Appears as “Exit Code” on CLI)

The exitcode from the apt-get command

output

(Appears as “Output” on CLI)

Output from apt-get

↑ Back to top

checkupdates

Check for updates

(no inputs)

Outputs:

exitcode

(Appears as “Exit Code” on CLI)

The exitcode from the package manager command

outdated_packages

(Appears as “Outdated Packages” on CLI)

Outdated packages

output

(Appears as “Output” on CLI)
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Output from Package Manager

package_manager

(Appears as “Package Manager” on CLI)

The detected package manager

↑ Back to top

install

Install a package

Input:

package (required)

Package to install
Type: string
Format/Validation: shellsafe
Length: 90

Outputs:

arch

(Appears as “Arch” on CLI)

Package architecture

ensure

(Appears as “Ensure” on CLI)

Full package version

epoch

(Appears as “Epoch” on CLI)

Package epoch number

name

(Appears as “Name” on CLI)

Package name

output
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(Appears as “Output” on CLI)

Output from the package manager

provider

(Appears as “Provider” on CLI)

Provider used to retrieve information

release

(Appears as “Release” on CLI)

Package release number

version

(Appears as “Version” on CLI)

Version number

↑ Back to top

purge

Purge a package

Input:

package (required)

Package to purge
Type: string
Format/Validation: shellsafe
Length: 90

Outputs:

arch

(Appears as “Arch” on CLI)

Package architecture

ensure

(Appears as “Ensure” on CLI)

Full package version
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epoch

(Appears as “Epoch” on CLI)

Package epoch number

name

(Appears as “Name” on CLI)

Package name

output

(Appears as “Output” on CLI)

Output from the package manager

provider

(Appears as “Provider” on CLI)

Provider used to retrieve information

release

(Appears as “Release” on CLI)

Package release number

version

(Appears as “Version” on CLI)

Version number

↑ Back to top

status

Get the status of a package

Input:

package (required)

Package to retrieve the status of
Type: string
Format/Validation: shellsafe
Length: 90

Outputs:
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arch

(Appears as “Arch” on CLI)

Package architecture

ensure

(Appears as “Ensure” on CLI)

Full package version

epoch

(Appears as “Epoch” on CLI)

Package epoch number

name

(Appears as “Name” on CLI)

Package name

output

(Appears as “Output” on CLI)

Output from the package manager

provider

(Appears as “Provider” on CLI)

Provider used to retrieve information

release

(Appears as “Release” on CLI)

Package release number

version

(Appears as “Version” on CLI)

Version number

↑ Back to top

uninstall
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Uninstall a package

Input:

package (required)

Package to uninstall
Type: string
Format/Validation: shellsafe
Length: 90

Outputs:

arch

(Appears as “Arch” on CLI)

Package architecture

ensure

(Appears as “Ensure” on CLI)

Full package version

epoch

(Appears as “Epoch” on CLI)

Package epoch number

name

(Appears as “Name” on CLI)

Package name

output

(Appears as “Output” on CLI)

Output from the package manager

provider

(Appears as “Provider” on CLI)

Provider used to retrieve information

release

(Appears as “Release” on CLI)
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Package release number

version

(Appears as “Version” on CLI)

Version number

↑ Back to top

update

Update a package

Input:

package (required)

Package to update
Type: string
Format/Validation: shellsafe
Length: 90

Outputs:

arch

(Appears as “Arch” on CLI)

Package architecture

ensure

(Appears as “Ensure” on CLI)

Full package version

epoch

(Appears as “Epoch” on CLI)

Package epoch number

name

(Appears as “Name” on CLI)

Package name

output

(Appears as “Output” on CLI)
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(Appears as “Output” on CLI)

Output from the package manager

provider

(Appears as “Provider” on CLI)

Provider used to retrieve information

release

(Appears as “Release” on CLI)

Package release number

version

(Appears as “Version” on CLI)

Version number

↑ Back to top

yum_checkupdates

Check for YUM updates

(no inputs)

Outputs:

exitcode

(Appears as “Exit Code” on CLI)

The exitcode from the yum command

outdated_packages

(Appears as “Outdated Packages” on CLI)

Outdated packages

output

(Appears as “Output” on CLI)

Output from YUM

↑ Back to top

yum_clean
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Clean the YUM cache

Input:

mode

One of the various supported clean modes
Type: list
Valid Values: all , headers , packages , metadata , dbcache , plugins , expire-cache

Outputs:

exitcode

(Appears as “Exit Code” on CLI)

The exitcode from the yum command

output

(Appears as “Output” on CLI)

Output from YUM

↑ Back to top

The puppet Plugin
Run Puppet agent, get its status, and enable/disable it

Actions: disable , enable , last_run_summary , resource , runonce , status

disable

Disable the Puppet agent

Input:

message

Supply a reason for disabling the Puppet agent
Type: string
Format/Validation: shellsafe
Length: 120

Outputs:

enabled
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(Appears as “Enabled” on CLI)

Is the agent currently locked

status

(Appears as “Status” on CLI)

Status

↑ Back to top

enable

Enable the Puppet agent

(no inputs)

Outputs:

enabled

(Appears as “Enabled” on CLI)

Is the agent currently locked

status

(Appears as “Status” on CLI)

Status

↑ Back to top

last_run_summary

Get the summary of the last Puppet run

(no inputs)

Outputs:

changed_resources

(Appears as “Changed Resources” on CLI)

Resources that were changed

config_retrieval_time

(Appears as “Config Retrieval Time” on CLI)�
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Time taken to retrieve the catalog from the master

config_version

(Appears as “Config Version” on CLI)�

Puppet config version for the previously applied catalog�

failed_resources

(Appears as “Failed Resources” on CLI)

Resources that failed to apply

lastrun

(Appears as “Last Run” on CLI)

When the Agent last applied a catalog in local time

out_of_sync_resources

(Appears as “Out of Sync Resources” on CLI)

Resources that were not in desired state

since_lastrun

(Appears as “Since Last Run” on CLI)

How long ago did the Agent last apply a catalog in local time

summary

(Appears as “Summary” on CLI)

Summary data as provided by Puppet

total_resources

(Appears as “Total Resources” on CLI)

Total resources managed on a node

total_time

(Appears as “Total Time” on CLI)

Total time taken to retrieve and process the catalog

type_distribution

(Appears as “Type Distribution” on CLI)

Resource counts per type managed by Puppet
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↑ Back to top

resource

Evaluate Puppet RAL resources

Inputs:

name (required)

Resource Name
Type: string
Format/Validation: ^.+$
Length: 150

type (required)

Resource Type
Type: string
Format/Validation: ^.+$
Length: 50

Outputs:

changed

(Appears as “Changed” on CLI)

Was a change applied based on the resource

result

(Appears as “Result” on CLI)

The result from the Puppet resource

↑ Back to top

runonce

Invoke a single Puppet run

Inputs:

environment

Which Puppet environment to run
Type: string
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Format/Validation: puppet_variable
Length: 50

force

Will force a run immediately else subject to default splay time
Type: boolean

noop

Do a Puppet dry run
Type: boolean

server

Address and port of the Puppet Master in server:port format
Type: string
Format/Validation: puppet_server_address
Length: 50

splay

Sleep for a period before initiating the run
Type: boolean

splaylimit

Maximum amount of time to sleep before run
Type: number

tags

Restrict the Puppet run to a comma list of tags
Type: string
Format/Validation: puppet_tags
Length: 120

Output:

summary

(Appears as “Summary” on CLI)

Summary of command run

↑ Back to top

status
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Get the current status of the Puppet agent

(no inputs)

Outputs:

applying

(Appears as “Applying” on CLI)

Is a catalog being applied

daemon_present

(Appears as “Daemon Running” on CLI)

Is the Puppet agent daemon running on this system

disable_message

(Appears as “Lock Message” on CLI)

Message supplied when agent was disabled

enabled

(Appears as “Enabled” on CLI)

Is the agent currently locked

idling

(Appears as “Idling” on CLI)

Is the Puppet agent daemon running but not doing any work

lastrun

(Appears as “Last Run” on CLI)

When the Agent last applied a catalog in local time

since_lastrun

(Appears as “Since Last Run” on CLI)

How long ago did the Agent last apply a catalog in local time

status

(Appears as “Status” on CLI)

Current status of the Puppet agent
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↑ Back to top

The puppetral Plugin
View resources with Puppetʼs resource abstraction layer

Actions: find , search

find�

Get the attributes and status of a resource

Inputs:

title (required)

Name of resource to check
Type: string
Format/Validation: .
Length: 90

type (required)

Type of resource to check
Type: string
Format/Validation: .
Length: 90

Outputs:

exported

(Appears as “Exported” on CLI)

Boolean flag indicating export status�

managed

(Appears as “Managed” on CLI)

Flag indicating managed status

parameters

(Appears as “Parameters” on CLI)

Parameters of the inspected resource

tags
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(Appears as “Tags” on CLI)

Tags of the inspected resource

title

(Appears as “Title” on CLI)

Title of the inspected resource

type

(Appears as “Type” on CLI)

Type of the inspected resource

↑ Back to top

search

Get detailed info for all resources of a given type

Input:

type (required)

Type of resource to check
Type: string
Format/Validation: .
Length: 90

Output:

result

(Appears as “Result” on CLI)

The values of the inspected resources

↑ Back to top

The rpcutil Plugin
General helpful actions that expose stats and internals to SimpleRPC clients

Actions: agent_inventory , collective_info , daemon_stats , get_config_item , get_data ,
get_fact , inventory , ping
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agent_inventory

Inventory of all agents on the server

(no inputs)

Output:

agents

(Appears as “Agents” on CLI)

List of agents on the server

↑ Back to top

collective_info

Info about the main and sub collectives

(no inputs)

Outputs:

collectives

(Appears as “All Collectives” on CLI)

All Collectives

main_collective

(Appears as “Main Collective” on CLI)

The main Collective

↑ Back to top

daemon_stats

Get statistics from the running daemon

(no inputs)

Outputs:

agents

(Appears as “Agents” on CLI)

List of agents loaded
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configfile

(Appears as “Config File” on CLI)�

Config file used to start the daemon��

filtered

(Appears as “Failed Filter” on CLI)

Didnʼt pass filter checks�

passed

(Appears as “Passed Filter” on CLI)

Passed filter checks�

pid

(Appears as “PID” on CLI)

Process ID of the daemon

replies

(Appears as “Replies” on CLI)

Replies sent back to clients

starttime

(Appears as “Start Time” on CLI)

Time the server started

threads

(Appears as “Threads” on CLI)

List of threads active in the daemon

times

(Appears as “Times” on CLI)

Processor time consumed by the daemon

total

(Appears as “Total Messages” on CLI)

Total messages received
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ttlexpired

(Appears as “TTL Expired” on CLI)

Messages that did pass TTL checks

unvalidated

(Appears as “Failed Security” on CLI)

Messages that failed security validation

validated

(Appears as “Security Validated” on CLI)

Messages that passed security validation

version

(Appears as “Version” on CLI)

MCollective Version

↑ Back to top

get_config_item�

Get the active value of a specific config property��

Input:

item (required)

The item to retrieve from the server
Type: string
Format/Validation: ^.+$
Length: 50

Outputs:

item

(Appears as “Property” on CLI)

The config property being retrieved�

value

(Appears as “Value” on CLI)

The value that is in use
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↑ Back to top

get_data

Get data from a data plugin

Inputs:

query

The query argument to supply to the data plugin
Type: string
Format/Validation: ^.+$
Length: 50

source (required)

The data plugin to retrieve information from
Type: string
Format/Validation: ^\w+$
Length: 50

Outputs:

↑ Back to top

get_fact

Retrieve a single fact from the fact store

Input:

fact (required)

The fact to retrieve
Type: string
Format/Validation: ^[\w\-\.]+$
Length: 40

Outputs:

fact

(Appears as “Fact” on CLI)

The name of the fact being returned
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value

(Appears as “Value” on CLI)

The value of the fact

↑ Back to top

inventory

System Inventory

(no inputs)

Outputs:

agents

(Appears as “Agents” on CLI)

List of agent names

classes

(Appears as “Classes” on CLI)

List of classes on the system

collectives

(Appears as “All Collectives” on CLI)

All Collectives

data_plugins

(Appears as “Data Plugins” on CLI)

List of data plugin names

facts

(Appears as “Facts” on CLI)

List of facts and values

main_collective

(Appears as “Main Collective” on CLI)

The main Collective

version
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(Appears as “Version” on CLI)

MCollective Version

↑ Back to top

ping

Responds to requests for PING with PONG

(no inputs)

Output:

pong

(Appears as “Timestamp” on CLI)

The local timestamp

↑ Back to top

The service Plugin
Start and stop system services

Actions: restart , start , status , stop

restart

Restart a service

Input:

service (required)

The service to restart
Type: string
Format/Validation: service_name
Length: 90

Output:

status

(Appears as “Service Status” on CLI)

The status of the service after restarting
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↑ Back to top

start

Start a service

Input:

service (required)

The service to start
Type: string
Format/Validation: service_name
Length: 90

Output:

status

(Appears as “Service Status” on CLI)

The status of the service after starting

↑ Back to top

status

Gets the status of a service

Input:

service (required)

The service to get the status for
Type: string
Format/Validation: service_name
Length: 90

Output:

status

(Appears as “Service Status” on CLI)

The status of the service

↑ Back to top
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stop

Stop a service

Input:

service (required)

The service to stop
Type: string
Format/Validation: service_name
Length: 90

Output:

status

(Appears as “Service Status” on CLI)

The status of the service after stopping

↑ Back to top

Next: Adding New Orchestration Actions

Adding New Orchestration Actions to Puppet
Enterprise
Actions and Plugins
You can extend Puppet Enterprise (PE)ʼs orchestration engine by adding new actions. Actions are
distributed in MCollective agent plugins, which are bundles of several related actions. You can write
your own agent plugins (or download ones created by other people), and use Puppet Enterprise to
install and configure them on your nodes.�

Related Topics

For an overview of orchestration topics, see the Orchestration Overview page.
To invoke actions in the PE console, see Navigating Live Management.
To invoke actions on the command line, see Invoking Actions.
For a list of built-in actions, see List of Built-In Orchestration Actions.
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About MCollective Agent Plugins
COMPONENTS

MCollective agent plugins consist of two parts:

A .rb  file containing the MCollective agent code�
A .ddl  file containing a description of pluginʼs actions, inputs, and outputs�

Every agent node that will be using this plugin needs both files. The �puppet master node and
console node each need the .ddl  file.�

DISTRIBUTION

Not every agent node needs to use every plugin — the orchestration engine is built to gracefully
handle an inconsistent mix of plugins across nodes.

This means you can distribute special-purpose plugins to only the nodes that need them, without
worrying about securing them on irrelevant nodes. Nodes that donʼt have a given plugin will ignore
its actions, and you can also filter orchestration commands by the list of installed plugins�.

Getting New Plugins
You can write your own orchestration plugins, or download ones written by other people.

Downloading MCollective Agent Plugins

There isnʼt a central repository of MCollective agent plugins, but there are several good places to
start looking:

A list of the plugins released by Puppet Labs is available here.
If you use Nagios, the NRPE plugin (from Puppet Labs) is a good first plugin to install.�
Searching GitHub for “mcollective agent” will turn up many plugins, including ones for
vmware_tools , libvirt, junk filters in �iptables , and more.

Writing MCollective Agent Plugins

Most people who use orchestration heavily will want custom actions tailored to the needs of their
own infrastructure. You can get these by writing new MCollective agent plugins in Ruby.

The MCollective documentation has instructions for writing agent plugins:

Note: Additionally, some MCollective agent plugins may be part of a bundle of related
plugins, which may include new subcommands, data plugins, and more.

A full list of plugin types and the nodes they should be installed on is available here. Note
that in MCollective terminology, “servers” refers to Puppet Enterprise agent nodes and
“clients” refers to the puppet master and console nodes.
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Writing agent plugins
Writing DDL files�
Aggregating replies for better command line interfaces

Additionally, you can learn a lot by reading the code of Puppet Enterpriseʼs built-in plugins. These
are located in the /opt/puppet/libexec/mcollective/mcollective/  directory on any *nix PE
node.

Installing Plugins on Puppet Enterprise Nodes
Since orchestration actions need to be installed on many nodes, and since installing or upgrading
an agent should always restart the pe-mcollective  service, you should use Puppet to install
MCollective agent plugins.

This page assumes that you are familiar with the Puppet language and have written modules
previously.

Overview of Plugin Installation Process

To install a new agent plugin, you must write a Puppet module that does the following things:

On agent nodes: copy the pluginʼs .rb  and .ddl  files into the �mcollective/agent  subdirectory
of MCollectiveʼs libdir. This directoryʼs location varies between *nix and Windows nodes.
On the console and puppet master nodes: if you will not be installing this plugin on every agent
node, copy the pluginʼs .ddl  file into the �mcollective/agent  subdirectory of MCollectiveʼs
libdir.
If there are any other associated plugins included (such as data or validator plugins), copy them
into the proper libdir subdirectories on agent nodes, the console node, and the puppet master
node.
If any of these files change, restart the �pe-mcollective  service, which is managed by the
pe_mcollective  module.

To accomplish these, you will need to write some limited interaction with the pe_mcollective
module, which is part of Puppet Enterpriseʼs implementation. We have kept these interactions as
minimal as possible; if any of them change in a future version of Puppet Enterprise, we will provide
a warning in the upgrade notes for that versionʼs documentation.

In the MCollective Documentation

The MCollective documentation includes a guide to installing plugins. Puppet Enterprise
users must use the “copy into libdir” installation method. The remainder of this page goes
into more detail about using this method with Puppet Enterprise.
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Step 1: Create a Module for Your Plugin(s)

You have several options for laying this out:

One class for all of your custom plugins. This works fine if you have a limited number of plugins�
and will be installing them on every agent node.
One module with several classes for individual plugins or groups of plugins. This is good for
installing certain plugins on only some of your agent nodes — you can split specialized plugins
into a pair of mcollective_plugins::<name>::agent  and
mcollective_plugins::<name>::client  classes, and assign the former to the affected agent�
nodes and the latter to the console and puppet master nodes.
A new module for each plugin. This is maximally flexible, but can sometimes get cluttered.�

Once the module is created, put the plugin files into its �files/  directory.

Step 2: Create Relationships and Set Variables

For any class that will be installing plugins on agent nodes, you should put the following four lines
near the top of the class definition:�

				Class['pe_mcollective::server::plugins']	->	Class[$title]	~>	Service['pe-
mcollective']
				include	pe_mcollective
				$plugin_basedir	=	$pe_mcollective::server::plugins::plugin_basedir
				$mco_etc								=	$pe_mcollective::params::mco_etc

This will do the following:

Ensure that the necessary plugin directories already exist before we try to put files into them. (In�
certain cases, these directories are managed by resources in the
pe_mcollective::server::plugins  class.)
Restart the pe-mcollective  service whenever new plugins are installed or upgraded. (This
service resource is declared in the pe_mcollective::server  class.)
Set variables that will correctly refer to the plugins directory and configuration directory on both�
*nix and Windows nodes.

Step 3: Put Files in Place

First, set file defaults: all of these files should be owned by root and only writable by root (or the��
Administrators user, on Windows). The pe_mcollective  module has helpful variables for setting
these:

Note: The Class[$title]  notation seen above is a resource reference to the class that
contains this statement; it uses the $title  variable, which always contains the name of the
surrounding container.
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				File	{
						owner	=>	$pe_mcollective::params::root_owner,
						group	=>	$pe_mcollective::params::root_group,
						mode		=>	$pe_mcollective::params::root_mode,
				}

Next, put all relevant plugin files into place, using the �$plugin_basedir  variable we set above:

				file	{"${plugin_basedir}/agent/nrpe.ddl":
						ensure	=>	file,
						source	=>	'puppet:///modules/mco_plugins/mcollective-nrpe-
agent/agent/nrpe.ddl',
				}

				file	{"${plugin_basedir}/agent/nrpe.rb":
						ensure	=>	file,
						source	=>	'puppet:///modules/mco_plugins/mcollective-nrpe-
agent/agent/nrpe.rb',
				}

Step 4: Configure the Plugin (Optional)�

Some agent plugins require extra configuration to work properly. If present, these settings must be�
present on every agent node that will be using the plugin.

The main server.cfg  file is managed by the �pe_mcollective  module. Although editing it is
possible, it is not supported. Instead, you should take advantage of the MCollective daemonʼs
plugin config directory�, which is located at "${mco_etc}/plugin.d" .

File names in this directory should be of the format <agent	name>.cfg .
Setting names in plugin config files are slightly different:���

In server.cfg In ${mco etc}/plugin.d/nrpe.conf

plugin.nrpe.conf_dir	=	/etc/nagios/nrpe conf_dir	=	/etc/nagios/nrpe

You can use a normal file resource to create these config files with the appropriate values. For���
simple configs, you can set the content directly in the manifest; for complex ones, you can use a�
template.

				file	{"${mco_etc}/plugin.d/nrpe.cfg":
						ensure		=>	file,
						content	=>	"conf_dir	=	/etc/nagios/nrpe\n",
				}

POLICY FILES
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You can also distribute policy files for the ActionPolicy authorization plugin�. This can be a useful
way to completely disable certain unused actions, limit actions so they can only be used on a subset
of your agent nodes, or allow certain actions from the command line but not from the live
management page.

These files should be named for the agent plugin they apply to, and should go in�
${mco_etc}/policies/<plugin	name>.cfg . Policy files should be distributed to every agent node�
that runs the plugin you are configuring.�

The policy file format is documented here.� When configuring caller IDs in policy files, note that PE��
uses the following two IDs by default:

cert=peadmin-public  — the command line orchestration client, as used by the peadmin  user on
the puppet master server.
cert=puppet-dashboard-public  — the live management page in the PE console.

Example: This code would completely disable the package pluginʼs update  option, to force users to
do package upgrades through your centralized Puppet code:

				file	{"${mco_etc}/policies":	ensure	=>	directory,}

				file	{"${mco_etc}/policies/package.policy":
						ensure	=>	file,
						content	=>	"policy	default	allow
				deny	*	update	*	*
				",
				}

Step 5: Assign the Class to Nodes

For plugins you are distributing to all agent nodes, you can use the PE console to assign your class
to the special mcollective  group. (This group is automatically maintained by the console, and
contains all PE nodes which have not been added to the special no	mcollective  group.)

For plugins you are only distributing to some agent nodes, you must do the following:

Create two Puppet classes for the plugin: a main class that installs everything, and a “client” class
that only installs the .ddl  file and the supporting plugins.�
Assign the main class to any agent nodes that should be running the plugin.
Assign the “client” class to the puppet_console  and puppet_master  groups in the console.
(These special groups contain all of the console and puppet master nodes in your deployment,
respectively.)

Note: The policies  directory doesnʼt exist by default; you will need to use a file  resource
with ensure	=>	directory  to initialize it.
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respectively.)

Step 6: Run Puppet

You can either wait for the next scheduled Puppet run, or trigger an on-demand run using
MCollective.

Step 7: Confirm the Plugin is Installed�

Follow the instructions in the MCollective documentation to verify that your new plugins are
properly installed.

Other Kinds of Plugins
In addition to installing MCollective agent plugins, you may occasionally need to install other kinds
of plugin, such as data plugins. This process is effectively identical to installing agent plugins,�
although the concerns about restricting distribution of certain plugins to special nodes are
generally not relevant.

Example
This is an example of a Puppet class that installs the Puppet Labs nrpe plugin. The files  directory
of the module would simply contain a complete copy of the nrpe pluginʼs Git repo. In this example,
we are not creating separate agent and client classes.

				#	/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/modules/mco_plugins/manifests/nrpe.pp
				class	mco_plugins::nrpe	{
						Class['pe_mcollective::server::plugins']	->	Class[$title]	~>	Service['pe-
mcollective']
						include	pe_mcollective
						$plugin_basedir	=	$pe_mcollective::server::plugins::plugin_basedir
						$mco_etc								=	$pe_mcollective::params::mco_etc

						File	{
								owner	=>	$pe_mcollective::params::root_owner,
								group	=>	$pe_mcollective::params::root_group,
								mode		=>	$pe_mcollective::params::root_mode,
						}

						file	{"${plugin_basedir}/agent/nrpe.ddl":
								ensure	=>	file,
								source	=>	'puppet:///modules/mco_plugins/mcollective-nrpe-
agent/agent/nrpe.ddl',
						}

						file	{"${plugin_basedir}/agent/nrpe.rb":
								ensure	=>	file,
								source	=>	'puppet:///modules/mco_plugins/mcollective-nrpe-
agent/agent/nrpe.rb',
						}

						file	{"${plugin_basedir}/aggregate/nagios_states.rb":
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								ensure	=>	file,
								source	=>	'puppet:///modules/mco_plugins/mcollective-nrpe-
agent/aggregate/nagios_states.rb',
						}

						file	{"${plugin_basedir}/application/nrpe.rb":
								ensure	=>	file,
								source	=>	'puppet:///modules/mco_plugins/mcollective-nrpe-
agent/application/nrpe.rb',
						}

						file	{"${plugin_basedir}/data/nrpe_data.ddl":
								ensure	=>	file,
								source	=>	'puppet:///modules/mco_plugins/mcollective-nrpe-
agent/data/nrpe_data.ddl',
						}

						file	{"${plugin_basedir}/data/nrpe_data.rb":
								ensure	=>	file,
								source	=>	'puppet:///modules/mco_plugins/mcollective-nrpe-
agent/data/nrpe_data.rb',
						}

						#	Set	config:	If	this	setting	were	in	the	usual	server.cfg	file,	its	name	
would
						#	be	plugin.nrpe.conf_dir
						file	{"${mco_etc}/plugin.d/nrpe.cfg":
								ensure		=>	file,
								content	=>	"conf_dir	=	/etc/nagios/nrpe\n",
						}

				}

Next: Configuring Orchestration�

Configuring Orchestration�
The Puppet Enterprise (PE) orchestration engine can be configured to enable new actions, modify�
existing actions, restrict actions, and prevent run failures on non-PE nodes.

Disabling Orchestration on Some Nodes
By default, Puppet Enterprise enables and configures orchestration on all agent nodes. This is�
generally desirable, but the Puppet code that manages this will not work on non-PE agent nodes,
and will cause Puppet run failures on them.

Since the puppet master server supports managing non-PE agent nodes (including things like
network devices), you should disable orchestration when adding non-PE nodes.

To disable orchestration for a node, add that node to the special no	mcollective  group in the PE
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console. This will prevent PE from attempting to enable orchestration on that node. See here for
instructions on adding nodes to groups in the console.

(The corresponding mcollective  group is automatically managed — it contains all nodes that have
not been added to the no	mcollective  group.)

Adding Actions
See the “Adding Actions” page of this manual.

Configuring Orchestration Plugins�
Some MCollective agent plugins, including the default set included with Puppet Enterprise, have
settings that can be configured.�

Since the main orchestration configuration file is managed by Puppet Enterprise, you must ��put
these settings in separate plugin config files, as described in the “Adding Actions” page of this��
manual.

Restricting Orchestration Actions
See the “Policy Files” heading in the “Adding Actions” page of this manual.

Unsupported Features
Adding New Orchestration Users and Integrating Applications

Adding new orchestration users is not supported in Puppet Enterprise 3.0. Future versions of PE
may change the orchestration engineʼs authentication backend, which will block additional
orchestration users from working until they are updated to use the new backend. We plan to
include an easy method to add new orchestration users in a future version of PE.

In the meantime, if you need to add a new orchestration user in order to integrate an application
with Puppet Enterprise, you can:

Obtain client credentials and a config file ��as described in the standard MCollective deployment
guide.
Write a Puppet module to distribute the new clientʼs public key into the the
${pe_mcollective::params::mco_etc}/ssl/clients/  directory. This class must use include
pe_mcollective  to ensure that the directory can be located.
Assign that Puppet class to the mcollective  group in the PE console.

Again, this process is unsupported and may require additional work during a future upgrade.

Configuring Subcollectives�
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Using multiple orchestration subcollectives with Puppet Enterprise is not currently supported, and
requires modifying PEʼs internal modules. If you enable this feature, your changes will be reverted
by future PE upgrades, and you will need to re-apply your changes after upgrading.

If you choose to enable this unsupported feature, you will need to modify, at minimum, the
/opt/puppet/share/puppet/modules/pe_mcollective/templates/server.cfg.erb  and
/opt/puppet/share/puppet/modules/pe_mcollective/templates/activemq.xml.erb  files on your�
puppet master server(s). Any such modifications will be reverted during a future PE upgrade.�

Configuring Performance�
ActiveMQ Heap Usage (Puppet Master Server Only)

The puppet master node runs an ActiveMQ server to route orchestration commands. By default, its
process uses a Java heap size of 512 MB; this is the best value for mid-sized deployments, but can
be a problem when building small proof-of-concept deployments on memory-starved VMs.

You can set a new heap size by doing the following:

Navigate to the special puppet_master  group in the PE console.
Create a new variable called activemq_heap_mb . Set its value to a new heap size to use (in MB).

You can later delete the variable to revert to the default setting.

Registration Interval

By default, all agent nodes will send dummy registration messages over the orchestration
middleware every ten minutes. We use these as a heartbeat to work around weaknesses in the
underlying Stomp network protocol.

Most users shouldnʼt need to change this behavior, but you can adjust the frequency of the
heartbeat messages as follows:

Navigate to the special mcollective  group in the PE console.
Create a new variable called mcollective_registerinterval . Set its value to a new interval (in
seconds).

You can later delete the variable to revert to the default setting.

Orchestration SSL

By default, the orchestration engine uses SSL to encrypt all orchestration messages. You can disable
this in order to investigate problems, but should never disable it in a production deployment where
business-critical orchestration commands are are being run.

To disable SSL:
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Navigate to the special mcollective  group in the PE console.
Create a new variable called mcollective_enable_stomp_ssl . Set its value to false .

You can later delete the variable to revert to the default setting.

Next: Cloud Provisioning: Overview

A High Level Look at Puppet's Cloud
Provisioning Tools
Puppet Enterprise includes a suite of command-line tools you can use for provisioning new virtual
nodes when building or maintaining cloud computing infrastructures based on VMware VSphere
and Amazon EC2. You can use these tools to:

Create and destroy virtual machine instances
Classify new nodes (virtual or physical) in the PE console
Automatically install and configure PE on new nodes (virtual or physical)�

When used together, these tools provide quick and efficient workflows for adding and maintaining���
fully configured, ready-to-run virtual nodes in your Puppet Enterprise-managed cloud�
environment.

See the sections on VMware and AWS provisioning for details about creating and destroying virtual
machines in these environments. Beyond that, the section on classifying nodes and installing PE
covers actions that work on any new machine, virtual or physical, in a cloud environment. To get an
idea of a typical workflow in a cloud provisioning environment, see the �workflow� section.

The cloud provisioning tools can be added during installation of Puppet Enterprise. If you have
already installed PE and you want to install the cloud provisioning tools, simply run the upgrader
again.

Tools
PEʼs provisioning tools are built on the node , node_vmware , and node_aws  subcommands. Each of
these subcommands has a selection of available actions (such as list  and start ) that are used to
complete specific provisioning tasks. You can get detailed information about a subcommand and its�
actions by running puppet	help  and puppet	man .

The VMware and AWS subcommands are only used for cloud provisioning tasks. Node , on the other
hand, is a general purpose Puppet subcommand that includes several provisioning-specific actions.�
These are:
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classify

init

install

The clean  action may also be useful when decommissioning nodes.

All of the cloud provisioning tools are powered by Fog, the Ruby cloud services library. Fog is
automatically installed on any machine receiving the cloud provisioner role.

Next: Installing and Configuring Cloud Provisioner�

Installing and Configuring Cloud Provisioning�
There are many options and actions associated with the main cloud provisioning sub-commands:
node , node_vmware , node_aws  and node_openstack . This page provides an overview, but check the
man pages for all the details (puppet	man	node_aws , etc.).

Prerequisites
Software

The cloud provisioning tools ship with Puppet Enterprise; they are an optional role in the PE
installer. You must specifically choose to install cloud provisioner in order to run the cloud�
provisioner commands.

Services

The following services and credentials are required:

VMware requires: VMware vSphere 4.0 (or later) and VMware vCenter
Amazon Web Services requires: An existing Amazon account with support for EC2
OpenStack requires: A standard installation of OpenStack Keystone and the accompanying EC2
credentials

Installing
Cloud provisioning tools can be installed on any puppet master or agent node.

The Puppet Enterprise installer will ask whether or not to install cloud provisioning during
installation. Answer ʻyesʼ to enable cloud provisioning actions on a given node.

If you have already installed PE without installing the cloud provisioning tools, run the upgrader
script puppet-enterprise-upgrader  and answer “yes” when prompted to install the tools. Running
the upgrader script will have no ill effects on your current installation, even if the upgrader is for�
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the version currently installed. (No user-configured files will get overwritten, and the installer backs��
up all relevant files as well.)�

If youʼre using an answer file to install Puppet Enterprise, you can install cloud provisioning by�
setting the q_puppet_cloud_install  option to y .

Configuring�
To create new virtual machines with Puppet Enterprise, youʼll need to first configure the services��
youʼll be using.

Start by creating a file called �.fog  in the home directory of the user who will be provisioning new
nodes.

$	touch	~/.fog

This will be the configuration file for ��Fog, the cloud abstraction library that powers PEʼs
provisioning tools. Once it is filled out, it will consist of a YAML hash indicating the locations of your�
cloud services and the credentials necessary to control them. For example:

:default:
		:vsphere_server:	vc01.example.com
		:vsphere_username:	cloudprovisioner
		:vsphere_password:	abc123
		:vsphere_expected_pubkey_hash:	
431dd5d0412aab11b14178290d9fcc5acb041d37f90f36f888de0cebfffff0a8
		:aws_access_key_id:	AKIAIISJV5TZ3FPWU3TA
		:aws_secret_access_key:	ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP1234556/s

See below to learn how to find these credentials.�

Adding VMware Credentials

To connect to a VMware vSphere server, you must put the following information in your ~/.fog  file:�

:vsphere_server

The name of your vCenter host (for example: vc1.example.com ). You should already know
the value for this setting.

:vsphere_username

Your vCenter username. You should already know the value for this setting.

:vsphere_password

Your vCenter password. You should already know the value for this setting.
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:vsphere_expected_pubkey_hash

A public key hash for your vSphere server. The value for this setting can be obtained by
entering the other three settings and then running the following command:

		$	puppet	node_vmware	list

This will result in an error message containing the serverʼs public key hash…

		notice:	Connecting	...·
		err:	The	remote	system	presented	a	public	key	with	hash
		431dd5d0412aab11b14178290d9fcc5acb041d37f90f36f888de0cebfffff0a8	but
		we're	expecting	a	hash	of	<unset>.		If	you	are	sure	the	remote	system	is
		authentic	set	vsphere_expected_pubkey_hash:	<the	hash	printed	in	this
		message>	in	~/.fog
		err:	Try	'puppet	help	node_vmware	list'	for	usage

…which can then be entered as the value of this setting.

Adding Amazon Web Services or OpenStack Credentials

To connect to Amazon Web Services or your OpenStack server, you must put the following
information in your ~/.fog  file:�

:aws_access_key_id

Your AWS Access Key ID. See below for how to find this.�

:aws_secret_access_key

Your AWS Secret Key ID. See below for how to find this.�

For AWS installations, you can find your Amazon Web Services credentials online in your Amazon�
account. To view them, go to Amazon AWS and click on the Account tab.
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Select the “Security Credentials” menu and choose “Access Credentials.” Click on the “Access Keys”
tab to view your Access Keys.

You need to record two pieces of information: the Access Key ID and the Secret Key ID. To see your
Secret Access Key, click the “Show” link under “Secret Access Key”.

For OpenStack installations, your credentials are printed to screen after running keystone	ec2-
credentials-create

Put both keys in your ~/.fog  file as described above. You will also need to generate an SSH private�
key using Horizon, or simply import a selected public key.

Additional AWS Configuration�

For Puppet to provision nodes in Amazon Web Services, you will need an EC2 account with the
following::

At least one Amazon-managed SSH key pair.
A security group that allows outbound traffic on ports ��8140 and 61613, and inbound SSH traffic��
on port 22 from the machine being used for provisioning.

Youʼll need to provide the names of these resources as arguments when running the provisioning
commands.
KEY PAIRS

To find or create your Amazon SSH key pair, browse to the �Amazon Web Service EC2 console.
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Select the “Key Pairs” menu item from the dashboard. If you donʼt have any existing key pairs, you
can create one with the “Create Key Pairs” button. Specify a new name for the key pair to create it;
the private key file will be automatically downloaded to your host.�

Make a note of the name of your key pair, since you will need to know it when creating new
instances.
SECURITY GROUP

To add or edit a security group, select the “Security Groups” menu item from the dashboard. You
should see a list of the available security groups. If no groups exist, you can create a new one by
clicking the “Create Security Groups” button. Otherwise, you can edit an existing group.

To add the required rules, select the “Inbound” tab and add an SSH rule. Make sure that inbound
SSH traffic is using port 22. You can also indicate a specific source to lock the source IP down to an���
appropriate source IP or network. Click “Add Rule” to add the rule, then click “Apply Rule Changes”
to save.

You should also ensure that your security group allows outbound traffic on ports ��8140 and 61613.
These are the ports PE uses to request configurations and listen for orchestration messages.�

Additional OpenStack Configuration�

Before you can launch any instances with the provisioner module, you will need:

a fully functional OpenStack environment
at least one valid OS image
the URL of your Nova EC2 API server (typically, http://your.nova.api.server:8773/services/Cloud)
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to use the Horizon console to configure the default security group to allow SSH (port 22) access�

Demonstration

The following video demonstrates the setup process and some basic functions:

Next: Classifying Cloud Nodes and Remotely Installing Puppet

Classifying New Nodes and Remotely
Installing Puppet
Nodes in a cloud infrastructure can be classified and managed as easily as any other machine in a�
Puppet Enterprise deployment. You can install a puppet agent (or other role) on them and add new
nodes to pre-existing console groups, further classify and configure those nodes, and manipulate�
them with live management.

Many of these tasks are accomplished using the puppet	node  subcommand. While puppet	node
can be applied to physical or virtual machines, several actions have been created specifically for�
working with virtual machine instances in the cloud. For complete details, view the puppet	node
man page and the Getting Started With Cloud Provisioner page.

Classifying nodes
Once you have created instances for your cloud infrastructure, you need to start configuring them�
and adding the files, settings, and/or services needed for their intended purposes. The fastest and�
easiest way to do this is to add them to your existing console groups. You can do this by assigning
groups to nodes or nodes to groups with the consoleʼs web interface. However, you can also work
right from the command line, which can be more convenient if youʼre already at your terminal and
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have the nodeʼs name ready at hand.

To classify nodes and add them to a console group, run puppet	node	classify .

$	puppet	node	classify	\
--node-group=appserver_pool	\
--enc-server=localhost	\
--enc-port=443	\
--enc-auth-user=console	\
--enc-auth-passwd=password	\
ec2-50-19-149-87.compute-1.amazonaws.com

notice:	Contacting	https://localhost:443/	to	classify
ec2-50-19-149-87.compute-1.amazonaws.com
complete

The above example adds an AWS EC2 instance to the console. Note that you use the name of the
node you are classifying as the commandʼs argument and the --node-group  option to specify the
group you want to add your new node to. The other options contain the connection and
authentication data needed to properly connect to the node.

Important: All ENC connections to cloud nodes now require SSL support.

Note that until the first puppet run is performed on this node, Puppet itself will not yet be installed.�
(Unless one of the “wrapper” commands has been used. See below.)

To see additional help for node classification, run �puppet	help	node	classify . For more about
how the console groups and classifies nodes, �see the section on grouping and classifying.

You may also wish review the basics of Puppet classes and configuration� to help you understand
how groups and classes interact.

The process of adding a node to the console is demonstrated in the following video:
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Installing Puppet
Use the puppet	node	install  command to install PE roles onto the new instances.

$	puppet	node	install	--install-script=puppet-enterprise	--
keyfile=~/.ssh/mykey.pem	--login=root	ec2-50-19-207-181.compute-1.amazonaws.com
notice:	Waiting	for	SSH	response	...
notice:	Waiting	for	SSH	response	...	Done
notice:	Installing	Puppet	...
puppetagent_certname:	ec2-50-19-207-181.compute-1.amazonaws.com-ee049648-3647-
0f93-782b-9f30e387f644
status:	success

This commandʼs options specify:

The PE Installer script should be used.
The path to a private SSH key that can be used log in to the VM, specified with the �--keyfile
option. The install  action uses SSH to connect to the host and so needs access to an SSH key.
For Amazon EC2, point to the private key from the key pair you used to create the instance. In
most cases, the private key is in the ~/.ssh  directory. (Note that for VMware, the public key
should have been loaded onto the template you used to create your virtual machine.)
The local user account used to log in, specified with the �--login  option.

For the commandʼs argument, specify the name of the node on which youʼre installing Puppet
Enterprise.

For the default installation, the install  action uses the installation packages provided by Puppet
Labs and stored in Amazon S3 storage. You can also specify packages located on a local host or on
a share in your local network. Use puppet	help	node	install  or puppet	man	node  to see more
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details.

In addition to these default configuration options, you can specify a number of additional options�
to control how and what we install on the host. You can control the version of Facter to install, the
specific answers file to use to configure Puppet Enterprise, the certificate name of the agent to be����
installed, and a variety of other options. To see a full list of the available options, use the puppet
help	node	install  command.

The process of installing Puppet on a node is demonstrated in detail in the following video:

Classifying and Installing Puppet in One Command
Using node	init

Rather than using multiple commands to classify and install Puppet on a node, there are a couple of
other options that combine actions into a “wrapper” command. Note that you will need access to
the PE installer, which is typically specified with the �--installer-payload  argument.

If a node has been prepared to remotely sign certificates, you can use the �init  action which will
install  Puppet, classify  the node and sign the certificate in one step. For example:�

$	puppet	node	init	\
--node-group=appserver_pool	\
--enc-server=localhost	\
--enc-port=443	\
--enc-auth-user=console	\
--enc-auth-passwd=password	\
--install-script=puppet-enterprise	\
--keyfile=~/.ssh/mykey.pem	\
--login=root	\
ec2-50-19-207-181.compute-1.amazonaws.com
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The invocation above will connect to the console, classify the node in the appserver_pool  group,
and then install Puppet Enterprise on this node.

Using autosign.conf

Alternatively, if your CA puppet master has the autosign  setting configured, it can sign certificates��
automatically. While this can greatly simplify the process, there are some security issues associated
with going this route, so be sure you are comfortable with the process and know the risks.

Next: Provisioning with VMware

Provisioning With VMware
Puppet Enterprise provides support for working with VMware virtual machine instances using
vSphere and vCenter. Using actions of the puppet	node_vmware  sub-command, you can create new
machines, view information about existing machines, classify and configure machines, and tear�
machines down when theyʼre no longer needed.

The main actions used for vSphere cloud provisioning include:

puppet	node_vmware	list  for viewing existing instances
puppet	node_vmware	create  for creating new instances
puppet	node_vmware	terminate  for destroying no longer needed instances.

If youʼre new to VMware vSphere, you should start by looking at the vSphere documentation.

Listing VMware vSphere Instances
Letʼs get started by listing the machines currently on our vSphere server. You do this by running the
puppet	node_vmware	list  command:

$	puppet	node_vmware	list

If you havenʼt yet confirmed your vSphere serverʼs public key hash in your �~/.fog  file�, youʼll receive
an error message containing said hash:

$	puppet	node_vmware	list
notice:	Connecting	...·
err:	The	remote	system	presented	a	public	key	with	hash
431dd5d0412aab11b14178290d9fcc5acb041d37f90f36f888de0cebfffff0a8	but
we're	expecting	a	hash	of	<unset>.		If	you	are	sure	the	remote	system	is
authentic	set	vsphere_expected_pubkey_hash:	<the	hash	printed	in	this
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message>	in	~/.fog
err:	Try	'puppet	help	node_vmware	list'	for	usage

Confirm that you are communicating with the correct, trusted vSphere server by checking the�
hostname in your ~/.fog  file, then add the hash to the �.fog  file as follows:�

:vsphere_expected_pubkey_hash:	
431dd5d0412aab11b14178290d9fcc5acb041d37f90f36f888de0cebfffff0a8

Now you should be able to run the puppet	node_vmware	list  command and see a list of existing
virtual machines:

$	puppet	node_vmware	list
notice:	Connecting	...
notice:	Connected	to	vc01.example.com	as	cloudprovisioner	(API	version	4.1)
notice:	Finding	all	Virtual	Machines	...	(Started	at	12:16:01	PM)
notice:	Control	will	be	returned	to	you	in	10	minutes	at	12:26	PM	if	locating	
is	unfinished.
Locating:										100%	|ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo|	
Time:	00:00:34
notice:	Complete
/Datacenters/Solutions/vm/master_template
powerstate:	poweredOff
name:							master_template
hostname:			puppetmaster.example.com
instanceid:	5032415e-f460-596b-c55d-6ca1d2799311
ipaddress:		---.---.---.---
template:			true

/Datacenters/Solutions2/vm/puppetagent
powerstate:	poweredOn
name:							puppetagent
hostname:			agent.example.com
instanceid:	5032da5d-68fd-a550-803b-aa6f52fbf854
ipaddress:		192.168.100.218
template:			false

This shows that youʼre connected to your vSphere server and shows an available VMware template (
at master_template ). Two virtual machines are also shown (puppetmaster.example.com and
agent.example.com). VMware templates contain the information needed to build new virtual
machines, such as the operating system, hardware configuration, and other details.�

Specifically, �list  will return all of the following information:

The location of the template or machine
The status of the machine (for example, poweredOff  or poweredOn )
The name of the template or machine on the vSphere server
The host name of the machine
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The instanceid  of the machine
The IP address of the machine (note that templates donʼt have IP addresses)
The type of entry - either a VMware template or a virtual machine

Creating a New VMware Virtual Machine
Puppet Enterprise can create and manage virtual machines from VMware templates using the
node_vmware	create  action.

$	puppet	node_vmware	create	--name=newpuppetmaster	--
template="/Datacenters/Solutions/vm/master_template"
notice:	Connecting	...
notice:	Connected	to	vc01.example.com	as	cloudprovisioner	(API	version	4.1)
notice:	Locating	VM	at	/Datacenters/Solutions/vm/master_template	(Started	at	
12:38:58	PM)
notice:	Control	will	be	returned	to	you	in	10	minutes	at	12:48	PM	if	locating	
(1/2)	is	unfinished.
Locating	(1/2):				100%	
|ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo|	Time:	00:00:16
notice:	Starting	the	clone	process	(Started	at	12:39:15	PM)
notice:	Control	will	be	returned	to	you	in	10	minutes	at	12:49	PM	if	starting	
(2/2)	is	unfinished.
Starting	(2/2):				100%	
|ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo|	Time:	00:00:03
---
name:	newpuppetmaster
power_state:	poweredOff
...
status:	success

Here node_vmware	create  has built a new virtual machine named newpuppetmaster  with a
template of /Datacenters/Solutions/vm/master_template . (This is the template seen earlier with
the list  action.) The virtual machine will be powered on, which may take several minutes to
complete.

Important: All ENC connections to cloud nodes now require SSL support.

The following video demonstrates the above and some other basic functions:
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Starting, Stopping and Terminating VMware Virtual
Machines
You can start, stop, and terminate virtual machines with the start , stop , and terminate  actions.

To start a virtual machine:

$	puppet	node_vmware	start	/Datacenters/Solutions/vm/newpuppetmaster

You can see weʼve specified the path to the virtual machine we wish to start, in this case�
/Datacenters/Solutions/vm/newpuppetmaster .

To stop a virtual machine, use:

$	puppet	node_vmware	stop	/Datacenters/Solutions/vm/newpuppetmaster

This will stop the running virtual machine (which may take a few minutes).

Lastly, we can terminate a VMware instance. Be aware this will:

Force-shutdown the virtual machine
Delete the virtual machine AND its hard disk images

This is a destructive and permanent action that should only be taken when you wish to delete the
virtual machine and its data!

The following video demonstrates the termination process and some other related functions:
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Getting more help
The puppet	node_vmware  command has extensive in-line help and a man page.

To see the available actions and command line options, run:

$	puppet	help	node_vmware
USAGE:	puppet	node_vmware	<action>	

This	subcommand	provides	a	command	line	interface	to	work	with	VMware	vSphere
Virtual	Machine	instances.		The	goal	of	these	actions	is	to	easily	create
new	virtual	machines,	install	Puppet	onto	them,	and	clean	up	when	they're
no	longer	required.

OPTIONS:
--render-as	FORMAT													-	The	rendering	format	to	use.
--verbose																						-	Whether	to	log	verbosely.
--debug																								-	Whether	to	log	debug	information.

ACTIONS:
create							Create	a	new	VM	from	a	template
find									Find	a	VMware	Virtual	Machine
list									List	VMware	Virtual	Machines
start								Start	a	Virtual	Machine
stop									Stop	a	running	Virtual	Machine
terminate				Terminate	(destroy)	a	VM

See	'puppet	man	node_vmware'	or	'man	puppet-node_vmware'	for	full	help.

You can get help on individual actions by running:

$	puppet	help	node_vmware	<ACTION>
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For example:

$	puppet	help	node_vmware	start

Next: Provisioning with AWS

Provisioning With Amazon Web Services
Puppet Enterprise provides support for working with EC2 virtual machine instances using Amazon
Web Services. Using the puppet	node_aws  sub-command, you can create new machines, view
information about existing machines, classify and configure machines, and tear machines down�
when theyʼre no longer needed.

The main actions used for AWS cloud provisioning include:

puppet	node_aws	list  for viewing existing instances
puppet	node_aws	create  for creating new instances
puppet	node_aws	terminate  for destroying no longer needed instances

If you are new to Amazon Web Services, we recommend reading their Getting Started
documentation.

Below, we take a quick look at these actions and their associated options. For comprehensive
information, see Getting More Help below.

Viewing Existing EC2 Instances
Letʼs start by finding out about the currently running EC2 instances. �You do this by running the
puppet	node_aws	list  command.

$	puppet	node_aws	list
i-013eb462:
		created_at:	Sat	Nov	12	02:10:06	UTC	2011
		dns_name:	ec2-107-22-110-102.compute-1.amazonaws.com
		id:	i-013eb462
		state:	running
i-019f0a62:
		created_at:	Sat	Nov	12	03:48:50	UTC	2011
		dns_name:	ec2-50-16-145-167.compute-1.amazonaws.com
		id:	i-019f0a62
		state:	running
i-01a33662:
		created_at:	Sat	Nov	12	04:32:25	UTC	2011
		dns_name:	ec2-107-22-79-148.compute-1.amazonaws.com
		id:	i-01a33662
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		state:	running

This shows three running EC2 instances. For each instance, the following characteristics are shown:

The instance name
The date the instance was created
The DNS host name of the instance
The ID of the instance
The state of the instance, for example: running or terminated

If you have no instances running, nothing will be returned.

Creating a new EC2 instance
New instances are created using the node_aws	create  or the node_aws	bootstrap  actions. The
create  action simply builds a new EC2 machine instance. The bootstrap  “wrapper” action creates,
classifies, and then initializes the node all in one command.�

Using create

The node_aws	create  subcommand is used to build a new EC2 instance based on a selected AMI
image.

The subcommand has three required options:

The AMI image weʼd like to use. (--image )
The name of the SSH key pair to start the image with (--keyname ). See here for more about
creating Amazon-managed key pairs.
The type of machine instance we wish to create (--type ). You can see a list of types here.

Provide this information and run the command:

$	puppet	node_aws	create	--image	ami-edae6384	--keyname	cloudprovisioner	--type	
m1.small
notice:	Creating	new	instance	...
notice:	Creating	new	instance	...	Done
notice:	Creating	tags	for	instance	...
notice:	Creating	tags	for	instance	...	Done
notice:	Launching	server	i-df7ee898	...
##################
notice:	Server	i-df7ee898	is	now	launched
notice:	Server	i-df7ee898	public	dns	name:	ec2-50-18-93-82.us-east-
1.compute.amazonaws.com
ec2-50-18-93-82.us-east-1.compute.amazonaws.com

Youʼve created a new instance using an AMI of ami-edae6384 , a key named cloudprovisioner , and
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of the machine type m1.small . If youʼve forgotten the available key names on your account, you can
get a list with the node_aws	list_keynames  action:

$	puppet	node_aws	list_keynames
cloudprovisioner	(ad:d4:04:9f:b0:8d:e5:4e:4c:46:00:bf:88:4f:b6:c2:a1:b4:af:56)

You can also specify a variety of other options, including the region in which to start the instance.
You can see a full list of these options by running puppet	help	node_aws	create .

After the instance has been created, the public DNS name of the instance will be returned. In this
case: ec2-50-18-93-82.us-east-1.compute.amazonaws.com .

Using bootstrap

The bootstrap  action is a wrapper that combines several actions, allowing you to create, classify,
install Puppet on, and sign the certificate of EC2 machine instances. Classification is done via the��
console.

In addition to the three options required by create  (see above), bootstrap  also requires the
following:

The name of the user Puppet should be using when logging in to the new node. (--login  or --
username )
The path to a local private key that allows SSH access to the node (--keyfile ). Typically, this is
the path to the private key that gets downloaded from the Amazon EC2 site.

The example below will bootstrap a node using the ami–0530e66c image, located in the US East
region and running as a t1.micro machine type.

puppet	node_aws	bootstrap	
--region	us-east-1	
--image	ami-0530e66c	
--login	root	--keyfile	~/.ec2/ccaum_rsa.pem	
--keyname	ccaum_rsa		
--type	t1.micro

Demo
The following video demonstrates the EC2 instance creation process in more detail:
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Connecting to an EC2 instance
You connect to EC2 instances via SSH. To do this you will need the private key downloaded earlier
from the Amazon Web Services console. Add this key to your local SSH configuration, usually in the�
.ssh  directory.

$	cp	mykey.pem	~/.ssh/mykey.pem

Ensure the .ssh  directory and the key have appropriate permissions.

$	chmod	0700	~/.ssh
$	chmod	0600	~/.ssh/mykey.pem

You can now use this key to connect to our new instance.

$	ssh	-i	~/.ssh/mykey.pem	root@ec2-50-18-93-82.us-east-1.compute.amazonaws.com

Terminating an EC2 instance
Once youʼve finished with an EC2 instance, you can easily terminate it. Terminating an instance�
destroys the instance entirely and is a destructive, permanent action that should only be performed
when you are confident the instance, and its data, are no longer needed.�

To terminate an instance, use the node_aws	terminate  action.

$	puppet	node_aws	terminate	ec2-50-18-93-82.us-east-1.compute.amazonaws.com
notice:	Destroying	i-df7ee898	(ec2-50-18-93-82.us-east-1.compute.amazonaws.com)	
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...
notice:	Destroying	i-df7ee898	(ec2-50-18-93-82.us-east-1.compute.amazonaws.com)	
...	Done

The following video demonstrates the EC2 instance termination process in more detail:
</param></param></param></embed>

Getting more help
The puppet	node_aws  command has extensive in-line help documentation, as well as a man page.

To see the available actions and command line options, run:

$	puppet	help	node_aws
USAGE:	puppet	node_aws	<action>

This	subcommand	provides	a	command	line	interface	to	work	with	Amazon	EC2
machine	instances.		The	goal	of	these	actions	are	to	easily	create	new
machines,	install	Puppet	onto	them,	and	tear	them	down	when	they're	no	longer
required.

OPTIONS:
		--render-as	FORMAT													-	The	rendering	format	to	use.
	--verbose																						-	Whether	to	log	verbosely.
	--debug																								-	Whether	to	log	debug	information.

ACTIONS:
	bootstrap								Create	and	initialize	an	EC2	instance	using	Puppet.
	create											Create	a	new	EC2	machine	instance.
	fingerprint						Make	a	best	effort	to	securely	obtain	the	SSH	host	key	
fingerprint.
	list													List	AWS	EC2	machine	instances.
	list_keynames				List	available	AWS	EC2	key	names.
	terminate								Terminate	an	EC2	machine	instance.

See	'puppet	man	node_aws'	or	'man	puppet-node_aws'	for	full	help.

For more detailed help you can also view the man page .

$	puppet	man	node_aws

You can get help on individual actions by running:

$	puppet	help	node_aws	<ACTION>

For example,

$	puppet	help	node_aws	list
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Next: Sample Cloud Provisioning Workflow�

A Day in the Life of a Puppet-Powered Cloud
Sysadmin
Tom is a sysadmin for CloudWidget.com, a company that provides web-based application services.
They use a three-tier application architecture with the following types of nodes:

All of these nodes are virtual machines running on a VMware ESX server. The nodes are all currently
being managed with Puppet Enterprise. Using PE, the application servers have all been assigned to
a group which applies a class cloudwidget_appserv .

CloudWidget is growing rapidly, so Tom is not surprised when he checks his inbox and finds�
several messages from users complaining about sluggish performance. He checks his monitoring
tool and, sure enough, the load is too high on his application servers and performance is suffering.�
Itʼs time to add a new node to the application server pool to help better distribute the load.

Tom grabs a cup of coffee and fires up his terminal. He starts by creating a new virtualized node��
with puppet	node_vmware	create . This gives him a new node with the following characteristics:

a complete OS already installed
whatever is contained in the VMware template he specified as an option of the �create  action
does not have Puppet installed on it yet
not yet configured to function as a CloudWidget application server�

When Tom first configured Puppet, he set up his workstation with the ability to remotely sign��
certificates. He did this by creating a certificate/key pair and then modifying the CAʼs ��auth.conf  to
allow that certificate to perform authentication tasks. (To find out more about how to do this, see��
the auth.conf documentation and the HTTP API guide.)

This allows Tom to use puppet	node	init  to complete the process of getting the new node up and
running. Puppet	node	init  is a wrapper command that will install  Puppet, classify  the node,
and sign the certificate (�puppet	certicate	sign  or puppet	cert	sign ). “Classifying” the node
tells Puppet which configuration groups and classes should be applied to the node. In this case,�
applying the cloudwidget_appserv  class configures the node with all the settings, files, and��
database hooks needed to create a fully configured, ready-to-run app server tailored to the�

1. A web front-end load balancer
2. A pool of application servers behind the load balancer
3. A database server that serves the application servers
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CloudWidget environment.

Note: if Tom had not done the prep work needed for remote signing of certificates he could run the�
puppet	node	install , puppet	node	classify  and puppet	cert	sign  commands separately.

Now Tom needs to run Puppet on the new node in order to apply the configuration. He could wait�
30 minutes for Puppet to run automatically, but instead he SSHʼs into the machine and runs Puppet
interactively with puppet	agent	--test .

At this point Tom now has:

A new virtual machine node with Puppet installed.
A node with a signed certificate that is an authorized member of the CloudWidget deployment.�
Puppet has fully configured the node with all of the bits and pieces needed to go live and start�
doing real work as a fully functioning CloudWidget application server.

The CloudWidget infrastructure is now scaled and running at acceptable loads. Tom leans back and
takes a sip of his coffee. Itʼs still hot.�

Next: The pe_accounts::user Type

The pe_accounts::user Type
This defined type is part of �pe_accounts , a pre-built Puppet module that ships with Puppet
Enterprise for use in your own manifests.

The pe_accounts::user  type declares a user account. It offers several benefits over Puppetʼs core��
user  type:

It can create and manage the userʼs home directory as a Puppet resource.
It creates and manages a primary group with the same name as the user, even on platforms
where this is not the default.
It can manage a set of SSH public keys for the user.
It can easily lock the userʼs account, preventing all logins.

Puppet Enterprise uses this type internally to manage some of its own system users, but also
exposes it as a public interface.

The pe_accounts::user  type can be used on all of the platforms supported by Puppet Enterprise
(except Windows).

 NOTE: The pe_accounts  module is not yet supported on Windows nodes.
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Note: In Puppet Enterprise 1.2, this type was called accounts::user . it was renamed in PE 2 to
avoid namespace conflicts. If you are upgrading and wish to continue using the older name, the�
upgrader can install a wrapper module to enable it. See the chapter on upgrading for more details.

Usage Example
				#	/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/modules/site/manifests/users.pp
				class	site::users	{
						#	Declaring	a	dependency:	we	require	several	shared	groups	from	the	
site::groups	class	(see	below).
						Class[site::groups]	->	Class[site::users]

						#	Setting	resource	defaults	for	user	accounts:
						Pe_accounts::User	{
								shell	=>	'/bin/zsh',
						}

						#	Declaring	our	pe_accounts::user	resources:
						pe_accounts::user	{'puppet':
								locked		=>	true,
								comment	=>	'Puppet	Service	Account',
								home				=>	'/var/lib/puppet',
								uid					=>	'52',
								gid					=>	'52',
						}
						pe_accounts::user	{'sysop':
								locked		=>	false,
								comment	=>	'System	Operator',
								uid					=>	'700',
								gid					=>	'700',
								groups		=>	['admin',	'sudonopw'],
								sshkeys	=>	['ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
sysop+moduledevkey@puppetlabs.com'],
						}
						pe_accounts::user	{'villain':
								locked		=>	true,
								comment	=>	'Test	Locked	Account',
								uid					=>	'701',
								gid					=>	'701',
								groups		=>	['admin',	'sudonopw'],
								sshkeys	=>	['ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
villain+moduledevkey@puppetlabs.com'],
						}
						pe_accounts::user	{'jeff':
								comment	=>	'Jeff	McCune',
								groups	=>	['admin',	'sudonopw'],
								uid	=>	'1112',
								gid	=>	'1112',
								sshkeys	=>	[
																						'ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
jeff+moduledevkey@puppetlabs.com',
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																						'ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
jeff+moduledevkey2@puppetlabs.com',
																						'ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
jeff+moduledevkey3@puppetlabs.com',
																						'ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
jeff+moduledevkey4@puppetlabs.com'
																		],
						}
						pe_accounts::user	{'dan':
								comment	=>	'Dan	Bode',
								uid	=>	'1109',
								gid	=>	'1109',
								sshkeys	=>	['ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
dan+moduledevkey@puppetlabs.com'],
						}
						pe_accounts::user	{'nigel':
								comment	=>	'Nigel	Kersten',
								uid	=>	'2001',
								gid	=>	'2001',
								sshkeys	=>	['ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
nigel+moduledevkey@puppetlabs.com'],
						}
				}

				#	/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/modules/site/manifests/groups.pp
				class	site::groups	{
						#	Shared	groups:

						Group	{	ensure	=>	present,	}
						group	{'developer':
								gid	=>	'3003',
						}
						group	{'sudonopw':
								gid	=>	'3002',
						}
						group	{'sudo':
								gid	=>	'3001',
						}
						group	{'admin':
								gid	=>	'3000',
						}
				}

Parameters
Many of the typeʼs parameters echo those of the standard user  type.

name
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The userʼs name. While limitations differ by operating system, it is generally a good idea to restrict�
user names to 8 characters, beginning with a letter. Defaults to the resourceʼs title.

ensure

Specifies whether the user and its primary group should exist. �Valid values are present  and
absent . Defaults to present . Note that when a user is created, a group with the same name as the
user is also created.

shell

The userʼs login shell. The shell must exist and be executable. Defaults to /bin/bash .

comment

A description of the user. Generally a userʼs full name. Defaults to the userʼs name .

home

The home directory of the user. Defaults to /home/<user's	name>

uid

The userʼs uid number. Must be specified numerically; defaults to being automatically determined�
(undef ).

gid

The gid of the primary group with the same name as the user. The pe_accounts::user  type will
create and manage this group. Must be specified numerically, defaults to being automatically�
determined (undef ).

groups

An array of groups the user belongs to. The primary group should not be listed. Defaults to an
empty array.

membership

Whether specified groups should be considered the �complete list (inclusive ) or the minimum list
(minimum ) of groups to which the user belongs. Valid values are inclusive  and minimum ; defaults
to minimum .

password

The userʼs password, in whatever encrypted format the local machine requires. Be sure to enclose
any value that includes a dollar sign ($) in single quotes (ʻ). Defaults to '!!' , which prevents the
user from logging in with a password.
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locked

Whether the user should be prevented from logging in. Set this to true  for system users and users
whose login privileges have been revoked. Valid values are true  and false ; defaults to false.

sshkeys

An array of SSH public keys associated with the user. Unlike with the ssh_authorized_key  type,
these should be complete public key strings that include the type and name of the key, exactly as
the key would appear in its id_rsa.pub  or id_dsa.pub  file. Defaults to an empty array.�

managehome

A boolean parameter that dictates whether or not a userʼs home directory should be managed by
the account  type. If ensure  is set to absent  and managehome  is true , the userʼs home directory will
be recursively deleted.

Next: The pe_accounts  Class

The pe_accounts Class
This class is part of pe_accounts , a pre-built Puppet module included with Puppet Enterprise.

The pe_accounts  class can do any or all of the following:

Create and manage a set of pe_accounts::user  resources
Create and manage a set of shared group  resources
Maintain a pair of rules in the sudoers  file to grant privileges to the �sudo  and sudonopw  groups

This class is designed for cases where your account data is maintained separately from your Puppet
manifests. This usually means one of the following is true:

The data is being read from a non-Puppet directory service or CMDB, probably with a custom
function.
The data is being maintained manually by a user who does not write Puppet code.
The data is being generated by an out-of-band process.

If your siteʼs account data will be maintained manually by a sysadmin able to write Puppet code, it
will make more sense to maintain it as a normal set of pe_accounts::user  and group  resources,

 NOTE: pe_accounts  is not yet supported on Windows nodes.
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although you may still wish to use the pe_accounts  class to maintain sudoers  rules.

To manage users and groups with the pe_accounts  class, you must prepare a data store and
configure the class for the data store when you declare it.�

Unassign it from the default group in the console
Create a wrapper module that declares this class with the necessary parameters
Re-assign the wrapper class to whichever nodes need it

Usage Example
To use YAML files as a data store:�

				class	{'pe_accounts':
						data_store	=>	yaml,
				}

To use a Puppet class as a data store (and manage sudoers  rules):

				class	{'pe_accounts':
						data_store					=>	namespace,
						data_namespace	=>	'site::pe_accounts::data',
						manage_sudoers	=>	true,
				}

To manage sudoers  rules without managing any users or groups:

				class	{'pe_accounts':
						manage_users			=>	false,
						manage_groups		=>	false,
						manage_sudoers	=>	true,
				}

Data Stores
Account data can come from one of two sources: a Puppet class that declares three variables, or a
set of three YAML files� stored in /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/data .

Using a Puppet Class as a Data Store

This option is most useful if you are able to generate or import your user data with a custom

Note: This class is assigned to the consoleʼs default group with no parameters, which will
prevent it from being redeclared with any configuration. To use the class, you must:�
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function, which may be querying from an LDAP directory or some other data source.

The Puppet class containing the data must have a name ending in ::data . (We recommend
site::pe_accounts::data .) This class must declare the following variables:

$users_hash  should be a hash in which each key is the title of a pe_accounts::user  resource
and each value is a hash containing that resourceʼs attributes and values.
$groups_hash  should be a hash in which each key is the title of a group and each value is a hash
containing that resourceʼs attributes and values.

See below for examples of the data formats used in these variables.

When declaring the pe_accounts  class to use data in a Puppet class, use the following attributes:

data_store					=>	namespace,
data_namespace	=>	{name	of	class},

Using YAML Files as a Data Store

This option is most useful if your user data is being generated by an out-of-band process or is
being maintained by a user who does not write Puppet manifests.

When storing data in YAML, the following valid YAML files must exist in�
/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/data :

pe_accounts_users_hash.yaml , which should contain an anonymous hash in which each key is
the title of a pe_accounts::user  resource and each value is a hash containing that resourceʼs
attributes and values.
pe_accounts_groups_hash.yaml , which should contain an anonymous hash in which each key is
the title of a group and each value is a hash containing that resourceʼs attributes and values.

See below for examples of the data formats used in these variables.

When declaring the pe_accounts  class to use data in YAML files, use the following attribute:�

data_store	=>	yaml,

Data Formats

This class uses three hashes of data to construct the pe_accounts::user  and group  resources it
manages.
THE USERS HASH

The users hash represents a set of pe_accounts::user  resources. Each key should be the title of a
pe_accounts::user  resource, and each value should be another hash containing that resourceʼs
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attributes and values.
PUPPET EXAMPLE

				$users_hash	=	{
						sysop	=>	{
								locked		=>	false,
								comment	=>	'System	Operator',
								uid					=>	'700',
								gid					=>	'700',
								groups		=>	['admin',	'sudonopw'],
								sshkeys	=>	['ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
sysop+moduledevkey@puppetlabs.com'],
						},
						villain	=>	{
								locked		=>	true,
								comment	=>	'Test	Locked	Account',
								uid					=>	'701',
								gid					=>	'701',
								groups		=>	['admin',	'sudonopw'],
								sshkeys	=>	['ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
villain+moduledevkey@puppetlabs.com'],
						},
				}

YAML EXAMPLE

---
sysop:
		locked:	false
		comment:	System	Operator
		uid:	'700'
		gid:	'700'
		groups:
		-	admin
		-	sudonopw
		sshkeys:
		-	ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
sysop+moduledevkey@puppetlabs.com
villain:
		locked:	true
		comment:	Test	Locked	Account
		uid:	'701'
		gid:	'701'
		groups:
		-	admin
		-	sudonopw
		sshkeys:
		-	ssh-rsa	
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAQEAwLBhQefRiXHSbVNZYKu2o8VWJjZJ/B4LqICXuxhiiNSCmL8j+5zE/VLPIMeDqNQt8LjKJVOQGZtNutW4OhsLKxdgjzlYnfTsQHp8+JMAOFE3BD1spVnGdmJ33JdMsQ/fjrVMacaHyHK0jW4pHDeUU3kRgaGHtX4TnC0A175BNTH9yJliDvddRzdKR4WtokNzqJU3VPtHaGmJfXEYSfun/wFfc46+hP6u0WcSS7jZ2WElBZ7gNO4u2Z+eJjFWS9rjQ/gNE8HHlvmN0IUuvdpKdBlJjzSiKZR+r/Bo9ujQmGY4cmvlvgmcdajM/X1TqP6p3OuouAk5QSPUlDRV91oEHw==
villain+moduledevkey@puppetlabs.com
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THE GROUPS HASH

The groups hash represents a set of shared group  resources. Each key should be the title of a
group  resource, and each value should be another hash containing that resourceʼs attributes and
values.
PUPPET EXAMPLE

				$groups_hash	=	{
						developer	=>	{
								gid				=>	3003,
								ensure	=>	present,
						},
						sudonopw	=>	{
								gid				=>	3002,
								ensure	=>	present,
						},
						sudo					=>	{
								gid				=>	3001,
								ensure	=>	present,
						},
						admin				=>	{
								gid				=>	3000,
								ensure	=>	present,
						},
				}

YAML EXAMPLE

---
developer:
	gid:	"3003"
	ensure:	"present"
sudonopw:
	gid:	"3002"
	ensure:	"present"
sudo:
	gid:	"3001"
	ensure:	"present"
admin:
	gid:	"3000"
	ensure:	"present"

Parameters
manage_groups

Specifies whether or not to manage a set of shared groups, which can be used by all�
pe_accounts::user  resources. If true, your data store must define these groups in the�
$groups_hash  variable or the pe_accounts_groups_hash.yaml  file. Allowed values are �true  and
false ; defaults to true .
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manage_users

Specifies whether or not to manage a set of �pe_accounts::user  resources. If true, your data store
must define these users in the �$users_hash  variable or the pe_accounts_users_hash.yaml  file.�
Allowed values are true  and false ; defaults to true .

manage_sudoers

Specifies whether or not to add sudo rules to the nodeʼs �sudoers  file. If true, the class will add�
%sudo  and %sudonopw  groups to the sudoers  file and give them full sudo and passwordless sudo�
privileges respectively. You will need to make sure that the sudo  and sudonopw  groups exist in the
groups hash, and that your chosen users have those groups in their groups  arrays. Managing
sudoers  is not supported on Solaris.

Allowed values are true  and false ; defaults to false .

data_store

Specifies the data store to use for accounts and groups.�

When set to namespace , data will be read from the puppet class specified in the �data_namespace
parameter. When set to yaml , data will be read from specially-named YAML files in the�
/etc/puppetlabs/puppet/data  directory. (If you have changed your $confdir , it will look in
$confdir/data .) Example YAML files are provided in the �ext/data/  directory of this module.

Allowed values are yaml  and namespace ; defaults to namespace .

data_namespace

Specifies the Puppet namespace from which to read data. This must be the name of a Puppet class,�
and must end with ::data  (we recommend using site::pe_accounts::data ); the class will
automatically be declared by the pe_accounts  class. The class cannot have any parameters, and
must declare variables named:

$users_hash

$groups_hash

See the pe_accounts::data  class included in this module (in manifests/data.pp ) for an example;
see the data formats section for information on each hashʼs data structure.

Defaults to pe_accounts::data .

sudoers_path

Specifies the path to the �sudoers  file on this system. Defaults to �/etc/sudoers .
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Next: Maintenance: Maintaining the Console & Databases

Maintaining the Console &  Databases
If PEʼs console becomes sluggish or begins taking up too much disk space, there are several
maintenance tasks that can improve its performance.

Restarting the Background Tasks
The console uses several worker services to process reports in the background, and it displays a
running count of pending tasks in the upper left corner of the interface:

If the number of pending tasks appears to be growing linearly, the background task processes may
have died and left invalid PID files. To restart the worker tasks, run:�

$	sudo	/etc/init.d/pe-puppet-dashboard-workers	restart

The number of pending tasks shown in the console should start decreasing rapidly after restarting
the workers.

Optimizing the Database
PostgreSQL should have autovacuum=on  set by default. If youʼre having issues with the database
growing too large and unwieldy, make sure this setting did not get turned off.�

Cleaning Old Reports
Agent node reports will build up over time in the consoleʼs database. If you wish to delete the
oldest reports for performance, storage, or policy reasons, you can use the reports:prune  rake
task.

For example, to delete reports more than one month old:

$	sudo	/opt/puppet/bin/rake	\
-f	/opt/puppet/share/puppet-dashboard/Rakefile	\
RAILS_ENV=production	\
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reports:prune	upto=1	unit=mon

Although this task should be run regularly as a cron job, the actual frequency at which you set it to
run will depend on your siteʼs policies.

If you run the reports:prune  task without any arguments, it will display further usage instructions.
The available units of time are mon , yr , day , min , wk , and hr .

Database backups
You can back up and restore the consoleʼs database using the standard PostgreSQL tool, pg	dump .
Best practices recommend hourly local backups and backups to a remote system nightly for the
console , console_auth  and puppetdb  databases, or as dictated by your company policy.

Changing the Consoleʼs Database User/Password
The console uses a database user account to access its PostgreSQL database. If this userʼs password
is compromised, or if it needs to be changed periodically, do the following:

You will use the same procedure to change the console_auth database userʼs password, except you
will need to edit both the /opt/puppet/share/console-auth/db/database.yml  and
/opt/puppet/share/rubycas-server/config.yml  files.�

The same procedure is also used for the PuppetDB userʼs password, except youʼll edit
/etc/puppetlabs/puppetdb/conf.d/database.ini  and will restart the pe-puppetdb  service.

1. Stop the pe-httpd  service on the console server:

	$	sudo	/etc/init.d/pe-httpd	stop

2. On the database server (which may or may not be the same as the console, depending on your
deploymentʼs architecture) use the PostgreSQL administration tool of your choice to change the
userʼs password. With the standard psql  client, you can do this with:

	ALTER	USER	console	PASSWORD	'<new	password>';

3. Edit /etc/puppetlabs/puppet-dashboard/database.yml  on the console server and change the
password:  line under “common” (or under “production,” depending on your configuration) to�
contain the new password.

4. Start the pe-httpd  service on the console server:

	$	sudo	/etc/init.d/pe-httpd	start
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Next: Troubleshooting the Installer

Troubleshooting Installer Issues
Common Installer Problems
Here are some common problems that can cause an install to go awry.

Is DNS Wrong?

If name resolution at your site isnʼt quite behaving right, PEʼs installer can go haywire.

Puppet agent has to be able to reach the puppet master server at one of its valid DNS names.
(Specifically, the name you identified as the masterʼs hostname during the installer interview.)��
The puppet master also has to be able to reach itself at the puppet master hostname you chose
during installation.
If youʼve split the master and console roles onto different servers, they have to be able to talk to�
each other as well.

Are the Security Settings Wrong?

The installer fails in a similar way when the systemʼs firewall or security group is restricting the�
ports Puppet uses.

Puppet communicates on ports 8140, 61613, and 443. If you are installing the puppet master
and the console on the same server, it must accept inbound traffic on all three ports. If youʼve��
split the two roles, the master must accept inbound traffic on 8140 and 61613 and the console��
must accept inbound traffic on 8140 and 443.��
If your puppet master has multiple network interfaces, make sure it is allowing traffic via the IP��
address that its valid DNS names resolve to, not just via an internal interface.

Did You Try to Install the Console Before the Puppet Master?

If you are installing the console and the puppet master on separate servers and tried to install the
console first, the installer may fail.�

How Do I Recover From a Failed Install?

First, fix any configuration problem that may have caused the install to fail. See above for a list of��
the most common errors.

Next, run the uninstaller script. See the uninstallation instructions in this guide for full details.

After you have run the uninstaller, you can safely run the installer again.

Next: Troubleshooting Connections & Communications
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Troubleshooting Connections Between
Components
Below are some common issues that can prevent the different parts of Puppet Enterprise from�
communicating with each other.

Agent Nodes Canʼt Retrieve Their Configurations�
Is the Puppet Master Reachable From the Agents?

Although this would probably have caused a problem during installation, itʼs worth checking it first.�
You can check whether the master is reachable and active by trying:

$	telnet	<puppet	master's	hostname>	8140

If the puppet master is alive and reachable, youʼll get something like:

Trying	172.16.158.132...
Connected	to	screech.example.com.
Escape	character	is	'^]'.

Otherwise, it will return something like “name or service not known.”

To fix this, make sure the puppet master server is reachable at the DNS name your agents know it�
by and make sure that the pe-httpd  service is running.

Can the Puppet Master Reach the Console?

The puppet master depends on the console for the names of the classes an agent node should get.
If it canʼt reach the console, it canʼt compile configurations for nodes.�

Check the puppet agent logs on your nodes, or run puppet	agent	--test  on one of them; if you
see something like err:	Could	not	retrieve	catalog	from	remote	server:	Error	400	on
SERVER:	Could	not	find	node	'agent01.example.com';	cannot	compile , the master may be
failing to find the console.�

To fix this, make sure that the console is alive by �navigating to its web interface. If it canʼt be
reached, make sure DNS is set up correctly for the console server and ensure that the pe-httpd
service on it is running.

If the console is alive and reachable from the master but the master canʼt retrieve node info from it,
the master may be configured with the wrong console hostname. Youʼll need to:�
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Edit the reporturl  setting in the masterʼs /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/puppet.conf  file to point�
to the correct host.
Edit the ENC_BASE_URL  variable in the masterʼs /etc/puppetlabs/puppet-
dashboard/external_node  file to point to the correct host.�

Do Your Agents Have Signed Certificates?�

Check the puppet agent logs on your nodes and look for something like the following:

warning:	peer	certificate	won't	be	verified	in	this	SSL	session

If you see this, it means the agent has submitted a certificate signing request which hasnʼt yet been�
signed. Run puppet	cert	list  on the puppet master to see a list of pending requests, then run
puppet	cert	sign	<NODE	NAME>  to sign a given nodeʼs certificate. The node should successfully�
retrieve and apply its configuration the next time it runs.�

Do Agents Trust the Masterʼs Certificate?�

Check the puppet agent logs on your nodes and look for something like the following:

err:	Could	not	retrieve	catalog	from	remote	server:	SSL_connect	returned=1	
errno=0
state=SSLv3	read	server	certificate	B:	certificate	verify	failed.		This	is	
often
because	the	time	is	out	of	sync	on	the	server	or	client

This could be one of several things.
ARE AGENTS CONTACTING THE MASTER AT A VALID DNS NAME?

When you installed the puppet master role, you approved a list of valid DNS names to be included in
the masterʼs certificate. �Agents will ONLY trust the master if they contact it at one of THESE
hostnames.

To see the hostname agents are using to contact the master, run puppet	agent	--configprint
server . If this does not return one of the valid DNS names you chose during installation of the
master, edit the server  setting in the agentsʼ /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/puppet.conf  files to point�
to a valid DNS name.

If you need to reset your puppet masterʼs valid DNS names, run the following:

$	/etc/init.d/pe-httpd	stop
$	puppet	cert	clean	<puppet	master's	certname>
$	puppet	cert	generate	<puppet	master's	certname>	--dns_alt_names=<comma-
separated	list	of	DNS	names>
$	/etc/init.d/pe-httpd	start
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IS TIME IN SYNC ON YOUR NODES?

…and was time in sync when your certificates were created?�

Compare the output of date  on your nodes. Then, run the following command on the puppet
master to check the validity dates of a given certificate:�

$	openssl	x509	-text	-noout	-in	$(puppet	master	--configprint	
ssldir)/certs/<NODE	NAME>.pem

If time is out of sync, get it in sync. Keep in mind that NTP can behave unreliably on virtual
machines.
If you have any certificates that arenʼt valid until the future:�

Delete the certificate on the puppet master with �puppet	cert	clean	<NODE	NAME> .
Delete the SSL directory on the offending agent with �rm	-rf	$(puppet	agent	--configprint
ssldir) .
Run puppet	agent	--test  on that agent to generate a new certificate request, then sign that�
request on the master with puppet	cert	sign	<NODE	NAME> .

DID YOU PREVIOUSLY HAVE AN UNRELATED NODE WITH THE SAME CERTNAME?

If a node re-uses an old nodeʼs certname and the master retains the previous nodeʼs certificate, the�
new node will be unable to request a new certificate.�

Run the following on the master:

$	puppet	cert	clean	<NODE	NAME>

Then, run the following on the agent node:

$	rm	-rf	$(puppet	agent	--configprint	ssldir)
$	puppet	agent	--test

This should properly generate a new signing request.

Can Agents Reach the Filebucket Server?

Agents attempt to back up files to the filebucket on the puppet master, but they get the filebucket���
hostname from the site manifest instead of their configuration file. If puppet agent is logging��
“could not back up” errors, your nodes are probably trying to back up files to the wrong hostname.�
These errors look like this:

err:	
/Stage[main]/Pe_mcollective/File[/etc/puppetlabs/mcollective/server.cfg]/content:
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change	from	{md5}778087871f76ce08be02a672b1c48bdc	to
{md5}e33a27e4b9a87bb17a2bdff115c4b080	failed:	Could	not	back	up
/etc/puppetlabs/mcollective/server.cfg:	getaddrinfo:	Name	or	service	not	known

This usually happens when puppet master is installed with a certname that isnʼt its hostname. To fix�
these errors, edit /etc/puppetlabs/puppet/manifests/site.pp  on the puppet master so that the
following resourceʼs server  attribute points to the correct hostname:

				#	Define	filebucket	'main':
				filebucket	{	'main':
						server	=>	'<PUPPET	MASTER'S	DNS	NAME>',
						path			=>	false,
				}

Changing this on the puppet master will fix the error on all agent nodes.�

Next: Troubleshooting the Console & Database Support

Finding Common Problems
Below are some common issues that can cause trouble with the databases that support the console.

PostgreSQL is Taking Up Too Much Space
PostgreSQL should have autovacuum=on  set by default. If youʼre having memory issues from the
database growing too large and unwieldy, make sure this setting did not get turned off.�

Recovering from a Lost Console Admin Password
If you have forgotten the password of the consoleʼs initial admin user, you can create a new admin
user and use it to reset the original admin userʼs password.

On the console server, run the following commands:

$	cd	/opt/puppet/share/console-auth
$	sudo	/opt/puppet/bin/rake	db:create_user	USERNAME="adminuser@example.com"	
PASSWORD="<password>"	ROLE="Admin"

You can now log in to the console as the user you just created, and use the normal admin tools to
reset other usersʼ passwords.

The Console Has Too Many Pending Tasks
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The console either does not have enough worker processes, or the worker processes have died and
need to be restarted.

See here to restart the worker processes
See here to tune the number of worker processes

Console Account Confirmation Emails Have Incorrect�
Links
This can happen if the consoleʼs authentication layer thinks it lives on a hostname that isnʼt
accessible to the rest of the world. The authentication systemʼs hostname is automatically detected
during installation, and the installer can sometimes choose an internal-only hostname.

To fix this:�

Next: Troubleshooting Orchestration

Troubleshooting the Orchestration Engine
Agents Not Appearing in Live Management
If you alter an agentʼs name in puppet.conf  or make other changes that affect how an agent is�
represented on the network, you may find that while the console shows the agent certificate��

1. Open the /etc/puppetlabs/console-auth/cas_client_config.yml  file for editing. Locate the�
cas_host  line, which is likely commented-out:

	authentication:

			##	Use	this	configuration	option	if	the	CAS	server	is	on	a	host	different
			##	from	the	console-auth	server.
			#	cas_host:	console.example.com:443

Change its value to contain the public hostname of the console server, including the correct port.
2. Open the /etc/puppetlabs/console-auth/config.yml  file for editing. Locate the�

console_hostname  line:

	authentication:
			console_hostname:	console.example.com

Change its value if necessary. If you are serving the console on a port other than 443, be sure to
add the port. (For example: console.example.com:3000 )
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request and, subsequently, shows it in node views, you still cannot perform orchestration tasks on
it using live management. In such cases, you can can often force it to reconnect by waiting a minute
or two and then running puppet	agent	-t  until you see ouput indicating the mcollective server has
picked up the node. The output should look similar to:

Notice:	
/Stage[main]/Pe_mcollective::Server/File[/etc/puppetlabs/mcollective/server.cfg]/content:

---	/etc/puppetlabs/mcollective/server.cfg	2013-06-14	15:53:41.251544110	-0700
+++	/tmp/puppet-file20130624-42806-157zyeq	2013-06-24	14:45:09.865182380	-0700
@@	-7,7	+7,7	@@
loglevel								=	info
daemonize							=	1

-identity	=	crm02
+identity	=	agent2.example.com
#	Plugins
securityprovider											=	ssl
plugin.ssl_server_private	=	/etc/puppetlabs/mcollective/ssl/mcollective-
private.pem

AIX Agents Not Registering with Live Management After
3.0 Upgrade
In some cases, the MCollective service on AIX agents may be stuck in the stopping  state. In such
cases, the agents will not come back up in live management after the upgrade. You can restore
their connection by forcing the pe-mcollective  process to die, by using the following commands
on the agent:

lssrc	-s	pe-mcollective			#	note	returned	pid
kill	-9	<pid-of-pe-mcollective>

Next: Troubleshooting: Cloud Provisioner

Finding Common Problems
Below are some common issues with the Cloud Provisioner.

Iʼm Using Puppet Enterprise 3 and Some node Options Donʼt Work Anymore

Several command options were changed in PE 3. Specifically:�

--pe-version  has been removed from all node_<provider>  commands. Users should manually
select the desired source for packages and the installation script they wish to use.
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--name  for the node_vmware  command has been changed to --vname .
--tags  for the node_aws  command has been changed to --instance_tags .
--group  for the node_aws  command has been changed to --security_group .

ENC Canʼt Communicate with Nodes

As of Puppet Enterprise 3.0, SSL is required for all communication between nodes and the ENC. The
--enc-ssl  option has been removed.

node_vmware and node_aws Arenʼt Working

If the cloud provisioning actions are failing with an “err: Missing required arguments” message, you
need to create a ~/.fog  file and populate it with the appropriate credentials�.

Missing .fog File or Credentials

If you attempt to provision without creating a .fog  file or without populating the file with��
appropriate credentials youʼll see the following error:

On VMware:

$	puppet	node_vmware	list
notice:	Connecting	...
err:	Missing	required	arguments:	vsphere_username,	vsphere_password,	
vsphere_server
err:	Try	'puppet	help	node_vmware	list'	for	usage

On Amazon Web Services:

$	puppet	node_aws	list
err:	Missing	required	arguments:	aws_access_key_id,
aws_secret_access_key
err:	Try	'puppet	help	node_aws	list'	for	usage

Add the appropriate file or missing credentials to the existing file to resolve this issue.��

Note that versions of fog newer than 0.7.2 may not be fully compatible with Cloud Provisioner. This
issue is currently being investigated.

Certificate Signing Issues�
ACCESSING PUPPET MASTER ENDPOINT

For automatic signing to work, the computer running Cloud Provisioner (i.e. the CP control node)
needs to be able to access the puppet masterʼs certificate_status  REST endpoint. This can be
done in the masterʼs auth.conf file as follows:�
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	path	/certificate_status
	method	save
	auth	yes
	allow	{certname}

Note that if the CP control node is on a machine other than the puppet master, it must be able to
reach the puppet master over port 8140.
GENERATING PER-USER CERTIFICATES

The CP control node needs to have a certificate that is signed by the puppet masterʼs CA. While itʼs�
possible to use an existing certificate (if, say, the control node was or is an agent node), itʼs�
preferable to generate a per-user certificate for a clearer, more explicit security policy.�

Start by running the following on the control node: puppet	certificate	generate	{certname}	--
ca-location	remote  Then sign the certificate as usual on the master (�puppet	cert	sign
{certname} ). Lastly, back on the control node again, run:

	puppet	certificate	find	ca	--ca-location	remote
	puppet	certificate	find	{certname}	--ca-location	remote
	This	should	let	you	operate	under	the	new	certname	when	you	run	puppet	
commands	with	the	--certname	{certname}	option.

Next: Troubleshooting Windows

Troubleshooting Puppet on Windows
Puppet Enterprise supports Windows agents, for both the core Puppet configuration management�
features and the orchestration features.

Windows agents can have different problems and symptoms than *nix agents. This page outlines�
some of the more common issues and their solutions.

Tips
Process Explorer

We recommend installing Process Explorer and configuring it to replace Task Manager. This will�
make debugging significantly easier.�

Logging

As of Puppet 2.7.x, messages from the puppetd  log file are available via the Windows Event Viewer�
(choose “Windows Logs” > “Application”). To enable debugging, stop the puppet service and restart
it as:
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c:\>sc	stop	puppet	&&	sc	start	puppet	--debug	--trace

Puppetʼs windows service component also writes to the windows.log  within the same log  directory
and can be used to debug issues with the service.

Common Issues
Installation

The Puppet MSI package will not overwrite an existing entry in the puppet.conf file. �As a result, if
you uninstall the package, then reinstall the package using a different puppet master hostname,�
Puppet wonʼt actually apply the new value if the previous value still exists in <data
directory> \etc\puppet.conf .

In general, weʼve taken the approach of preserving configuration data on the system when doing an�
upgrade, uninstall or reinstall.

To fully clean out a system make sure to delete the <data	directory> .

Similarly, the MSI will not overwrite the custom facts written to the PuppetLabs\facter\facts.d
directory.

Unattended installation

Puppet may fail to install when trying to perform an unattended install from the command line, e.g.

msiexec	/qn	/i	puppet.msi

To get troubleshooting data, specify an installation log, e.g. /l*v install.txt. Look in the log for
entries like the following:

MSI	(s)	(7C:D0)	[17:24:15:870]:	Rejecting	product	'{D07C45E2-A53E-4D7B-844F-
F8F608AFF7C8}':	Non-assigned	apps	are	disabled	for	non-admin	users.
MSI	(s)	(7C:D0)	[17:24:15:870]:	Note:	1:	1708
MSI	(s)	(7C:D0)	[17:24:15:870]:	Product:	Puppet	--	Installation	failed.
MSI	(s)	(7C:D0)	[17:24:15:870]:	Windows	Installer	installed	the	product.	
Product	Name:	Puppet.	Product	Version:	2.7.12.	Product	Language:	1033.	
Manufacturer:	Puppet	Labs.	Installation	success	or	error	status:	1625.
MSI	(s)	(7C:D0)	[17:24:15:870]:	MainEngineThread	is	returning	1625
MSI	(s)	(7C:08)	[17:24:15:870]:	No	System	Restore	sequence	number	for	this	
installation.
Info	1625.This	installation	is	forbidden	by	system	policy.	Contact	your	system	
administrator.

If you see entries like this you know you donʼt have sufficient privileges to install puppet. Make sure��
to launch cmd.exe  with the Run	as	Administrator  option selected, and try again.
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File Paths
Path Separator

Make sure to use a semi-colon (;) as the path separator on Windows, e.g.,
modulepath=path1;path2

File Separator

In most resource attributes, the Puppet language accepts either forward- or backslashes as the file�
separator. However, some attributes absolutely require forward slashes, and some attributes
absolutely require backslashes. See the relevant section of Writing Manifests for Windows for more
information.

Backslashes

When backslashes are double-quoted(“), they must be escaped. When single-quoted (ʻ), they may
be escaped. For example, these are valid file resources:�

file	{	'c:\path\to\file.txt':	}
file	{	'c:\\path\\to\\file.txt':	}
file	{	"c:\\path\\to\\file.txt":	}

But this is an invalid path, because \p, \t, \f will be interpreted as escape sequences:

file	{	"c:\path\to\file.txt":	}

UNC Paths

UNC paths are not currently supported. However, the path can be mapped as a network drive and
accessed that way.

Case-insensitivity

Several resources are case-insensitive on Windows (file, user, group). When establishing�
dependencies among resources, make sure to specify the case consistently. Otherwise, puppet may
not be able to resolve dependencies correctly. For example, applying the following manifest will
fail, because puppet does not recognize that FOOBAR and foobar are the same user:

file	{	'c:\foo\bar':
		ensure	=>	directory,
		owner	=>	'FOOBAR'
}
user	{	'foobar':
		ensure	=>	present
}
...
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err:	/Stage[main]//File[c:\foo\bar]:	Could	not	evaluate:	Could	not	find	user	
FOOBAR

Diffs�

Puppet does not show diffs on Windows (e.g., �puppet	agent	--show_diff ) unless a third-party diff�
utility has been installed (e.g., msys, gnudiff, cygwin, etc) and the �diff  property has been set
appropriately.

Resource Errors and Quirks
File

If the owner and/or group are specified in a file resource on Windows, the mode must also be��
specified. So this is okay:�

file	{	'c:/path/to/file.bat':
		ensure	=>	present,
		owner	=>	'Administrator',
		group	=>	'Administrators',
		mode	=>	0770
}

But this is not:

file	{	'c:/path/to/file.bat':
		ensure	=>	present,
		owner	=>	'Administrator',
		group	=>	'Adminstrators',
}

The latter case will remove any permissions the Administrators group previously had to the file,�
resulting in the effective permissions of 0700. And since puppet runs as a service under the�
“SYSTEM” account, not “Administrator,” Puppet itself will not be able to manage the file the next�
time it runs!

To get out of this state, have Puppet execute the following (with an exec resource) to reset the file�
permissions:

takeown	/f	c:/path/to/file.bat	&&	icacls	c:/path/to/file.bat	/reset

Exec

When declaring a Windows exec resource, the path to the resource typically depends on the
%WINDIR% environment variable. Since this may vary from system to system, you can use the path
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fact in the exec resource:

exec	{	'cmd.exe	/c	echo	hello	world':
		path	=>	$::path
}

Shell Builtins

Puppet does not currently support a shell provider on Windows, so executing shell builtins directly
will fail:

exec	{	'echo	foo':
		path	=>	'c:\windows\system32;c:\windows'
}
...
err:	/Stage[main]//Exec[echo	foo]/returns:	change	from	notrun	to	0	failed:	
Could	not	find	command	'echo'

Instead, wrap the builtin in cmd.exe :

exec	{	'cmd.exe	/c	echo	foo':
		path	=>	'c:\windows\system32;c:\windows'
}

Or, better still, use the tip from above:

exec	{	'cmd.exe	/c	echo	foo':
		path	=>	$::path
}

Powershell

By default, powershell enforces a restricted execution policy which prevents the execution of
scripts. Consequently, make sure to specify the appropriate execution policy in the powershell
command:

exec	{	'test':
		command	=>	'powershell.exe	-executionpolicy	remotesigned	-file	C:\test.ps1',
		path	=>	$::path
}

Package

The source of an MSI package must be a file on either a local filesystem or on a network mapped��
drive. It does not support URI-based sources, though you can achieve a similar result by defining a�
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file whose source is the puppet master and then defining a package whose source is the local file.���

Service

Windows services support a short name and a display name. Make sure to use the short name in
puppet manifests. For example use wuauserv , not Automatic	Updates . You can use sc	query  to
get a list of services and their various names.

Error Messages
“Service	'Puppet	Agent'	(puppet)	failed	to	start.	Verify	that	you	have	sufficient
privileges	to	start	system	services.”

This can occur when installing puppet on a UAC system from a non-elevated account. Although
the installer displays the UAC prompt to install puppet, it does not elevate when trying to start
the service. Make sure to run from an elevated cmd.exe  process when installing the MSI.
“Cannot	run	on	Microsoft	Windows	without	the	sys-admin,	win32-process,	win32-dir,
win32-service	and	win32-taskscheduler	gems.”

Puppet requires the indicated Windows-specific gems, which can be installed using �gem	install
<gem>

“err:	/Stage[main]//Scheduled_task[task_system]:	Could	not	evaluate:	The	operation
completed	successfully.”

This error can occur when using version < 0.2.1 of the win32-taskscheduler gem. Run gem
update	win32-taskscheduler

“err:	/Stage[main]//Exec[C:/tmp/foo.exe]/returns:	change	from	notrun	to	0	failed:
CreateProcess()	failed:	Access	is	denied.”

This error can occur when requesting an executable from a remote puppet master that cannot
be executed. For a file to be executable on Windows, set the user/group executable bits�
accordingly on the puppet master (or alternatively, specify the mode of the file as it should exist�
on the Windows host):

		file	{	"C:/tmp/foo.exe":
				source	=>	"puppet:///modules/foo/foo.exe",
		}

		exec	{	'C:/tmp/foo.exe':
				logoutput	=>	true
		}

“err:	getaddrinfo:	The	storage	control	blocks	were	destroyed.”
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This error can occur when the agent cannot resolve a DNS name into an IP address (for example
the server , ca_server , etc properties). To verify that there is a DNS issue, check that you can
run nslookup	<dns> . If this fails, there is a problem with the DNS settings on the Windows agent
(for example, the primary dns suffix is not set). See ��http://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/cc959322.aspx
“err:	/Stage[main]//Group[mygroup]/members:	change	from	to	Administrators	failed:
Add	OLE	error	code:8007056B	in	<Unknown>	<No	Description>	HRESULT	error

code:0x80020009	Exception	occurred.”

This error will occur when attempting to add a group as a member of another local group, i.e.
nesting groups. Although Active Directory supports nested groups for certain types of domain
group accounts, Windows does not support nesting of local group accounts. As a result, you
must only specify user accounts as members of a group.
“err:	/Stage[main]//Package[7zip]/ensure:	change	from	absent	to	present	failed:
Execution	of	'msiexec.exe	/qn	/norestart	/i	"c:\\7z920.exe"'	returned	1620:	T	h	i	s

i	n	s	t	a	l	l	a	t	i	o	n	p	a	c	k	a	g	e	c	o	u	l	d	n	o	t	b	e	o	p	e	n	e	d	.	C	o	n	t	a	c

t	t	h	e	a	p	p	l	i	c	a	t	i	o	n	v	e	n	d	o	r	t	o	v	e	r	i	f	y	t	h	a	t	t	h	i	s	i	s	a	v	a

l	i	d	W	i	n	d	o	w	s	I	n	s	t	a	l	l	e	r	p	a	c	k	a	g	e	.”

This error can occur when attempting to install a non-MSI package. Puppet only supports MSI
packages. To install non-MSI packages, use an exec resource with an onlyif  parameter.
“err:	Could	not	request	certificate:	The	certificate	retrieved	from	the	master	does
not	match	the	agent's	private	key.”

This error is usually a sign that the master has already issued a certificate to the agent. This can�
occur if the agentʼs SSL directory is deleted after it has retrieved a certificate from the master, or�
when running the agent in two different security contexts. For example, running puppet agent�
as a service and then trying to run puppet	agent  from the command line with non-elevated
security. Specifically, this would happen if youʼve selected �Start	Command	Prompt	with	Puppet
but did not elevate privileges using Run	as	Administrator .
“err:	Could	not	evaluate:	Could	not	retrieve	information	from	environment
production	source(s)	puppet://puppet.domain.com/plugins.”

This error will be generated when a Windows agent does a pluginsync from the Puppet master
server, when the latter does not contain any plugins. Note that pluginsync is enabled by default
on Windows. This is a known bug in 2.7.x, see https://projects.puppetlabs.com/issues/2244.
“err:	Could	not	send	report:	SSL_connect	returned=1	errno=0	state=SSLv3	read	server
certificate	B:	certificate	verify	failed.	This	is	often	because	the	time	is	out	of

sync	on	the	server	or	client.”
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Windows agents that are part of an Active Directory domain should automatically have their time
synchronized with AD. For agents that are not part of an AD domain, you may need to enable
and add the Windows time service manually:

		w32tm	/register
		net	start	w32time
		w32tm	/config	/manualpeerlist:<ntpserver>	/syncfromflags:manual	/update
		w32tm	/resync

“err:	You	cannot	service	a	running	64-bit	operating	system	with	a	32-bit	version	of
DISM.	Please	use	the	version	of	DISM	that	corresponds	to	your	computer's

architecture.”

As described in the Installation Guide, 64-bit versions of windows will redirect all file system�
access from %windir%\system32  to %windir%\SysWOW64  instead. When attempting to configure�
Windows roles and features using dism.exe , make sure to use the 64-bit version. This can be
done by executing c:\windows\sysnative\dism.exe , which will prevent file system redirection.�
See https://projects.puppetlabs.com/issues/12980
“Error: Could not parse for environment production: Syntax error at ʻ=ʼ; expected ʻ}ʼ”

This error will usually occur if puppet	apply	-e  is used from the command line and the supplied
command is surrounded with single quotes (ʻ), which will cause cmd.exe  to interpret any =>  in
the command as a redirect. To solve this surround the command with double quotes (“) instead.
See https://projects.puppetlabs.com/issues/20528.

Next: Appendix: Release Notes

User's Guide Appendix
This page contains additional miscellaneous information about Puppet Enterprise (PE) 3.0.

Puppet Terminology
For help with Puppet-specific terms and language, visit �the glossary

For a complete guide to the Puppet language, visit the reference manual

Release Notes
PE 3.0.0
DELAYED SUPPORT FOR COMPLETE UPGRADES AND SLES

Full functionality for upgrades is not yet complete in 3.0. Upgrading is not yet supported for
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master, console and database roles, but is fully supported for agents. Visit the upgrading page
for complete instructions on how to migrate a 2.8 deployment to PE 3.0 now. Full upgrade
support will be included in the next release of PE 3.0, no later than August 15, 2013.
Support for nodes running the SLES operating system is not yet completed. It will be included in
the next release of PE 3.0, no later than August 15, 2013.

PACKAGE AND COMPONENT UPGRADES

Many of the constituent components of Puppet Enterprise have been upgraded. Namely:

Ruby 1.9.3
Augeas 1.0.0
Puppet 3.2.2
Facter 1.7.1
Hiera 1.2.1
MCollective 2.2.4
Passenger 4.0
Dashboard 2.0
Java 1.7
PostgreSQL 9.2.4

REMOVAL OF CLONING

The live management cloning tool is deprecated and has been removed in PE 3.0. We are
continuing to improve resource inspection and interactive orchestration commands in the console.
In general, we recommend managing resources with Puppet manifests instead of one-off�
commands.

If you are using cloning, you can achieve a similar workflow by using �puppet	resource  or the
puppetral pluginʼs find  action to learn the details of resources on individual host. Then, you can
use that info to write or append to a manifest.
REMOVAL OF COMPLIANCE

The compliance workflow tools, including File Search, are deprecated, and have been removed in�
Puppet Enterprise 3.0. We are continuing to invest in flexible ways to help you predict, detect, and�
control change, and our next-generation tools will not use manually maintained baselines as a
foundation.

If you are using the compliance workflow tools today, you can achieve a similar workflow by using��
Puppetʼs noop features to detect changes. Weʼve created an example page that shows this alternate
workflow in greater detail�.
REMOVAL OF “FILE SEARCH”

Related to the removal of compliance, the File Search section of the console has been removed. This
section was able to display file contents when given an MD5 checksum, but was no longer relevant�
once compliance was removed.
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PUPPET AGENT SERVICE RENAME

Previously, the puppet agent service was known by several names, depending on platform (e.g.
puppetagent  on Solaris, pe-puppet-agent  on Debian/Ubuntu, etc.). As of PE 3, it is called 'pe-
puppet  on all platforms.

CHANGE TO ORCHESTRATION ENGINEʼS AUTHENTICATION BACKEND

In previous versions, the orchestration engine (MCollective) used either the psk  or aespe  security
plugin. As of PE 3, it uses the more secure and reliable ssl  security plugin. If you have integrated
external applications with the orchestration engine, you will need to re-configure their security�
credentials.
CHANGE TO BUILT-IN ORCHESTRATION ACTIONS

The output format and available actions of the puppetral  orchestration plugin have changed — the
create  action has been removed, and the output format is now an array of hashes. If you have built
applications that integrate with the puppetral  plugin, youʼll need to update them.

Known Issues
As we discover them, this page will be updated with known issues in Puppet Enterprise 3.0 and
earlier. Fixed issues will be removed from this list and noted above in the release notes. If you find�
new problems yourself, please file bugs in Puppet �here and bugs specific to Puppet Enterprise �here.

To find out which of these issues may affect you, run ��/opt/puppet/bin/puppet	--version , the
output of which will look something like 3.2.2	(Puppet	Enterprise	3.0) . To upgrade to a newer
version of Puppet Enterprise, see the chapter on upgrading.

The following issues affect the currently shipped version of PE and all prior releases in the 2.x.x�
series, unless otherwise stated.

Readline Version Issues on AIX Agents

As wtith PE 2.8.2, on AIX 5.3, puppet agents depend on readline-4-3.2 being installed. You can
check the installed version of readline by running rpm	-q	readline . If you need to install it, you
can download it from IBM. Install it before installing the puppet agent.
On AIX 6.1 and 7.1, the default version of readline, 4-3.2, is insufficient. You need to replace it��
before upgrading or installing by running

			rpm	-e	--nodeps	readline
		rpm	-Uvh	readline-6.1-1.aix6.1.ppc.rpm

If you see an error message after running this, you can disregard it. Readline-6 should be
successfully installed and you can proceed with the installation or upgrade (you can verify the
installation with rpm	-q	readline ).
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Debian/Ubuntu Local Hostname Issue

On some versions of Debian/Ubuntu, the default /etc/hosts  file contains an entry for the�
machineʼs hostname with a local IP address of 127.0.1.1. This can cause issues for PuppetDB and
PostgreSQL, because binding a service to the hostname will cause it to resolve to the local-only IP
address rather than its public IP. As a result, nodes (including the console) will fail to connect to
PuppetDB and PostgreSQL.

To fix this, add an entry to �/etc/hosts  that resolves the machineʼs FQDN to its public IP address.
This should be done prior to installing PE. However, if PE has already been installed, restarting the
pe-puppetdb  and pe-postgresql  services after adding the entry to the hosts file should fix things.��

Console_auth Fails After PostgreSQL Restart

RubyCAS server, the component which provides console log-in services will not automatically
reconnect if it loses connection to its database, which can result in a 500	Internal	Server	Error
when attempting to log in or out. The issue can be resolved by restarting Apache on the consoleʼs
node with service	pe-httpd	restart .

Inconsistent Counts When Comparing Service Resources in Live Management

In the Browse Resources tab, comparing a service across a mixture of RedHat-based and Debian-
based nodes will give different numbers in the list view and the detail view.�

Bad Data in Facterʼs architecture Fact

On AIX agents, a bug causes facter to return the systemʼs model number (e.g., IBM 3271) instead of
the processorʼs architecture (e.g. Power6). There is no known workaround.

Augeas File Access Issue

On AIX agents, the Augeas lens is unable to access or modify etc/services . There is no known
workaround.

After Upgrading, Nodes Report a “Not a PE Agent” Error

When doing the first puppet run after upgrading using the “upgrader” script included in PE tarballs,�
agents are reporting an error: “<node.name> is not a Puppet Enterprise agent.” This was caused by
a bug in the upgrader that has since been fixed. If you downloaded a tarball prior to November 28,�
2012, simply download the tarball again to get the fixed upgrader. If you prefer, you can download�
the latest upgrader module from the Forge. Alternatively, you can fix it by changing�
/etc/puppetlabs/facter/facts.d/is_pe.txt  to contain: is_pe=true .

EC2/Dual-homed Systems Report Incorrect URIs for the Console.

During installation, the PE installer attempts to automatically determine the URI where the console
can be reached. On EC2 (and likely all other dual-homed systems), the installer incorrectly selects
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the internal, non-routable URI. Instead, you should manually enter the correct, external facing URI
of the system hosting the console.

Answer file required for some SMTP servers.d�

Any SMTP server that requires authentication, TLS, or runs over any port other than 25 needs to be
explicitly added to an answers file. See the �advanced configuration page� for details.

pe-httpd Must Be Restarted After Revoking Certificates�

(Issue #8421)

Due to an upstream bug in Apache, the pe-httpd  service on the puppet master must be restarted
after revoking any nodeʼs certificate.�

After using puppet	cert	revoke  or puppet	cert	clean  to revoke a certificate, restart the service�
by running:

$	sudo	/etc/init.d/pe-httpd	restart

Dynamic Man Pages are Incorrectly Formatted

Man pages generated with the puppet	man  subcommand are not formatted as proper man pages,
and are instead displayed as Markdown source text. This is a purely cosmetic issue, and the pages
are still fully readable.

To improve the display of Puppet man pages, you can use your system gem  command to install the
ronn  gem:

$	sudo	gem	install	ronn

Next: Compliance: Alternate Workflow�

Alternate Workflow to Replace Compliance�
Tool
This page describes an alternate workflow which will allow you to maintain baseline states and�
audit changes in your puppet-controlled infrastructure.

Compliance Alternate Workflow�
WORKFLOW IN BRIEF

Instead of writing audit manifests: Write manifests that describe the desired baseline state(s).
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This is identical to writing Puppet manifests to manage systems: you use the resource
declaration syntax to describe the desired state of each significant resource.�
Instead of running puppet agent in its default mode: Make it sync the significant resources in�
noop mode, which can be done for the entire Puppet run, or per-resource. (See below.) This
causes Puppet to detect changes and simulate changes, without automatically enforcing the
desired state.
In the console: Look for “pending” events and node status. “Pending” is how the console
represents detected differences and simulated changes.�

CONTROLLING YOUR MANIFESTS

As part of a solid change control process, you should be maintaining your Puppet manifests in a
version control system like Git. A well-designed branch structure in version control will allow
changes to your manifests to be tracked, controlled, and audited.
NOOP FEATURES

Puppet resources or catalogs can be marked as “noop” before they are applied by the agent nodes.
This means that the user describes a desired state for the resource, and Puppet will detect and
report any divergence from this desired state. Puppet will report what should change to bring the
resource into the desired state, but it will not make those changes automatically.

To set an individual resource as noop, set the noop  metaparameter to true .

		file	{'/etc/sudoers':
				owner	=>	root,
				group	=>	root,
				mode		=>	0600,
				noop		=>	true,
		}

This allows you to mix enforced resources and noop resources in the same Puppet run.
To do an entire Puppet run in noop, set the noop  setting to true . This can be done in the
[agent]  block of puppet.conf, or as a --noop  command-line flag. If you are running puppet�
agent in the default daemon mode, you would set noop in puppet.conf.

IN THE CONSOLE

In the console, you can locate the changes Puppet has detected by looking for “pending” nodes,
reports, and events. A “pending” status means Puppet has detected a change and simulated a fix,�
but has not automatically managed the resource.

You can find a pending status in the following places:�

The node summary, which lists the number of nodes that have had changes detected:
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The list of recent reports, which uses an orange asterisk to show reports with changes detected:

The log and events tabs of any report containing pending events; these tabs will show you what
changes were detected, and how they differ from the desired system state described in your�
manifests:
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AFTER DETECTION

When a Puppet node reports noop events, this means someone has made changes to a noop
resource that has a desired state desribed. Generally, this either means an unauthorized change
has been made, or an authorized change was made but the manifests have not yet been updated to
contain the change. You will need to either:

Revert the system to the desired state (possibly by running puppet agent with --no-noop ).
Edit your manifests to contain the new desired state, and check the changed manifests into
version control.

BEFORE DETECTION

However, your admins should generally be changing the manifests before making authorized
changes. This serves as documentation of the changeʼs approval.
SUMMARY

In this alternate workflow, you are essentially still maintaining baselines of your systemsʼ desired�
states. However, instead of maintaining an abstract baseline by approving changes in the console,
you are maintaining concrete baselines in readable Puppet code, which can be audited via version
control records.

© 2010 Puppet Labs info@puppetlabs.com 411 NW Park Street / Portland, OR 97209 1-877-575-
9775
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